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Foreword

“How to recognize and acknowledge the
changing methods and means?”

Climbing Styles since 1900.
This “Mechanical Advantage” series is primarily
about the evolving tools of climbing: why tools
were invented, and how they were used. One
tricky aspect is the varied nation-centric
viewpoints of the primary sources. It is the
recurring “Who invented the light bulb/radio/
television/etc?” sort of thing, with simultaneous
development in many cases, and sometimes a
lack of shared information or the vision to
comprehend advantages, such as a threedecade delay in the wider development of
hooking pitons, from their initial invention in the
1950s by Jaromir Šádek in Czechoslovakia to
when the Birdbeak piton began being produced
and used in the USA starting in the late 1980s.

In the early 1900s, we have already considered
some of the opposing views in the development
and use of the piton—a time when Tita Piaz and
others led new levels of hard protected free
climbing, a style initially disdained for its ample
use of pitons but eventually proving to be the
most sensible means of pushing new boundaries
of the art of climbing vertical walls. Only later,
once the marriage of tools and techniques is
more firmly established, are the style and
proponents fully recognized, such as the case of
Fiechtl and Herzog being widely acknowledged
as the innovators of the piton and carabiner.

How novel ideas circulate and permeate in
society is interesting in itself, but often
unraveling the stories lead to right/left political
dogma and there are few historians oﬀering a
broader middle-path perspective1 (footnote); the
bias becomes readily apparent in the primary
journals from diﬀerent cultures when examined
from a global context.
One of the most interesting periods of climbing
tool development occurred on the steep rock of
the Eastern and Western Alps during the early
decades of the 20th century, when war,
pandemics, and economic depressions were all
rife. Climbing history, like all histories, often
becomes tainted by the larger social issues, so it
takes time to understand the context and thus
the impact of innovations in climbing.
The more interesting discussion of climbing
styles over the past two centuries is a repeating
one:

The same general scenario repeats itself for the
next 100 years, sometimes with resistance and
sometimes with acceptance: for example, in the
1930s, when extensive aid and bolts came into
play, and in the 1970s, when a peaceful
transition to clean climbing style swiftly arose, a
time when nearly everyone appreciated and
embraced the challenges brought on by the new
tools.
Among all the controversies in between and
since about changing styles, I can relate to the
one I witnessed first hand, living in Yosemite
Valley in the mid-’80s when the old guard’s one
primary rule: “ground-up climbing only” fell to
the proponents of yet another new style of
climbing, originating in the limestone cliﬀs of the
Verdon, where no other means was possible to
advance the sport was possible without recourse
to extensive and complex rope work in a canyon
deeper than the longest ropes (or, as Patrick
Edlinger and Alain Robert have so elegantly
demonstrated, with beautiful free-solo
performances). The real argument in climbing
styles often revolves not about the number of
pitons, bolts, use of the rope, and other aids (the

Such as seen even in the climbing literature during the rise of fascism in Germany in response to its defeat in
WWI, a Thucydides' Trap war caused by the Austro-Hungarian empire’s dwindling power and eventual collapse,
resulting in great change for the entire region: the end of the age of Kingdoms, replaced with new social controls by
new powers.
1

change in means), but more importantly, the
change in the potential of new climbs and
adventures. In other words, it is the answer to
the question of whether a particular style in a
particular area has been “played out” or not
within the area’s vertical resources. I will
probably write more about my observations of
this phenomena as well as relate some of my
own experiences in future volumes.
The “Mechanical Advantage” series is more
about visionary lines made possible with the
development of new ideas and tinkering, with a
sharp focus on inspiring climbs involving an
elegant marriage of tools, techniques, and
human ability.
John Middendorf, Hobart Australia 2021
Author Note: My first ever climbing story was about a
time when I almost froze to death halfway up a
massive cliﬀ of granite. I was still shivering
uncontrollably from the three days of hypothermic
conditions, and wrapped in borrowed sleeping bags
inside of an uninsulated VW Van in the Pines
campground in Yosemite. The Yosemite rescue team,
of which I was a member and had just helped saved
my life, had been moved to the colder Pines
campground that winter, while the Park Service
demolished campground toilets in Camp 4. Unlike
Camp 4 (also called Sunnyside because it gets all the
morning warmth from the sun), the Pines is more
shaded by the surrounding massive cliﬀs, so I was
dreading the early morning routine of getting ready for
the day in the cold misty morning to come.
That night, unable to sleep even though I was
thoroughly exhausted, I wrote and wrote pages about
the experience of the past week on yellow ruled paper,
how Mike Corbett, Steve Bosque, and I joined up to
climb the south wall of Half Dome, trying to adjust to
the reality of not being up there fighting for my life. I
couldn't process it, and could sense a cataclysmic
shift in my worldview. The climbs I had been doing
lately had only given me more and more confidence in
my ability to fire up big routes in record time, nothing
really seemed impossible. Now, shattered and so
grateful for the outside help, I tried to reconcile the
fact that I could not do it on my own.
The story I wrote got edited, refined, and eventually
appeared in Climbing Magazine, and even featured

later in a collection of top adventure epics. John Dill
wrote the most straightforward account, in the 1987
Accidents in North American Mountaineering (though I
could never figure out his noting of “inadequate
equipment” as all our gear was latest state of the art
at the time).
Since then, I have enjoyed the writing process. My
first task was to document the tools and techniques I
had been using and helped develop that enabled more
eﬃcient big wall climbing to happen, published in
Climbing #99 and Climbing #100, and later put into a
small booklet I called the "Big Wall Tech Manual". It
was quite a challenge converting decades of shared
climbing knowledge into a systematic written
document. These days there are countless technique
books, much more detailed and complete than my
early work. I found immense personal satisfaction in
sharing my ideas (much more so than sharing my
“persona”).
I wrote a bit for the magazines and journals about my
adventures while I was climbing, often prompted by
fantastic editors like H. Adams Carter of the American
Alpine Journal. But I questioned the purpose of
writing and eﬀectively promoting. Each slide show,
each article, seemed to confuse me more about why I
was risking my life so often in the mountains,
sometimes blindly in pursuit of a dream that came
from who knows where. Eventually, it all came to an
end when, during plans to climb and BASE jump a
new big wall route in Baﬃn Island (which saw me
learning to skydive out of a friend's planes without an
actual instructor), my friend Xaver Bongard was killed
in a BASE accident oﬀ the Staubach in Switzerland. I
finally realised then, fully, the impact of our borderline
reckless behaviour, a mixture of personal drive and
having something to "show". After that, I decided to
strictly focus on design and engineering challenges,
as I best felt I had something to contribute there, and
did that for a while before discovering the joys of
going with gravity, not against it, on the big rivers of
the southwest as a Grand Canyon river guide (where I
have no “claims to fame” but enjoyed every minute of
it). And currently, now, where I am helping raise a
family with my wife Jeni, Remi, and Rowen, and
occasionally working as a high school teacher.
I really have no idea where these tales will go. I was
witness to some great moments in climbing history
and got to know some incredible people along the
way; these glimpses are really what drives me to take
to the keyboard, so here goes.
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In the Beginning: Subtle
Means and Engines
Mechanical Advantage
Tools for the Wild Vertical

C

limbing using engineered tools was
first documented in 1492 when
Charles VII of France ordered his
military to ascend Mont Inaccessible as
training for sieging feudal castles. A
spectacular and sheer 300m tower flanked on
all sides by precipitous limestone cliffs, it
was known in the fourteenth century as one
of the "Seven Miracles of Dauphiné". Local
legends told of angels seen flying along its
cliffs at night to keep it inviolate.
With skilled use of ropes, grappling hooks,
and ladders—the "subtilz engins" (in contrast
to less subtle means, ie. cannons)—combined
with expert route finding ability, the military
engineer Antoine deVille led a ten-person
expedition to the top, where he was surprised
to to discover a beautiful meadow with
flowers, birds, and a herd of chamois, which
he believed "would never be able to get
away".

One of deVille’s team described the ascent as
"the most horrible passage...a half a league
by a path terrible to look at, and still more
terrible to descend". Now accessible by
humans, the mountain was rechristened
Léguille, and is now known as Mont
Aiguille. After the ascent, the summit
remained unvisited until 1834, when JeanPierre-César Liotard climbed the tower, solo
and barefoot.
This first documented mountaineering ascent
took place long before mountain climbing
was considered recreational exploration, and
even though the impetus for the ascent was
political, it was a courageous, technical
display of vertical prowess.
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Above: early semi-imaginary bigwall climb

The year of the Mont Aiguille ascent (1492)
was a pivotal time in western civilisation:
early years of The Renaissance, the recent
Ottoman conquest of Constantinople, and the
"discovery" of the new world by Columbus.
Leonardo invented, Machiavelli studied the

brutal aspects of power and influence, while
Erasmus wrote “In Praise of Folly”,
establishing the humanist view. New
recorded western history began and much of
old history became forgotten or ignored.
For the next few hundred years after 1492,
very few of high peaks were known to have
been climbed, and even major passes were
infrequently visited. Many believed dragons
lived in the high Alps; in the early 1700’s, the
noted scientist Johann Jakob Scheuchzer
created and published a classification system
of dragon types in the Alps based on the
many "eyewitness" sightings of dragons. His
famous discoveries of large dinosaur fossils
in the geologic layers did nothing to dispel
the myths.
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Ötzi the Iceman
In 1991, melting glaciers revealed a
mummified man on a cold and exposed
3,210m pass between Austria and Italy. 5000
years before, Ötzi the Iceman died en route,
his body preserved in the ice with all his
accoutrements. He carried a 60cm copper
tipped axe which has often been interpreted
as a weapon, but indeed would be an aid if
crossing icy passes in the alps. This short ice
tool could be considered the first modern
short ice axe. He wore insulated clothing, and
it is possible that his well made boots could
be fitted with snowshoe type platforms.

There are other artefacts evidencing the use
of tools for ascent in pre-western-history.
Glen Rink and I found a large wooden cam
placed in a very challenging (an eight metre
section of overhanging 5.9 rock climbing)
crack on an Hisatsinom Grand Canyon exit
route. The “Anasazi”2 were masters of
ascending slabs and overhangs using a
combination of bold skill, carved steps,
ladders and ropes.

Other early cultures also provide evidence of
difficult ascent, and perhaps a whole book
could be written on ancient archaeological
climbing evidence around the world.
However, the evolution of technological
climbs that involve the invention and
deployment of modern tools and materials
and which lead to efficient and safer method
of climbing big walls really began in the late
19th century, after most of the major peaks
of the world were climbed or attempted.

(Footnote: The Histasinom is the Hopi name for the more commonly known "Anasazi", which is thought to be a
Navajo term for "ancient enemy".)
2
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18th Century
Mountaineering

Following the 1492 ascent of Mont Aiguille,
technological ascents in the mountains
passed into obscurity for hundreds of years,
only to re-appear in the 1700’s. Often called
the start of the “Modern Era” of
mountaineering, unclimbed mountains
became ends in themselves as people
began venturing higher into the Alps.
Collective knowledge of safe travel in the
mountains expanded.
The state-of-the-art mountaineering tools of
the 1700’s were a long sturdy Alpenstock
used for bridging precipices and testing
crevasses (a tool used by shepherds since
the Middle Ages), mid-sole spikes (an early
form of the instep crampon around since the
5th century BC), and a modified wood axe
for chopping steps.

The first ascent of Mont Blanc in 1786, the
highest peak in the Alps at 4808m, required
hundreds of chopped steps. Ascents of the
high peaks in the Alps were generally made
with a local mountain guide who would
painstakingly chop each step in hard ice
with an axe, creating a staircase of sorts for
the following team.
Guiding mountains became a local
profession, and first ascents of peaks in the
Alps were sought after by wealthy patrons
travelling from afar. In 1864, the Victorian
alpinist Leslie Stephen wrote in the Alpine
Journal: "I do not myself ever cut steps (in
the Alps) when I can get a guide to do it for
me, first because a guide can do it much
better, and secondly because he is paid to
do it”. It wasn’t until the 1850’s that the first
European mountain guide associations were
formed, or that the tools of ascent improved
significantly so that a more eﬃcient style
could develop.
As the easier mountains became more
popular as recreational mountain climbing
and training for exploration further afield, the
desire to first stand on untouched summits
grew, so more eﬃcient tools were
developed. Around 1840, early specialised
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ice axes appear, combining the alpenstock
and the hatchet into a single tool. The early
ice axes were long aﬀairs, often over 1.5m in
length, with a simple pick and the adze
vertically oriented as in a wood axe; by
1860, the horizontal adze for more eﬃcient
step cutting became more widespread.
Edward Whymper climbed the Matterhorn in
1865 and many other technical high Alp
summits, and was known to carry a clawed
hook attached to a short piece of rope, used
for an occasional move upward and for
short descents, and this system was later
used mostly for descent by Georg Winkler.
Occasionally an iron eyebolt was hammered
into a crack for a hand or foothold. By the

Edward Whymper--note his vertical
adze

end of the 1800’s nearly every high peak in
the Alps, and many in North America, had
been climbed with these tools and methods:
mostly free climbing, with any means
possible to overcome short technical
sections of ice and rock.
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The ropes of the day were stiﬀ and heavy
braided hemp, used primarily for creating
human chains for safe travel across
crevassed glaciers, or as an aid for the
“second” following up a bold leader who
might have used a shoulder stand to ascend
a tricky passage. As in the tragic case on
the first ascent of the Matterhorn, the ropes
could generally not withstand a fall, when
one slipped setting oﬀ a cascade eﬀect of
the connected climbers, and four climbers
perished when the rope broke despite being
held fast by the climbers above.
As the highest summits were reached, first
in Europe, then North America, and even in
some of more remote ranges, climbers then
turned their eyes to steeper vertical
adventures, and the next level of challenge
was exposed like a layer of a peeling onion.
The so-called “impossible climbs” beckoned
rugged individuals who were willing to push
their limits, and ever more diﬃcult routes
were forged up steeper terrain. The pioneers
reshaped codes of conduct and created
new genres of climbing with new and
improved tools, often implemented in ways
far beyond their original intent. The rise in
vertical standards throughout the years is
intertwined with the evolution of equipment
designed for ascent.

18th Century Mountaineering Equipment

Next: The probable first
ascent of Half Dome by
George Anderson in 1875
was the first big bolted
climb in North America.
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American Trail Builders,
1800's
HALF DOME, 1875
As Americans were manifesting their destiny
and exploring the West's more remote
regions, the Scottish trailbuilder George
Anderson became the first to stand atop
Yosemite's Half Dome, previously
considered inaccessible. In 1875, Anderson
spent a week methodically climbing the
steep east slab of Half Dome using the
same granite bolting technology he was
using to secure trails through the Sierra
Nevada wilderness. With hand drill and
hammer, he created holes (16mm in
diameter and up to 100mm deep), then filled
the hole with a large eyebolt to which he
could aﬃx a rope.

over the previous winter. During the
following decades the summit was less
frequently climbed, as it had become a more
hazardous adventure without regular
maintenance of the ropes and bolts,
sometimes involving lassoing bolts from
below. In 1919 the route was fully reestablished by a member of the Sierra Club
who created a new double-cable “rock
stairway,” which has been largely
maintained to this day.

After hours of eﬀort on each hard-earned
bolt, he would step onto it, balance himself,
and drill again. In areas where the angle of
the slab eased, he free climbed from stance
to stance. Anderson lived in a cabin at the
spring near the saddle of Half Dome, and
each day tied a rope from his highest bolt so
that he could descend to his cabin then reascend to his high point the next day--the
first case of fixed ropes in Yosemite. The
naturalist John Muir, an early Half Dome
summiteer, described the event, "New
routes have been done on South Dome (as it
was then known), but the skill and courage
of Anderson have not been surpassed”.
The route became popular over the
following years. Anderson regularly
upgraded the ropes and helped guide as
many as 60 people each year to gain the
summit, hand-over-handing the fixed ropes.
Anderson dreamed of creating a wooden
stairway to the summit.
In 1884 Anderson, aged 47, died of
pneumonia and his fixed lines and some of
the eye-bolts were “carried away by ice”
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DEVIL’S TOWER, 1893
Farther east, Wild West ingenuity paved the
way for the first ascent of Wyoming's
spectacular Devil's Tower in June, 1893,
when ranchers Willard Ripley and William
Rogers spent six weeks engineering a
wooden ladder on the southeast corner of
the tower. The ladder consisted of
sharpened wooden spikes about 75mm in
diameter and about 750mm long, hammered
into the continuously vertical crack, with
boards connecting the spikes. The ranchers
climbed it a second time during a Fourth of
July celebration, proudly planting a U. S.
flag on the summit during a widely
advertised event. The volcanic monolith was
not climbed by another route until 1937 by

Fritz Wiessner, Lawrence Coveney and
William House using pitons, ropes, and
technical climbing ability.
Like deVille’s ascent of Mont Aiguille four
hundred years earlier, these two climbs were
isolated events using any means necessary
for the ascent, and although American
climbers pioneered rudimentary belay and
safety techniques for the first ascent of the
Grand Teton in the late 1800’s, the marriage
of technology and climbing to create
eﬃcient systems for ascent really began in
Europe, where specific climbing techniques
and equipment were becoming more refined
by the end of the 19th century.
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The rise of iron for ascent
Back in Europe, after the famed first ascent
(and tragedy) on the Matterhorn in 1865, in
the French/Italian/Austrian/Swiss Alps, the
remaining unclimbed high summits were
climbed primarily with the prevailing alpine
technique of laborious cutting steps in steep
snow using instep crampons and long ice
axes. Most of the ascents were facilitated by
guides with sharp local weather knowledge
and extensive mountaineering skills, hired
by wealthy patrons, though the ethic of
climbing without the assistance of guides
was also developing.
One of the last high alpine peaks to fall was
the Meije in France, with no easy route to
the summit. Whymper wrote, "Meije is the
last--the only--big alpine peak that has not
been trodden by the foot of man" (though it
should be noted there were many woman
alpine climbers at this time). In 1877, the
Baron of Castelnau, who had climbed Mont
Blanc four times as a teenager, joined with
the guide Pierre Gaspard and son for the
first successful ascent, after which the
Baron, 20 years old, retired from climbing.
Their ascent of Meije is celebrated by the
French Alpine Club, which was founded
only a few years earlier, as it was
considered the last important summit of
the Alps and “one of the rare peaks to
escape our British neighbours”.

As the highest summits were climbed, the
next big climbing challenges were the
Aiguilles—often more sheer and sometimes
as high as the high peaks but without
suﬃcient "prominence"3 (footnote)—such as
the Aiguilles Noire de Peuterey, Petite Dru,
Grand Charmoz, and Grépon.
Many of these Aiguille ascents involved
moderate (5.5/5.6) rock climbing in exposed
and wandering situations, where a fall was
not an option with the ropes of the day.
Some of the technical rock climbing
sections were christened and feared, such
as "Mummery’s Crack" on the Grépon, a
notoriously diﬃcult section now rated 5.7,
and retained its reputation as one of the
hardest rock climbs in the Western Alps for
the next 30 years. The standard climbing
boot of this era had metal-studded soles,
and were becoming more and more
specialised for diﬀerent kinds of climbing
(very diﬃcult bouldering using boots with a
fine nail pattern was noted in the
Elbsandsteingebirge around this time).

footnote: An independent mountain summit in the Alps, as defined by the International Climbing and
Mountaineering Federation, traditionally requires at least 300m topographic prominence.
3
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and with the more extensive use of
mechanical tools for the ascent of the
Giant’s Tooth, the debate on the sporting
limits of style and mechanical tools in the
mountains began in earnest (the route still
has fixed ropes “in situ”) 4. It would not be
the last time of what constituted “fair
means” of ascent would be questioned and
debated.

Above: Four Aiguilles in the Alps with year of
their first ascent.

The Giant’s Tooth
In 1880, Albert Mummery, who had already
done many first ascents in the Alps,
declared the summit of Dent du Géant (the
"Giant's Tooth") "absolutely inaccessible by
fair means" after being turned back by a
steep band of slabs. Several others teams
who had also tried to overcome this section
had also failed. Two years later, in 1882, the
Maquignaz guiding family broke with alpine
tradition and forged a route up the slabs by
systematically hammering a number of
rudimentary pitons (called “stanchions” at
the time) as hand- and foot-holds into
cracks over a period of three days, each day
fixing ropes to their high point. Their clients,
the Sella family, followed the ropes for the
first ascent the following day. The route,
"Sella's Staircase", is sometimes said to
mark the end of the “Silver Age of Alpinism”,

Dent Du Géant, by Gustav Kroener

Footnote: the second ascent was a month later, by William Graham and the Maquingnaz family guides. The route
up the steep slabs of the Dent du Géant is still to this day maintained with thick grabby fixed ropes, more similar to
the ropes of this era; but even with the ropes, the route requires the skills and abilities of a 5.6 rock climber and very
exposed climbing. Graham used all of the sieged ropes and pitons of the Sella expedition, and he also climbed to
the slightly higher summit of the tooth. Soon after, he applied, but was denied acceptance into the prestigious
British Alpine Club, perhaps because of his use of what many of the members of the Alpine Club considered
unsporting methods to claim an ascent. Nevertheless, he went on to have an adventurous life.
4
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Above: Mummery on his
eponymous crack on his 1883
ascent of Petit Grépon with Lily
Barstow . It was Mummery’s third
climb of the Grépon —from Guido
Rey, Alpinismo Acrobatico.

Edward Whymper sometimes carried a clawed
hook attached to a short piece of rope. The 17year-old Munich climber Georg Winkler also
carried a hook attached to a rope, and
occasionally used it for descent from the many
rocky spires he climbed, perhaps even from his
famous solo ascent of the Vajolet Towers in 1887.
Sometimes called a ‘grappling hook’, according
to Whymper, the ‘claw’ could also be placed at
the end of an alpenstock, though modern
climbers might feel climbing on a blindly placed
hook requires great faith. In 1905, the Austrian
alpinist and surgeon Günther von Saar described
himself using a ‘strong steel hook, in the form of
a question mark, attached to a 10m rope’ as a
tool for descent.
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Left: The infamous
Matterhorn
accident in 1865
happened on the
descent. Ropes do
not actually “break”
as often imagined,
but they generally
get cut under
tension from a rock
or other sharp
object. A rope
breaking really
means it failed at
the point of most
stress, often at a
knot, and with other
factors involved.
As the Matterhorn
became more
popular, in addition
to short lengths of
rope fixed on the
Matterhorn from
early in its climbing
history, Hans
Lorenz, writing in
1900, suggests that
from 1870
stanchions were
also being used for
descent: ‘And
behold, there is a
rusty broken Stift
[pin] in the rock, hit
more than three
decades ago, a
memorable sign of a
memorable time.’
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Rope Technology in the
19th century

four ply, the longitudinal angle of the “lay”,
and other variations have trade-oﬀs for
climbing rope characteristics: e.g. strength,
elasticity, durability, water absorption, and
suppleness. For example, a steep "lay"
lessened water absorption, but made for a
stiﬀer, harder-to-use rope, so a medium lay
was generally recommended.

Ropes are one of human’s earliest tools, and
rope-making among the oldest human skills.
A section of rope crafted 50,000 years ago
was recently found in a cave in southeastern
France (2020); this archaeological fragment
was created with rope-making techniques
still used today: twist a bundle of fibres in
one direction (in this case, fibrous tree bark),
then twist three of those bundles (3-ply) in
the other direction, to build a strong “laid”
rope.
The natural twisted-fiber rope was the stateof-the-art tool for mountain climbing until
19535. The specific design such as three or

Rope Technology 1890s

5Footnote:

Braided woven ropes were also used but generally rejected as internal damage was diﬃcult to readily
detect. In 1953, kernmantle rope technology using a separate core (kern) covered by a braided sheath (mantle) was
used to produce climbing ropes in Europe. Kernmantle climbing ropes were made possible by the new nylon fibres
that were becoming more readily available in the post WWII years. But despite the improved technology, it wasn’t
until after 1972, when Chouinard started supplying his “Fantasia” brightly coloured ropes, that the kernmantle rope
design became the standard rope for most climbers in the USA.
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Natural fibre climbing ropes used from the
1800’s to the 1960’s were similar diameters
of ropes we use today (8mm-11mm), yet
less than half the strength (~2000 poundsforce/>10kN). Two natural fibres were
primarily used: the coarse hemp fibres from
the cannibis plant, and the harder manila
fibres from the abaca plant (banana family).
The fibres varied from a few millimetres to a
meter in length (compare with modern
synthetic ropes which have continuous
fibres, i.e. 200m fibres for a 200m rope).
Finer and softer flax fibres were also used,
but flax ropes are sensitive to rot and
degrade quickly with outdoor use due to UV
damage.

Typical rope use in the early era of rock
climbing (2)—as part of a human anchor
chain, to catch the second climber.

Standard climbing rope lengths of this era
were generally between 60' to 120' long
(18m - 36m), and were mostly used as a
rock climbing tool to lasso a horn or feature,
to descend hand-over-hand, or to protect a
short traverse with only one climber moving
at a time. Natural fibre ropes have high
impact forces (low stretch) which means
they cannot absorb a lot of energy before
they break. Guides could use them to catch
falling clients below, but the adage, "the
leader must not fall" was more than just a

Typical rope use in the early era of rock
climbing (1)— to ascend or descend by
lassoing a natural feature..

Typical rope use in the early era of rock
climbing (3)—first climber gets help to
manoeuvre over an obstacle while
dragging the rope, rope then used to pull
the second climber over same obstacle.
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diminished rapidly with time. The 1942
Handbook of American Mountaineering
(Henderson) warned that "Tests have shown
that a new rope kept over winter in the
average house and not used will lose as
much as one-half its strength”.
During this era, the concept of a rope to
protect a long climbing lead fall was
unthinkable. Elongation under load is the
primary parameter of a rope’s ability to
absorb energy in a fall, and not break, yet
natural fiber ropes do not oﬀer a wide
variability in this regard. Furthermore, there
was little consideration of rope elasticity as
a desirable rope feature; indeed, the
"sponginess" of a rope was considered a
negative quality by many climbers as well as
a major climbing rope manufacturer in the
1930’s6.

—note about rope
specification:
mantra, as ropes were expected to break in
an 8 foot (2.5m) fall, based on tests reported
in the 1864 Alpine Journal and which
remained the common wisdom until the
mid-20th century. Furthermore, the high
impact forces combined with being tied in
solely around the waist (no leg-loops) also
meant that a long fall could likely break
one’s back—if indeed the rope did not
break!

Between 1864-1932: ropes were
specified by weight (in pounds)
per 100 feet, and the rope
circumference (in inches). For
example, a rope with 1 1/4 inch
circumference (10.1mm
diameter) might be specified as a
4.5 pound/100 foot rope. So the
5 lb. natural fibre rope listed on
the diagram above is about a
10.5mm diameter rope.

If a natural fibre rope did take a fall, it would
lose most of its natural elasticity and
generally needed replacement. Furthermore,
the strength of natural fibre ropes
S.B. Donkin correctly points this out in the 1932 Alpine Journal: "British Ropes point out that the elongation of
their rope (ed: a hemp rope) under load is much less than that of the other make of rope tested (ed: a manila rope),
and that, in their opinion, 'this is of some importance, as it would tend to prove that Beale's (manila) rope is of a
more spongy nature than ours.' This statement suggests to the reader that a rope having a minimum of stretch is
the better rope. It is this interpretation which I wish to correct, because the reverse is true. Engineers know that a
rope which has the greatest stretch must be the safer rope to use.”
6
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In 1920, Geoﬀrey Winthrop Young in
Mountain Craft recognised that an "indirect
belay" where some sort of slippage
occurred in the belay was preferable to a
"direct belay" (rope anchored or held fast
during a fall), but it wasn't until the 1930's
that the shock-loading characteristics of a
climbing rope were formally recognised and
considered, and the awareness of energy
absorption over a longer time led to specific
"dynamic belay" techniques—intentional
controlled rope slippage—first outlined by
Richard Leonard in the USA and later by
Ken Tarbuck in the UK. Only then did
climbers feel more secure in taking actual
lead falls on the high-impact-force natural
fibre ropes of the era, and only then with an
expert (gloved) belayer.

Technical info on natural fibre ropes vs nylon from the 1951 Alpine
Journal.
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Climbing Pitons Early Evolution--part 1a--Origin of the term
"piton", and Marmolada

How did the early mountain climbers go from using a simple wrought iron spike in 1893 to a
the first “modern” piton, designed by Hans Fiechtl, by 1920?

To uncover the mysteries of piton design
evolution in this early period, it’s helpful to
consider the broader aspects of
development at the time.
But first, what’s in a name?
Origin of term “Piton”
It is interesting, perhaps ironic, that in 1893
Claude Wilson coined the “piton” in the “All
England Series—Mountaineering”, one of
the first climbing instructional books in
English, a “practical guide for would-be
climbers”. Claude was a self-taught doctor
from south of London and a distinguished
British alpinist who climbed hundreds of the
most diﬃcult summits in the western Alps,
including the first guideless ascent of the
Grepon at age 22 (1892). In the Alpine
Journals of his era, the British generally
referred to such devices—often
disparagingly—as “iron stanchions”
because that is exactly what they were in
those early days of mountaineering: sections
of wrought iron bars made for other

Fritz Schmitt wrote much
about evolving climbing
technology, and his writing
and images changed the way
climbing was perceived in
the 1920’s and beyond.
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purposes, hammered into cracks with a
handy nearby rock, and only acceptable as
a rappel anchor as a fair means tool in
Britain and the Western Alps at the time.

In the French mountaineering journals to
1904, the word “piton” occurs frequently,
but only in reference to a steep spire of rock;
never as a metal stanchion. The Club Alpin
Français 1883 Bulletin Mensuel refers to the
anchors on the first ascent of La Géant as
“des coins ou pointes d'acier” (wedges or
spikes of iron). The French Alpine Journal,
La Montagne, first refers to a piton as metal
hardware in 1918, and generally specifying a
“piton de fer” (iron spike). In the 1916 report
on the North Wall of Mont Aiguille, “Le clou”
(nail) appears as a 20 cm long metal anchor.

Isère’s North Wall was first climbed in 1895;
the 1916 climbers removed le clou and
proudly reported they did not use it for
ascent (“sans l'aide”). It is one of the earlier
references to a mechanical tool used for
assistance on many ascents and descents
of the era, yet generally ignored in the early
French mountaineering literature.
In France, pitons gained greater respect and
acceptance in the 1929 La Montagne when
the great mountain guide Armand Charlet
admitted, “…soon we are at the chimney
with the iron piton (piton de fer). This piton
which until now I have always disdained, I
am very happy to use today.” At the
moment, he was climbing in a storm at
3500m through a loose and icy chimney
while an avalanche of debris was falling onto
him, simul-climbing with his partner on the
first winter ascent of the Dru.
Footnote: Miriam O’Brien in “Give Me The
Hills” (1956) notes, in Chamonix in 1925
“pitons were not yet used, either as an aid to
climbing or for assurance. Carabiners were
absolutely unknown. By 1926, however,
(Alfred) Couttet was using pitons, and using
them skilfully.”

An early reference to “Piton de Fer” (iron piton) in French mountaineering literature, as
an anchor for descent.
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The British were especially reluctant to
publish—or admit use—any reference to
pitons as a developing mountaineering tool
in the early days of climbing. Even with the
amazing routes in the Alps going up in the
30’s with the aid of pitons by the continental
pioneers, A. Cox read before the British
Alpine Club in 19417, “The piton, indeed, is
in rather a diﬀerent category, for it is never
used, fortunately, as a mere
convenience.· Undoubtedly it possesses a
power for evil, and it is healthy that it should
be viewed with suspicion.”
In Italian, “chiodi da roccia” (rock nails) is
the name for pitons, but the word “piton” in
Italian can be translated to English as
“snape”, which is a verb meaning to bevel
the end of a timber. As early rock anchors
for climbing were often wood wedges in
addition to iron stanchions, perhaps the
Italian word for piton is the origin of Claude
Wilson’s reference. The word “piton” does
appear in a 1895 French medical journal as
a small peg hammered into bone in a
surgical procedure; so it might be that Dr.
Wilson borrowed the term from the French
medical profession (source: Gallica.fr).
Regardless of how the English/French name
of “piton” came about, the advancement of
pitons was led primarily in the Tyrol and the
Dolomites, where our story will continue.
Pitons were originally used in
mountaineering as anchor to attach ropes
for descent, then as an occasional hand or
foothold, then progressing to protection for
the roped climber a few moves past the
piton. The method of protection advanced
to a high art form in the Elbe by 1905 by
Oscar Schuster and others.

MARMOLATA, THE QUEEN OF THE
DOLOMITES
The potential of pitons was soon realised as
the key to climbing the largest inspiring
expanses of vertical rock in the Eastern
Alps. The new century was kicked oﬀ with
Beatrice Tomassen’s first ascent of the
South Wall of Marmolata in 1901, the largest
big wall ever climbed at the time, over
600m/2000 feet. Beatrice was a talented
athlete and climber, who organised the first
ascent with the Bortolo Zagonel and Michele
Bettega. The wall had seen several attempts
by 1901, and several mountain guides had
made solo reconnaissances. In modern big
wall parlance, it was a “prize”: a clear,
definable next-step in big wall climbing due
to its size, altitude, and prominent location
in the mountain landscape.

Pitons as tools for protection were used to
assist the first ascents of many of the great
walls of the Dolomites.
Paul Pritchard recently remarked to me, “avoiding pitons helped Britain push bold free climbing” and it’s true.
Then we chatted about the British big wall pioneers of the 50’s and 60’s who then led the world in technical remote
big wall climbs, to be covered in later chapters.
7
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The Marmolata first ascent team used four
pitons in key sections for their ascent
(although the ways and means of the ascent
were debated for the next few decades),
and climbed in a long day. A route
description was never presented, so

Above Left:Arcangelo Siorpaes and Beatrice
Tomasson. Right: Tita Piaz on the South Wall
of Marmolata in 1910 (Guido Rey).

subsequent climbers had to figure the route
out for themselves. The second ascent in
1902 by the German mountaineering
brothers Georg and Kurt Leuchs involved
three days of initial reconnaissance, then
two days on the wall in frosty conditions
with a bivouac (“Biwak” auf Deutsch—note
that the Leuchs team climbed a variant
direct finish on the final headwall). Guido
Rey climbed the route with Tita Piaz in 1910
and poetically described his adventure in
“Alpinismo Acrobatico”, by which time the
route had had about 20 ascents and

considered by Rey as the “most diﬃcult in
the whole chain of the Alps.” Today, the
route involves 27 pitches of climbing and
has over 50 fixed pitons. Despite the route’s
significant advance in big wall commitment,
the ascent was largely forgotten after WWI,
when the diﬃculty of the climb had been
eclipsed by a new generation of pitonassisted ascents in the greater Alps and in
the USA.8

Footnote: it’s remarkable the original route up the south wall of Marmolata/Marmolada is not mentioned in many
timelines of climbing, such as A History of Mountain Climbing, published by Arthaud in 1996, and many other
histories—it is as though the first ascent of the NW Face of Half Dome, a wall similar in height, was historically
ignored as a significant milestone in climbing. One of her early climbing partners, E.Strutt, reports in the 1942
Alpine Journal: “On many of these expeditions I was accompanied by Miss Beatrice Tomasson (Mrs. Mackenzie),
an accomplished horsewoman and climber. In later years she achieved for the first time the two best snow and rock
expeditions left in Tyrol : the E. (Sulden) face of Monte Zebrù and the S. face of Marmolata.” Doug Scott provides a
brief mention in his Big Wall Climbing (1974), noting that the next new route on Marmolada was not made until
1929, but this pioneering climb must be one of the most under-celebrated moments in big wall history, until a wellresearched paper on Tomasson by Hermann Reisach appears in the AJ in 2001. Anette Köhler and Norber
Memmel’s inclusion of “Via Classica” in their Classic Dolomite Climbs (1998) also highlights this milestone route
(which is still quite loose in places!).
8
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Tomasson's line on Marmolata, first climbed in 1901 remained a testpiece bigwall for decades

1893 British description of the piton. Note the record of fixed ropes in the western Alps, and the
idea of pitons for descent only.
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Armand Charlet not
using pitons, but
using a wedged
ice-axe as
“assurance” (a
point of protection
mid pitch as part of
a running belay)
From Give Me the
Hills by Miriam
O'Brien Underhill.

1893 Mountaineering, by Claude
Wilson.
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Climbing Pitons Early
Evolution--part 1b--Alpine
ways and artificial aids.

Alpine Ways—the context of early pitons
In the years before World War I, technical
climbing started to branch oﬀ from other
forms of alpine mountaineering, which had
become mainstream in the early 1900’s. The
German-Austrian Alpenverein (merged in
1873) exploded in membership from less
than 5000 members in 1874 to over 100,000
by the 1910’s (ZDÖAV, 1919). Club Alpin
Français, Schweizer Alpen-Club, Club
Alpino Italiano also boomed. Comfortable
huts that could sleep 50 or more were
constructed in the high meadows (and even
on cliﬀs) where there was once only a small
shepherd’s shack. New railroads allowed
easy pan-European travels, and tunnels
bored through the Alps like the Mont Cenis
Tunnel (completed in 1871) allowed passage
between mountain ranges that would have
been a major expedition for the previous
generation. No longer would legends of
Hannibal’s crossing of the Alps prevail when
planning a trip from the lowlands —the
mountain dragons were being tamed both
above ground and underground.

Ernst_Platz,_Latemar Dolomiten

Left: An artist's rendering shows Hannibal's long and dangerous route through the Alps. Right:
Mont Cenis Tunnel.
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Zugspitze (2692m)
Perhaps the “Alpine Way” is best
exemplified as the progress on the
Zugspitze (2692m) in the Wetterstein range
in the Eastern Alps. First climbed in 1820 as
a celebrated alpine climbing achievement,
subsequents ascents were relatively few
until an alpenweg began in 1875. A 15m
slab was equipped with an iron ladder (the
1911 guide calls it the “chicken ladder”) and
a series of drilled iron rods (“Eisenstiften”)
with wire cables protected a slippery
traverse. In 1897 a large refuge—the
Münchner Haus—was built on its summit.
The accessibility of Germany’s highest
mountain caused a rift in the alpine clubs as
thousands of high tourists (“Hochtouristen”)
swarmed the summit, with many climber/
mountaineers lamenting how the Queen of
the Bavarian Alps had “lost its horror”.
Footnote: these paths now diﬀerentiated
from climbing routes as via ferrata (Italian)
and Klettersteig (German). See also
Purtscheller, “On the history of the
development of the Alpinism and alpine

technology in the German and Austrian
Alps” (1894 ZDOAV). Of note is E. Strutt’s
report on his adventures in the Eastern Alps
in the 1890’s, referring to the route, “Even
now, when the cliﬀs have
been engineered beyond all reason, the clim
b from the Höllental still counts as a good
expedition.” (1942 Alpine journal). Similar
routes up many iconic alpine peaks such as
Triglav also were constructed in this era. The
first cable car to the summit of the
Zugspitze was built in 1926, with technology
adopted from the mining industry.

Zugspitze Höllental route. Ernst Platz painting circa 1900, and early
postcard photograph of the metal ladder on the 15m slab.
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Security and Artificial Aids
Installing metal bolts and wire cables to
protect exposed areas and provide steps
and handholds in the mountains was
referred to as the ‘fixing of
security’ (“Anbringung von Versicherungen”).
“Künstliche Hilfsmittel” (artificial aid) first
appears in the 1880’s German-Austrian
Alpine journals, which included wood
ladders, ropes tossed over flakes, and even
rockets fired over summits, in addition to the
iron rods and cables being installed on
alpine paths. Failure on a climb was often
excused by suggesting the route was
“absolutely inaccessible without the use of
artificial aids” (1891). The debate of what
constituted aid in the mountains was fuelled
as more portable “securities” were
developed with modern technology, and
continued in the following decades.9

Human assistance was not considered an
artificial aid, even though the rope was
presumably used to pull the second up
the crux. (Carl Moos)

Left: Ice axe foothold (not artificial aid)—Ernst
Platz (1908). Right: wood ladders (artificial aid)—
Otto Barth (1908)
Discussions of what constituted “Artificial aid” reached a crescendo with the famous piton debates between
Preuss, Piaz, Nieberl, Jacobi and Dülfer in the 1911/1912 Mitteilungen des Deutschen und Österreichischen
Alpenvereins. Later in the 1920’s, bottled oxygen and oxygen masks on high mountains is included in the long
running debate of Künstlichen Hilfsmittel.
9
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Changing attitudes to Mauerhaken
Starting in 1885, the term “Mauerhaken”
(wall hook) appears in the German-Austrian
Alpine Journal first as rappel anchor, then as
a belay anchor, and eventually as an aid for
ascent on many routes. In 1894, Purtscheller
reports on the first traverse of the Meije with
the Zsigmondy brothers, “One of the most
terrible abseiling points is located on the
Zsigmondy ridge between Pic Central and
Grand Pic de la Meije, its height is thought
to be around 30 m. The foot of the rock
face, because it overhangs, is hidden from
view. (We) overcame this point by driving a
Mauerhaken into a crevice in the rock slab,
wedging it firmly with stones and attaching a
Seilring. Such tricks with the rope are
always a bit daring; they can only be
justified in those cases where there are no
other means.”

isolated aid in the alpinist’s toolkit. In the
struggle of ascent, Eckhardt emphasises
how only nature dictates the necessary
equipment, the “inventions of the human
spirit”.
So how did these mechanical advantage
devices become more portable? Piton
evolution, part 1c to come!

But by the end of the 1800’s, three
Mauerhaken were standard equipment for
many German and Austrian alpinists, and
fixed pitons were noted at crux sections in
route descriptions. By the early 1900’s,
climbers in the Eastern Alps began to openly
admit the use of Mauerhaken for ascent.
During an ascent of the Watzmann
(Germany’s 3rd highest peak), von Frerichs
admits driving a wall hook to overcome an
overhang: “the rock became climbable, the
terrible wall lay below us,” but then adds,
“maybe this confession costs me my
mountaineering reputation.”
In 1903, Fritz Eckardt from Dresden
philosophised in a series on “Sporting side
of Alpinism”, comparing climbing to other
athletic pursuits and how many sports
depend on the tools as much as the
capabilities of the sportsperson (he also
presciently discusses concerns of future
competition). Eckardt references how aids
like wire ropes, pitons, bolts, and handrails
are called “unfair means” (which he writes in
English presumably as a counterpoint to
British ethics), yet also includes ice axe,
rope, crampons and snowshoes as tools for

Fritz Eckardt's 1903 article in the
Mitteilungen (German-Austrian Alpine Club,
a precursor to the MauerhakenStreit
debates, discusses the sporting side of
alpinism, and makes a case for using tools
such as pitons for "sporting" climbs.
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Triglav, Slovenia’s highest peak and national
symbol, also had an early “via Ferrata” (iron
way) to make the summit accessible to a
broader range of high-altitude tourists.

The Watzmann by Caspar David
Friedrich. Germany's third highest, and
another peak equipped with hardware in
the early era.
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Climbing Pitons Early
Evolution--part 1c-Mauerhaken

originally called “Karabinerhaken”
(‘carabiner hooks’—more on carabiner
development later). We also see “Eisenstift”
(iron pin) used in the context of a hammered
piton, such as the report on the ascent of
the Dachstein (1876 Mittielungen), which
also involved installing a ladder on route.
But Eisenstift as a bolt (Bohrhaken) for a
hole drilled with a drill or stone chisel soon
became diﬀerentiated from Mauerhaken for
cracks—more on bolts later.

Hoher Dachstein, Austria. Another 19th
century piton climb.

From industry tools to piton
To understand how the design of pitons
evolved, we need to look at two realms
outside of climbing: other industries utilising
metal hardware, and the advancements in
mass-produced steel technology. First, a bit
about Mauerhaken:
Mauerhaken—wall hooks
In German, the general word for piton is
“haken”, or hook. “Mauerhaken” (wall hook)
is most common, but “Stahlhaken” (steel
hook), “Felshaken” (rock hook), and
“Ringhaken” (ring hook) and other forms are
also used, sometimes interchangeably.
Interestingly, carabiners for climbing were

Mauerhaken is not a term unique to climbing
—any sort of masonry hook, such as those
hammered between stones on stone and
adobe dwellings used for attaching lanterns,
cooking gear, horse reins, signs, gates, etc.,
going back centuries, if not millennia, were
called Mauerhaken. The double Mauerhaken
was a common symbol on coats of arms, to

Typical Mauerhaken used for a range of
purposes and industries.
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represent security built into castle walls. The
early electrical engineers adopted the term
for insulators on telegraph poles (1886). Fire
brigades included Mauerhaken as part of
their climbing equipment for brick and stone
structures well before it was ever used to
refer to a piece of gear used for
mountaineering (1877).

English Steeplejack Fred Dibnah
demonstrating the art of connecting multiple
short ladders with “dogs” anchored with
wedges between courses of bricks.

The lost art of steeplejacking also used a
wrought iron wall hook, called “iron dogs”

(sometimes also called “staples”) for
laddering up chimneys. The technique of
connecting multiple ladders with hammeredin wall hooks to service tall industrial
chimneys dates back to the mid-1700’s and
was a burgeoning professional the early
climbing era; indeed, tall chimneys designed
to draw pollutants high into the atmosphere
rather than settling in local communities
remains one of the prime symbols of the
industrial revolution of the 1800’s.
Early Mauerhaken were crafted by
blacksmiths using hammer and forge.10In
the days before climbing hammers and
carabiners, these rock hooks were
hammered into cracks with a suitable stone,
used as a hand- or foothold, and as a
belayed point of protection for the next few
moves past the anchor. Climbers also tied
the Mauerhaken into the rope system using
a knotted slings of cord called a Seilring, a
simple knotted loop of rope similar to how
we use slings today. It was the main way to
tie into anchors before carabiners11.

10 Photo: Most known climbing 19th century Mauerhaken in museums are of various wrought-iron designs.
Note: the Schmitt piton might be an early steel piton—like many of these early pitons, a metallurgical study would
assist in their history. You can diﬀerentiate between wrought iron and steel by a grinder/spark technique and would
be interesting to do on some of the late 1890s pitons, as that is when the transition from wrought iron to steel
pitons takes place (mostly in the early 1900s). Precision testing the hardness of these pitons would also reveal clues
of the material.
Seilring (“rope ring”) is often an ambiguous term in the early journals, as it applies to both metal rings primarily
used for abseil anchors (primarily called Abseilring), and also to a short sling of rope (also known as rebschnur/
repshuur and later as Seilschlinge) used to connect the running rope to the pitons—more on techniques later.
11
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A piton being placed with a rock, and Mauerhaken used with and without slings.

In her 1907 to 1920 catalogs, Mizzi Langer sold three sizes of pitons. At least one of these
pitons was the wall hook design, based on the named illustration in the 1922 “Das Klettern
im Fels” by Franz Nieberl. The climbing gear listed in 1910: Rappel slings with ring (AbseilSchlingen und Ringe); Pitons (Mauerhaken). A package of 50 Marking Papers
(Marklerungsblätter) were provided free for customers--these were sheets of red paper
strips, which were left at key spots of the ascent to mark a trail for descent.The 1910
catalog also lists foldable candle lanterns (Laternen) which were of an innovative wind
proof design, and essential alpine equipment for early alpine starts and late night
descents.
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Mizzi Langer advert. Mauerhaken
(“Wall hooks”) made specifically for
rock climbing. advertised for the first
time in Gebirgsfreund (April 1908)

Gustav Jahn, an accomplished alpinist and artist, captured the alpine zeitgeist with his
seasonal illustrations in the Mizzi Langer catalogs.
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Mizzi Langer -- first
advertised rock climbing
pitons (Mauerhaken)
Marie Langer (1872-1955) was an Austrian
rock climber, a medal winning ski racer and
alpinist. She ran and managed the first
dedicated climbing gear shop in Vienna from
from 1900 to the 1930’s.

women in the lead inspired a generation of
women alpinists in an era when few national
alpine clubs allowed women to join their
associations. The main Klettergarten (local
crag) in Vienna is named after her.

Mizzi Langer 1910 by Gustav Jahn

Mizzi’s city shop oﬀered all the latest
equipment for the alpinist and skier,
including well-designed women’s outfits for
the mountains, distinct from the petticoat
style in the UK, and advertised as “Sporty
and Functional”. Her catalogs showing

The pre-war years in the Eastern Alps was a
time of heroic climbs up previously
unimaginable limestone cliﬀs, the sheerer
and more spectacular the better. Spires and
peaks were often
eponymously
named by their
first
ascentionists,
who became
local and national
heroes. The Mizzi
Langer shop in
Vienna supplied
many of these
climbers with all
the gear they
needed.
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Mizzi Langer Catalog pages: In the 1907 to 1920 catalogs, Mizzi Langer sold three sizes of
pitons. At least one of these pitons was the wall hook design, based on the illustration in the
1922 “Das Klettern im Fels” by Franz Nieberl. Considering the price diﬀerentials of the three
lengths of pitons sold by Mizzi Langer during this period, the three pitons sold might have been
diﬀerent designs). Note the varied types of pitons available in 1937, including a specific
Karabinerhaken: “flat, only with a hole for the carabiner”.
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Mizzi Langer catalogs contained in their
pages not only all the latest equipment for
sale, but also tips on the most modern
skiing and climbing techniques. Gustav
Jahn, an accomplished alpinist and artist,
captured the alpin zeitgeist with his
seasonal illustrations: beautiful pristine ski
fields in the winter, and the mountain
experience in the summers.
The Mizzi Langer catalogs were highlighted
in the 1905 Mittielungen (a noted exemption
of an “understandable rule” of the GermanAustrian Alpine club not to endorse
businesses), thanks to the artwork of Gustav
Jahn, and technique articles by noted
adventurers Hanns Barth and M. Zdarsky12.
The Austrian National Library has preserved
Mizzi Langer’s shop advertisements in the
monthly periodical “Der Gebirgsfreud” (The
Mountain Friend), which reported on a range
of mountain activities from 1890 to 1941.
Although pitons had been adopted from
other industries, or manufactured for
climbing purposes by local blacksmiths, the
ready availability of store-bought hardware
equipped a new generation of climbers who

expanded the standards of big walls of the
era, and a main focus of this series.

Mizzi Langer-Kauba sign on original shop building, and the Mizzi Langer Klettergarten
12Zdarsky

was also probably the inventor of the Zdarsky tent, the first hanging tent for steep ice and snow routes (2-

point).
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Climbing Pitons Early
Evolution--part 1d--the rise
of steel and inline pitons.
The Rise of Steel
With the advent of cheap, hardenable steel
by the early 1900’s, pitons really came to
fore as a useful climbing tool that allowed
new standards of human endeavor on the
vertical to be expanded. Most, if not all
pitons used for climbing before 1900 were
made of wrought iron, rather than steel, and
were rather thick and heavy aﬀairs; a lighter,
stronger, and thinner piton was the next step
in gear evolution. For the purposes of
studying early pitons, three types of iron
products need to be understood:
• Wrought iron: very low carbon steel,
most common form in mid-1800's, and
the standard blacksmith’s material.
Not heat treatable but can be casehardened. Soft: thin sections would be
unsuitable in the context of a
hammered piton.
• Mild Steel: low carbon, heat treatable.
Available in sheet form by the 1900’s.
• Cast Iron: iron with high carbon--very
brittle and shatters when hammered.
Used for ornamental or pure
compressive structural applications.

Material science iron/steel basics.
Note: even though “soft-iron” pitons is a
common term to refer to piton material, such
pitons are actually mild steel.

Steel goes back to the earliest times of the
“Iron Age” (and likely before, from
meteorites), though the science of iron
additives was more based on often secret
processes rather than an understanding of
chemical elements. The smelting and forging
process of Japanese maraging steels—
known for both strength and toughness—
used to make swords a thousand years ago
is still not fully understood from a materials
science standpoint, for example. The history
of iron and steel is the story of western
civilisation; new mines were a major
incentive of the Roman’s expansion, and the
story of European power shifts and
America’s rise in the 1900’s align with the
rise of steel and energy technology and
production.

Eiﬀel was a big fan of wrought iron, but the
subsequent engineering marvels were all
made of steel.
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Steel becomes widely available, 1900s
Before the invention of the Bessemer and
Siemens steel mass-manufacturing methods
in the mid 1800’s, most steel was made in a
crucible in very small quantities ~50kg at a
time; thus steel was expensive and only
used for specialist applications, with the UK,
Sweden and Russia being the largest
producers (in areas with large forests). In
1850, with charcoal as the main fuel source
and global deforestation reaching a peak,
output was measured in tens of thousand of
tons per year: Britain, the world’s largest
steel producer, was making 50,000 tons of
steel per year.
By 1900, steel was made primarily with coal
and output was measured in millions of tons
per year: Germany, the world’s second
largest producer (after the US), was making
4m tons of Bessemer steel and 1.5m tons of
Siemens steel per year. Wrought iron supply,
largely from Sweden, dwindled to negligible
quantities. Wrought iron feats of human
engineering like the Eiﬀel Tower were
superseded by steel high-rises and
engineering marvels like the Brooklyn Bridge
in New York and the cantilevered Forth
Bridge in Scotland. The Iron Age had given
way to the Steel Age.

Inexpensive sheet steel, strengthened by the
rolling process, would have become
widespread in the early 1900’s. A reference
to a steel piton (“Prima-Stahlhaken”)
appears in a 1907 journal. The earliest
reference to Fiechtl pitons appears in the
1920 Mitteilungen des Deutschen und
Österreichischen Alpenvereins and based on
the design and specification, these pitons
are most likely cut to rough shape from
sheet steel, rather than originating from a
billet, then the taper and eye punched using
forging techniques. Steel horizontals also
appear in the early 1920’s, the process for
making these will be covered in the next
chapter.

Typical blacksmith tools and shops of the era. Hard to imagine high voltage electricity
or acetylene tanks making steel welded rings in these village smithy’s, where most
metal climbing gear originated in the early era.
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1935 Sporthaus Peterlon catalog, and similar Mauerhaken in the Club Alpino Italiano museum.
Commercial steel Mauerhaken of this type were made well into the 1930’s by Sporthaus Schuster.

There are many early
pitons of unknown
origin in climbing
museums around the
world; with
metallurgical
knowledge, such early
pitons could be better
identified with a
hardness tester and by
examining the grain
structure of the steel
using a file, an acid
surface treatment, and
a magnifying lens in
order to identify the
composition and
approximate era of the
manufacturing process
of the early steel
pitons.

Right: Early piton designs
were also informed by early
bolt designs, such as those
used in the
Elbsandsteingebirge.
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Early ring pitons and the
inline-eye piton design
Evolving from eyebolts, such as the type
George Anderson used on Half Dome, and
would have been a common rock anchoring
tool during the industrial era, pitons with
rings appear.

Ringhaken (‘Ring hooks’) as a climbing tool
appears in the 1909 Nieberl, “Das Klettern
im Fels” (which, by the way, is an excellent
resource for studying climbing gear
evolution, as there were a number of
updated editions every decade into the
1950’s), as well as in a series of illustrations
by Carl Moos. Most of these pitons are
identical to tools used by loggers to lash log
rafts together. The rings appear spotwelded, rather than forge-welded, so would
have likely been made in a factory rather
than a local blacksmith’s shop.

Eyebolts and ring bolts like these would
have been standard parts made for
purposes other than climbing. Ring pitons
made for climbing were not especially
common during this period compared to
Mauerhaken.

Even though there were many designs of
masonry wall hooks with rings for hanging
items on walls, perhaps tying up a horse,
most of these early tools with rings would
not have been strong enough for climbing
applications. Forge-welding rings with
hammer and anvil is a laborious process,
and there is little evidence of any wrought
iron pitons that were custom made for
climbing with a forged ring, as the technique
of tying oﬀ a fixed piece of protection with a
short loop of rope was the standard practice
of the day, when dynamic lead falls was not
an option, and a low-friction ring was not
required.

Left: Ringhaken appear in “Das Klettern
im Fels”, Nieberl, 1909. Very similar to the
tools made for lashing together log rafts
in that era.

Steerable logging rafts lashed together
with log dogs and shackles, and various log
dogs from early 20th century, and a modern
rafting dog. The 5/8” hammerhead is of an
old design and has an eye design similar to
the early bolts used in the
Elbsandsteingebirge. Perhaps a similar
industry tool had been custom modified by
a smithy for climbing.

Notwithstanding the known use of pitons
with an integrated rings in the early piton
era, the term “Ringhaken” does not appear
frequently in the old German-Austrian
journals. There is a mention in 1905 (“to
drive wall hook with ring so firmly, the rope
is pulled through, we can finally calm down”)
and in 1910 as a point of abseil on the
Breche du Perron traverse by O. Meyer.
Pitons with a ring were primarily intended as
rappel anchor pitons. More options of
thickness and lengths of ring pitons appear
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Carl Moos illustrations from the 1922 “Das Klettern im Fels” and an image from the 1922
Bayerland section of the German Alpine Club (courtesy Hermann Huber).

in the years before WWI and then more
frequently in the 1920’s and 1930’s when
Sporthaus Schuster began selling ringed flat
pitons, but soon after the term fades from
the German-Austrian records as most piton
types just become known in the literature as
generic “Haken” (or “Felshaken”—rock
hook). Ring pitons—a ring on a flat blade of
varying lengths and thicknesses—become
more common in the 1920’s as protection
pitons with stronger steels and more local
welding shops.
The early journals have frequent references
related to “Haken mit Seilring” (hook with
rope ring)—but these are not ring pitons—a
Seilring (rope ring) is actually a piece of
cord, tied or looped around the piton and
the rope, and often used as an aider for
pulling on and also stepping into—
sometimes referred wryly as a “noose” as
climbers bypassed a section “von Seilring
zu Seilring” (aiding up a line of fixed gear—
modern climbers call it a ‘cluster**k’ when
tangled in webbing and rope). Eisenrings—
separate iron rings that were readily
available as a stock hardware item—were

primarily used for descent and will be
covered in a future abseil tools and
technique article. In the era before
carabiners, straight pitons with a larger eye,
similar design of non-ringed log dogs of the
era, that would allow a thick short cord to be
easily passed through the eye were more
likely the preferred piton. Pitons with a large
inline eye first appear in the
Elbsandsteingebirge as bolts (Elbe
advancements will be covered in a separate
post on early free-climbing tools and
techniques).

Left: Inline piton that can be used with vine
cord (though it might be this piton originally
had a ring). Right: another example (a later
era) of an inline piton.
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The origin of the inline piton design is
unknown—they might have been made
specifically for climbing, or possibly
modified from other tools.
Rather than ring pitons, the evolutionary link
between the original Mauerhaken and the
modern piton is perhaps closer related to
the long piton design with a large inline eye.
These might have originally been loggers’
tools and modified to become the early bolts
used in the Elbsandgebirge, or flattened by
a smith to become a thin piton. This design
would have been a more versatile and safer
wrought iron or steel piton in the precarabiner days when Seilrings were the
standard method of attachment, compared
to a ring piton with a connected eye of
unknown strength. Only a few examples of
old inline eye pitons appear in museums, of
note is an interesting piton of unknown
origin in the Italian National Museum:

Carabiner evolution will be a separate study
in this series, but the oft-cited idea that the
piton/carabiner synergy begins in 1910 is a
bit more nuanced—carabiners as a specific
climbing/mountaineering tool date back to
at least 1898—but it was rare for a climbing
team to have more than three carabiners,
mostly used for specific body-weight tasks,
even well into the 1920’s. Cords were the
primary means of connection, and designers
of the era discuss smoothing and rounding
of the piton eye well to ensure there are no
sharp edges to damage the attachment cord
(more on the early designers and
breakthroughs using carabiners and other
gear innovations later, of course).
Regardless of method of attachment, what
was really missing in the early 1900’s was a
thin piton that would be strong and light. A
flattened wrought iron spike would have

been weak and tend to shear. Fortunate for
those exploring the wild vertical — often in
thin brittle cracks of fractured limestone and
dolomite that would shatter if hammered
with a round spike—the broader availability
of sheet steel coincides with this early era of
technical rock climbing.

Carl Moos 1912. The Watzmann-Mittelspitze
family of peaks, one of the regions where
pitoncraft evolved as more eﬃcient tools for
ascent.
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Climbing Pitons Early
Evolution-part 1e-Fiechtlhaken Design.
Hans Fiechtl is credited with the first thin
piton design with a larger oﬀset-eye, the
core design element of the modern piton.
The eye—if nailed to the hilt—provides extra
support in vertical cracks, and the oﬀset
design reduces ovaling of the round eye
when getting pounded, thanks to
continuous material through the centerline.

Limestone cracks are hard and brittle, but
also can be very undulating, so the proper
hardness of the piton—not too soft, but not
too hard—enables the piton to weave deep
into tricky placements without shattering the
rock. Fiechtl and his blacksmith figured out
the optimal hardness for a good limestone
piton, and shared the new design widely13.

Early Fiechtl design pitons, ~1920

Reading the German-Austrian Alpine Club
journals, there was an increase in piton
climbs—all considered “artificial aid”
ascents—at the turn of the century and
booming by 1910/1911, so it’s likely that
some climbers had access to versatile and
lightweight pitons that could be quickly tied
oﬀ safely earlier than 191014. Oskar Schuster
was one of the best all-around rock, ice, and
expedition climbers of the era and describes
placing pitons (and bolts) “of many sizes” on

According to journalist and alpinist, Horst Höfler, Fiechtl’s early pitons were made in Münster, where he lived at
the time, by blacksmith Mühlbacher. Perhaps family: blacksmith Anton Milpacher (now Mühlbacher) was built
Anthony Chapel in the neighbouring town of Jenbach in 1719, and today in Münster, one of the larger engineering
firms there is called Mühlbacher. The date of the first Fiechtlhaken made by Mühlbacher is unclear, but there is a
reference that Fiechtl might have still been using traditional wrought iron Mauerhaken on the Rofanspitze in 1908.
Münster is in the valley between the Karwendel and Wilder Kaiser ranges, where technical big wall rock climbing
begins (and will be topic of future post and cover the early pioneers). Note also that Fiechtl’s name is often
misspelled as Fichtl in the literature.
13

Footnote2: Mitteilungen des Deutschen und Österreichischen Alpenvereins (1875-1938) and Zeitschrift des
Deutschen und Österreichischen Alpenvereins (1870-1940). Best search engine here.
14
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Typical variations of flat oﬀset-eye pitons made in the early years of Fiechtlhaken.

tricky leads. Tita Piaz, one of the great free
climbers of the period, used pitons
eﬃciently and eﬀectively for rock climbing
belays and protection, and mastered the use
of a specialised piton hammer for faster and
safer rock climbs up the steepest terrain.15
The greater availability of stronger
hardenable steels required blacksmiths to
broaden their skills, as industrial mass
production reduced demand for locally
smithed metalware. Heat treating metal at
the time was an evolving science, and new
tools required varied hardnesses now
possible with various new steels. It is not so
much as the prior wrought iron material
used for pitons was weak, but that wrought
iron is not hard—and not able to be
hardened by heat treatment—there is not
enough carbon in wrought iron to create a
harder steel for eﬀective bashing into
cracks. Perhaps it’s better to say, “steel heat
treatment is an art” (heating/quenching/
tempering) during this period in order to
optimize hardness and elongation for a

specific application. And new thin steel
pitons were needed to protect the bold new
climbs being accomplished in this era.
Awareness of better protection systems
increased as pitoncraft knowledge was
shared more widely. The 1920 Mittielungen
article “Das Versichern beim Klettern”
(Security for Climbing) is an overview of a
basic protection system using rope, piton,
carabiners and rope slings, and is the first
published reference to Fiechtl’s original
piton design. The article was written in
response to a “sad accident” witnessed by
the author when the second was killed after
the leader fell, taking both to the air, and

Note the early branding on this one.
Source: Historisches Alpenarchiv

In the famous Mauerhakenstreit debates of 1911-12, Georg Leuchs commented on how Piaz was willing to use
up to 30 pitons for an ascent, as reported by Hans Dülfer; more will be explained in the chapter on Tita Piaz’s
amazing climbing career.
15
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mentions that those “who find pleasure in
danger” is fine, but only if going solo, and
optimising security—especially a belay— for
a team is justified for those who care about
life16. In the pre-WWI period, there were
some who had developed good protection
technique with pitons, and many who did
not either out of principle or lack of access
to the new tools, but the teams that adopted
the new protection devices put up some
incredible big walls.

Mild Steel Army Piton, 1950/60’s, about
RC15/20. Similar-to the mild steels likely used
for early Fiechtlhaken (similar to St37 or AISI
1020/1025)

The original Fiechtl design has stood the
test of time, and was a primary piton design
well into the 1960’s and even today with
some specialty pitons from other metals
(titanium versions can be bought today).

The "double-fall" by Ernst Platz -oil on
canvas around 1880.

Hans Dülfer pitons in the Messner Museum. Note
the lack of extended hitting surface on bottom,
perhaps made of a softer material or forged with a
diﬀerent process. Courtesy Messner Museum.

The author of the 1920 article describes a “wrought iron (sic) pin used as a wall hook, whose head is forged into a
fixed ring, and combine all the advantages of strength, suppleness, and equity”; but often, even by climbers and
authors into the 1930’s, steel is mistakenly referred to as iron. Wrought iron has a hardness ~100 Brinell, I recently
tested a mild steel Army piton (photo) around RC15, ~200 Brinnell, and early mild steels at the time would have
been similar hardness. Modern 4130 chromemoly knifeblades are RC41/42, equivalent to Brinell ~375. The best
early Fiechtlhaken were crafted from flat plate steel stock of the appropriate thickness, simplifying manufacture for
eye and taper.
16
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Perhaps the finest Fiechtlhaken ever made—by Bugatti designers crafted for alpinist and King
of Belguim, circa 1930. Società degli Alpinisti Tridentini

Note that even in 1921, a reference to a
“Stahlhaken mit Seilring” (steel piton with
rope ring) indicates that a rope sling (1m
length of 5-7mm cord) was still a standard
connection system, as only a few carabiners
were carried by most climbers at the time—
primarily saved for rope manoeuvres—steel
carabiners were still rare and probably quite
expensive17. Designers stressed the
importance of rounding the inside of the
piton’s eye so as not to leave a sharp edge
that could cut the rope ring (1926).
Horizontal Fiechtlhaken
Necessity breeds invention, and sometime
before 1922, horizontal pitons also appear,
with the blade at right angles to the eye (the
design generally known as “Lost Arrows” in
Yosemite). Flat Fiechtlhaken are good in
vertical cracks, but poorly loaded in
horizontal cracks. Horizontal Fiechtlhaken
are more versatile as they work for both
vertical and horizontal cracks, as the added
torque on the blade when loaded in vertical

cracks is often beneficial to its holding
power. Early pitons were custom made by
various blacksmiths, and there are reports of
bad ones with the smiths outed in journals
(on the Durreck, 1910: “The first wall hook—
from the blacksmith in Sand—bends. Only
the second ‘real’ one holds”).
Larger cracks were sometimes protected
with wood wedges until the invention of
angle pitons with new materials and
manufacturing techniques in the 1940’s. It
should be remembered that the best
climbers of the early 20th century were
exceptional lieback, oﬀ-width and chimney
maestros and maestras, even by today’s
standards (practice for these techniques are
rarely found in today’s climbing gyms), and
boldly “ran it out” on larger cracks and
desperate chimneys, at a time when
anything longer than a 3m fall on the ropes
of the day was a dice roll. Pitons were
generally carried in coat pockets, and tales
and tips were shared on awkward tricky

Also to remember that from from 1914-1922, the region was beset by war (1914-1918), flu pandemic
(1918-1920), and hyper-inflation (1921-1922) in succession, so it’s amazing there was any development and
production of “high tourist” needs during this period, let alone the incredible innovation in rock climbing tools and
techniques.
17
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Making a Horizontal ("Lost Arrow" in 1950s parlance) starting with 3/16” x 3/4” steel stock.

placements runout on lead, placing a good
anchor with one hand deftly .
Flat pitons with welded rings were also
produced in various sizes in the 1920’s and
beyond, but considered less versatile—less
safe in horizontal cracks due to awkward
loading of the ring—and were best
employed as rappel anchors. Long serrated
Fiechtlhaken were also used as ice pitons.
Flat and horizontal pitons with the oﬀset eye
were the two main designs for the next
several decades, and both designs have
ever since been referred to as Fiechtlhaken,
with many variations of the blade. Sometime
in the 1920’s ASMÜ Schuster began mass
producing (footnote) flat and horizontal
pitons with blacksmiths in Bad Oberdorf
(Allgäu mountains), and the ASMÜ pitons
were shipped worldwide, finding their way
into mountain ranges all over the world.
footnote: Hermann Huber clarifies: “After
having seen the workshops of their makers
in Bad Oberdorf, I can only say it was not a
real industrial mass production, but they
must have been quite busy in following the
market demand. The ASMÜ pitons were
more or less monopolic in Germany for a
while.”

SIDEBAR—FORGING PITONS by Mitchell
Goldman, full time blacksmith writes:
If the first steel Fiechtl pitons were cut from
flat bar-stock steel and then finished by
hand, which seems likely, it would be very
easy for even a modestly skilled blacksmith
to “set down” the steel in such a way as to
make it suitable for a horizontal
placement. You would hold the blade of the
piton over the face of the anvil with the eye
of the piton pushed against the side of the
anvil face and with repeated blows, set
down the material with the hammer,
moving the profile of the steel to be less tall
and more wide.
As for making 1” holes for the eye in sheet
steel, a stud punch or slot punch is used,
then the eye is drifted to the desired shape
and size using one (or a series of
progressively larger) tapered tools called a
Drift. By punching and using drifts,
“stretch” the hole to desired size. If one
wanted the hole to swell below the
centerline of the stock, like the eye of a
piton, maintaining a straight top line, you
would just make the hole oﬀset toward the
side of the stock meant to be the bottom of
the piton.
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The images below help tell the early piton story:

Early horizontals, with eye and blade the same thickness. This design soon evolved to a wider
blade horizontal piton.

Left: 1920 Mitteilungen des Deutschen und Österreichischen Alpenvereins. Right: 1922
Bayerland section publication courtesy Hermann Huber. Hermann notes above: "Breite (Haken)
für Quer-risse" (wide hook for horizontal cracks) diﬀers from common naming QuerFiechtl, as
known since 1940s to today, but means the same.”
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Historisches Alpenarchiv A piton
connoisseur examines the junction
between the eye and main blade on
horizontals very carefully for structural
characteristics.

1927 ad—all the cool gear shops had the latest
Fiechtlhaken. Note the various spellings.
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Metallurgical aspects fully documented and shared in the 1926 CAI.

ASMU pitons from the Marty Karibin collection, 1928 catalog, and August Schuster and his
employees at the first Sporthaus Schuster shop on Rosenstraße in München near Marienplatz,
which opened in 1913. ASMU pitons were shipped all over the world and led to huge boom in
piton protected climbs in the 1920s and 1930s.
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The “Last Great
Problems” early 1900’s
Shortly after the ascent by the Tomasson
team of the south face of Marmolada in
1901, another adventurous spectacular long
free route was completed by the baroness
sisters Ilona & Rolanda Eötvös from
Budapest, with Antonio Dimai, Giovanni
‘Santo’ Siorpaes, Agostino Verzi—three of
the most famous and talented guides at the
time. Their route up the 700m south wall of
Tofana di Rozes entailed exposed 5.6 free
climbing and intricate route finding. Guided
belays on such a route involve finding a
good stance, bracing oneself, and holding
the rope closely for the second to avoid any
shock load on the system18. After this
ascent, the pace on the biggest walls
slowed, and the focus of the “last great
problems” for the next few years shifted to
the slender spires of the Dolomiti.

Typical stance on the 700m Tofana di Rozes,
and Damai portrait in Piaz’s book.

Towers never imagined climbable—
accessible solely by birds—were becoming
possible in the minds of climbers like Tita
Piaz, willing to “go for it” using gymnastic
climbing ability in exposed situations. For 50
years since the time of Whymper, as rock

The 1901 “Dimai/Eötvös” on the south
wall of Tofana di Rozes in the Ampezzo
Valley. (Enrico Maioni photo). Right:
routes by 1963 in the Italian Alpine
Journal.

got steeper, the eye for a line on steep rock
was primarily focused on major chimney
features with “windows”—safe places often
found in long deep cracks, i.e, a good belay
stance—but climbers were discovering the
faces of amazingly featured Dolomiti rock
were also possible with bold free-climbing

Decades after the first ascent of this wall, in a father-son guiding tradition, Antonio’s son Angelo Dimai of Cortina
repeated a diﬃcult “directissima” of Tofana di Rozes with Miss Fitzgerald (ref: Rudatis).
18
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technique—what Guido Rey coined
‘Alpinisme Acrobatique’. Georg Winkler’s
ahead-of-its-time ascent of the Winklerriß on
the Vajolet Towers in 1887 was gradually
opening climber’s eyes to the possibilities.
The early 1900’s saw the first ascents of the
some of the most spectacular spires in the
Dolomites. One spire that best typifies the
era is Campanile Basso. Just as in Yosemite
starting three decades later on the sister
Higher Cathedral Spire, the experience from
climbing previously inaccessible towers led
to the tools and techniques that enabled the
biggest walls of the area to be climbed more
elegantly than ever thought possible.

Marmolada saw one of the first “via ferratas” up the
west ridge in 1903. By this time, all the major summits
of the Dolomites had been mapped, climbed, and
named, and climbers began to eye the spires and more
challenging objectives with greater interest.

Beautiful photographic and illustrated mountain portraits in the German-Austrian
journals. The 1905 route up the ridge of Crozzon di Brenta was another great climb of
the era.
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Campanile Basso di Brenta

In the late 1800’s, Campanile Basso became
one of the Dolomite’s mostly-free climbing
crucibles. The spire was considered a “last
great problem” and coined the “Dent du
Géant of the Eastern Alps” by Hans Barth.
The Brenta group is a spectacular sub-range
of the Southern Limestone Alps in Trentino,
an area with its own society of “Italian Spirit”
alpinists (SAT) in what was then the far
southern Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Campanile Basso is hidden from the valleys
below, so the sight of this wild 300m tower
first appears at close range, where it draws
all climber’s eyes wistfully—and often
fearfully—to its dramatic and lofty summit.
Basso became the centerpiece of bold
piton-protected climbing in the early 20th
century, so it is worth delving deeper into its
history.
Basso First Attempt, 1897
A famous 1897 attempt led by Carlo Garbari
and two guides involved intricate routefinding and bold free-climbing. The team led
many pitches of exposed and diﬃcult rock,
as they spiralled up the south, east, and
west faces. After 300m of climbing, the team

Campanile Basso/Guglia di Brenta
(Adalbert Holzer 1920)

was stopped by blank 20m headwall just
short of the summit. At a small ledge later
coined the Garbari Pulpit, one of the guides,
Nino Povoli, boldly free climbed up the blank
wall, but was unable to commit to the final
diﬃcult and unprotected moves to easier
ground19.
Team rope management had been evolving,
especially in the Eastern Alps, from the
alpine method where multiple people
ascend together connected by rope and all

Guiding big rock routes by this time had evolved into a distinct profession, where guides often scoped and made
forays onto unclimbed territory, then advertised the “first ascent” of technical climbs to paying clients. Generally a
“carrier” was also hired for adventures (Nino Povoli was actually a carrier in the Basso adventure, and Tita Piaz was
a carrier for many years before he became a legal guide in 1907). Some clients also determined the objective, as
was probably the case with Garbari on Basso, as one of his main objectives was to claim the summit for the Italians.
The guide’s primary job was to keep the client alive with good rope-work. For most jobs, one guide was enough,
but for the complex traversing vertical rock, two guides were required. The top mountain guides were, and still
deservedly are, heroic local figures.
19
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poised to support any slip of the team, to a
single climber system with one climber
leading, another person—the “second”—
braced on the cliﬀ, holding the rope close in
hand, perhaps wrapped around the arm for
added friction. On Campanile Basso in
1897, without solid anchors on the small
ledge, a 10m fall on the static manila ropes
of the day would generate huge forces
(today we say a factor 2 fall). If the force did
not snap the rope over an edge, which it
probably would, the pull would be nearimpossible to brace against.
In other words, without an anchor on the
small rocky ledge, if Nino fell and bounced,
which was likely, the tied-together trio would
all fall and plummet to certain death. In his
book, “Half a Century of Alpinism”, Piaz
recounts a hilarious story of how, all huddled

amidst the ledge rubble, Garbari threatened
his unwilling guides with a gun to force the
rope to summit by any means. The action if
true, “saved Garbari forever from being
bothered by unemployed guides,” Piaz wryly
notes. But to no avail—it was not yet the
time, and the team retreated.
Two years later in 1899, Austrians Otto
Ampferer and Karl Berger followed Garbari’s
route to the ledge, and were also stumped
by the obvious direct route up the headwall.
Instead, they fearlessly made a blind airy
traverse around the exposed NW corner,
finding a weakness in the centre of the
imposing north wall and onto the celebrated
summit, “a spacious plateau with a block
altar in the middle.” The summit of Guglia di
Brenta (the Austrians’ preferred
denomination) was won, and the ascent
became big news across the whole
European climbing community. In the 1899
German-Austrian newsletter, the Austrian
team reported the route, noting the use of
pitons for the descent.

Garbari’s 1897 attempt described in the
Società degli Alpinisti Tridentini journal.

Added Pitons
Subsequent ascents added many pitons to
the route. Hans Barth in the 1907 DuÖAV
writes, “As smooth as a snake, the wild rock
tower rises an estimated 300m. It is the nice
thing that modern mountaineers have
enough respect for these wild rock monsters
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Campanile Basso. Garbari’s team in 1897 tried and failed to climb direct up the
headwall from the Garbali pulpit (“Garbarikanzel”). In 1899 Ampferer and Berger
made an exposed airy traverse to the north side and found a technically easier
way to the summit.

that they do not kill it completely with wire
rope, stairs and railings, (and only) marking
its vulnerable places with iron pin and rope
ring.” He notes the second ascent, two
climbers from München, had marked a
number of these “vulnerable places” with
pitons. A fixed rope was also noted in place
for one of the sections. On Barth’s third
ascent in 1901 with Alfred von Radio-Radiis
(what a name!), he describes bringing sharp
steel pitons for the ascent, and looking up
from the base to a “yellow-red overhang
adorned with rope rings” (slings and pitons).
Later, unsure of where the route continued,
he sees “A hook! So it has to go that way”.

At a tiny ledge, he notes, “Our predecessors
once again had their weapons in the body of
this wild mountain, and we thanked them for
this backup option.” There’s more: on a
section mid-way, where the route exits a
chimney and moves out onto an exposed
face, “The first climbers again tamed the
stubborn rock with a hook, so one calms
down about climbing the pillar.” For the final
bold climbing around the NW corner to the
final wall, he writes, “an alcove with rusty
hooks in it, above it a brittle outcrop with a
hammered piton20 with a weathered hemp
rope ring still seems to hold,” followed by a
description of the committing moves above.

The German word Barth uses here is “Stift” (pin/pen/pencil/peg), probably similar to the the British use of the
word, “peg”, a generic term used for all things hammered in.
20
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Report of the first ascent by Otto Ampferer and Carl Berger from Innsbruck in 1899. Note also the
reference to the ‘Garbari Stoneman’ (the German word ‘Steinmann’ also refers to stacked marker stones,
I.e., a cairn). Note: the naming of Campanile Basso di Brenta vs. Guglia di Brenta. Basso is “low” (in this
sense “the lower Brenta bell tower”— lower than the summit of nearby Campanile Alto, “the higher
Brenta bell tower”). Guglia is simply “spire” in Italian, hence, Brenta Spire. The naming became a
nationalistic debate within the mountain world for a while.

In short, by the third ascent of Campanile
Basso, the route had a good number of
added pitons, and safer belays. With
increasing safety at precarious and exposed
belays using artificial anchors (pitons) tied
oﬀ with cord, short lead falls and swings
onto the anchors could be risked. In 1904,
Povoli later returned
and climbed the direct
headwall that he had
failed on in 1897,
presumably with a
safer belay. As the
route became more
popular, Campanile
Basso opened many
eyes to the wider
possibilities in the
vertical world,
expanding the
imagination of
climbers willing to
adopt the new tools.21
along with many drawn-out controversies debating piton use vs. abuse. Even with the many pitons, Campanile
Basso remained a dangerous and bold route: In 1911, a fatal accident is reported. “Mr. Eugen Prosch from
Würtzburg fell fatally from the Guglia di Brenta… crossing the northwestern edge at the so-called ‘Garbarikanzel’.
Disappeared behind the edge, the companions heard a scream, at the same time a jolt on the rope, which then
went slack. The body was cut in two on a sharp rock. Prosch is said to have fallen about 200m.”(1911 Mitteilungen).
The 1911 Alpine Journal reports this same moment as "the sound of rock giving away, followed by an exclamation
and a slight pull of the rope. The rope was on examination found to be cut clean through"(noting the fall as 400m!).
21
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The testpiece of the era
After the first ascent, Campanile Basso
became a testpiece and “who’s who” of the
Eastern Alps, and eventually a “classic”,
with the British Alpine Journal noting exactly
619 ascents as of 1934. In 1903, Austrian
alpinist Vineta Mayer with her husband and
Joseph Ostler from Kufstein (Wilder Kaiser
area) climbed the 8th ascent (first “DamenHocktouren” (Vineta’s two sons, Guido and
Max, helped pioneer the longest and
hardest routes in the Dolomites a few years
later). In 1908, the visiting American Oliver
Perry-Smith led a bold new route up the SW
face. Twelve years after the first ascent, Paul
Preuss’s solo first ascent of the east wall of
Campanile Basso is one of the most
spectacular onsight-solos in climbing history
(a 500m route, which later became “wellpitoned” AJ1961). One of the climbers Tita
Piaz most respected—along with Georg
Winkler and Paul Preuss— was Rita Graﬀer,
for her lead of the Preuss wall with her
younger brother when the route was
presumably not yet “well-pitoned” (she also
established a new 350m route on the SW
arete of Campanile Basso using 12 pitons in
1934).

The summit—and preferred name—of
Campanile Basso/Guglia di Brenta
became a patriotic platform, with climbers
replacing any flags of other nations with
one’s own country flag, until eventually all
parties agreed on sanctuary summit
corners for their flagpoles. In this 1906
photograph, one of the famous flagpoles
is visible.

1934 Alpine Journal article: "South Tyrol—
or Thereabouts", by Ursula Corning
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Brenta Group. Trento to the south-east is the major center of the region, then part of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Società degli Alpinisti Tridentini (SAT) was founded in 1872 in
Madonna di Campiglio, a more isolated area north-west of the Brenta Group. Their motto:
“Excelsior!”.
Left: page from
Where the Cloud's
Can Go, Conrad
Kain's biography
by J. Monroe
Thorington.
right: Pete
Crew’s
awesome 1963
Selected Climbs
in the
Dolomites with
Illustrations by
R.B. Evans. This
guide was the
very best
source in
English of the
Dolomites
testpieces into
the early 1980’s
(my generation
of dreaming).
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Eastern Alps Geography
and Early Alpinism
Most of the big rock climbing breakthroughs
of the first decades in the 20th century were
in Austro-Hungary, a region with 14 major
language groups. In north Tirol, there are the
Wetterstein, Karwendel, and Wild Kaiser
ranges—the German-speaking “Münich
climbers”, Hans Dülfer and others,
pioneered new big wall techniques in these
ranges (next article). In the south, “Trentino,
Cisalpine Tyrol with its geographical and
natural frontier (the Brenner frontier)” (Treaty
of London, 1915), the great Dolomite big
walls: Marmolada, Civetta, Furchetta,
Pelmo, Drei Zinnen, tall spires in Brenta and
Rosengarten, all the valleys and ranges in
the South Tyrol and Trentino region—areas
all ceded to Italy in 1918.

Tita Piaz, who we will cover next, was from
the Catinaccio/Rosengarten area in the
south near the famous Vajolet Towers.
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Top: Pre-WWI Austria-Hungary.
Bottom: Italy before and after WWI

Alps delineations in the Royal Geographical
Society’s Journal, 1928

A language based map from 1918,
perhaps as controversial as the Allied
powers’ division of borders after WWI.
It does show the inclusion of the Tyrol,
which became part of Italy, connected
with the northern language groups.
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Tita Piaz-Alpinista
Acrobatico (Piaz PartA)
Authors note: What has been fun about
writing this history of technical tools is the
familiarity of the path climbing history took
from the first named Golden Age to the
early steep rock climbing history of the
Dolomites. I bumbled around the
mountains my first few years of climbing
(mid-70’s), learning basic ice skills and
common sense the hard way, like going for
summit bids on stormy days and nearly
getting hit by lightning only metres away,
glowing ice axes abandoned. Or as a 17year old guide for Telluride Mountaineering
School, finding myself 1000’ up on a
steepening slab, too steep to downclimb,
loose, and no belays. Myself, and two of
the strongest student climbers of our
seven-day traverse in the San Juans.
“Clean” rack and nothing to protect—it
was pretty clear we would all take the
whipper if any one of us fell, and the sky
was darkening. It was probably similar to
how Carl Berger and Otto Ampferer felt on
the Basso in 1899, we’d like to imagine.
But I chickened out, and found an escape
route to the side, above a steep couloir,
and lucked out as the other guide of my
team was just descending the walking
route to the summit, and provided lifesaving ice-axes to survive the step-cutting
descent and then back to camp. It was
pretty clear that a real rack, not just a
mismash of big hexes and slings, to climb
nice lines (which it was, a beautiful 1500’
buttress), and that I needed a lot more
practice on using the tools eﬀectively. So
now it’s fun to write about Tita Piaz, after
finally reading his memoirs thanks to online
translation tools, as he inspired many and
brought new elegance to climbing the
steep cliﬀs all around them, and showed
the world how it could be done.

Giovanni Battista Piaz (1879-1948)
Tita Piaz is one of the most fascinating
climbers of the early 20th century, and it is
surprising that so little literature in English is
available on his extraordinary pioneering
climbs (though many books in Italian, French
and German). A year before he died in a bike
accident, he published his memoirs "Mezzo
secolo d alpinismo" (Half a century of
Mountaineering)—all quotes below from his
memoirs unless noted).
Tita Piaz grew up in Pera, the valley below
the imposing Rosengarten summits and
Vajolet Towers, in a house architecturally a
mixture of cave and barn, with walls of tiny
holds, cracks, dizzying traverses, and
overhangs, “lending itself to the most varied
exercises” (Casa Paterna). He writes he was
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“born a monkey right out of the womb” and
was always on the lookout for new moves in
his natural home gym. Also nearby was a
15m crag which he would solo, much to the
concern of his family and the awe of his
friends, a bold climber of anything and
everything vertical, as well as an impressive
gymnast on the bar.

Casa Paterna, from Piaz, “Mezzo Secolo
D’Alpinismo”, 2nd Edition, 1949

As a youth, Piaz once broadcasted his intent
to climb the bell tower in Bolzano, 42
kilometres walking from his home in Pera,
and everyone, knowing of his skill and
daring, wanted to be there to witness the
event. When the day finally came, he
climbed the walls of the tower, shinnied up
the long lighting rod, but just as he reached
the famous wind-vane rooster on top,
instead of celebrating and basking in the
awe of the growing audience below, the
police arrived (who knew him for other
shenanigans), and he had to hightail a quick
retreat, hiding in the belfry among “bats and
spiders, mice and other similar creatures
that probably also have strong reasons to
escape from sunlight”. He remained huddled
for hours until his friends found him and led
him back into the light, but only after being
assured that the “terrible priests of the
urban law had left”.

The Bell tower of Maria
Himmelfahrt cathedral, which
Piaz climbed as a youth.

Piaz was what we today call a radical—he
did not “suﬀer the stupid and cowards”—
and was blunt about his dissatisfaction with
any imposed rules over-indulged by society
at large. He was a vocal irredento (Italian:
“unredeemed”) who sought to reclaim
independent nation-state status of the
broader language group region then called—
much to locals dislike—Welsh Tirol (now the
autonomous Trentino province of Italy). He
was antagonistic to the Austro-Hungary rule
in which he was born, sometimes at
expense of his personal freedom, and later
opposed the rise of Italian fascism; in 1930
he was jailed as a subversive for his views.
His contempt for the Nazis during their
occupation in 1944 saw him treated brutally
in prison for nine months, sentenced to
death, but released as allied forces pushed
north through Italy; soon after, he was
elected mayor of his hometown. He lived a
life on the edge, with many close calls.
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the “crucible of the ideals of exuberant
youth, the selection of values…”.

Tita Piaz with his second wife Maria
Bernard and son Furio at Refugio Preuss

Tita Piaz was a family man too. After a what
was likely a wild youth in matters of love, he
married twice, in 1903 Tita to Marietta Rizzi,
the manager of the Vajolet hut’s daughter,
and had three daughters: Olga, Pia, and
Carmela. In 1913 he married again to Maria
Bernard and fathered two more children:
Nereo and Furio. He was an appreciated
poet and writer in the Fassa Ladin language,
and a renowned theatrical performer. He had
a loyal dog named “Satan” who carried his
ropes to the base of crags. He managed and
built high mountain huts below the Vajolet
Towers and other Touristenheim (tourist
houses), sometimes at odds with building
authorities, and was known as a loyal and
generous friend to many in his community.
Tita’s tales in his book, “Half a Century of
Mountaineering” are riveting and told with a
wry retrospective awareness as he navigates

Piaz begins, setting the stage: “Imitating
Rousseau, I confess my mistakes with
candor, running the risk of losing the esteem
of all past, present, and future
mountaineers; maybe I run the risk of
attracting the wrath of the gods on my
miserable soul, having reached the point of
weakness and with no regret, can enjoy the
memory of being so naïve before I entered
the realm of true mountaineering. Let him
who is without sin cast the first stone!”
Before Tita knew anything about formal
mountaineering, he set oﬀ to solo—because
he knew no one with suﬃcient daring or who
was “less unemployed than me”—a rocky
summit on Forcella di Davoi where he had
often passed with his father who worked
both sides of the pass.
Technical rock climbing had begun in the
region, Winkler soloed the first of the
mythical Vajolet Towers seven years prior,
and various alpinists had passed through
town after having first ascended summits
known to the locals, but Tita did not have
any knowledge of the techniques except to
climb up! High up on his first real rock climb
at age 14, ropeless and making technical
moves with dizzying exposure, he suddenly
felt remorse for not listening to his worried
mother, and “lashed by the most genuine
fear”, he retreated, and with the help of his
good guardian angel, found himself back on
reasonably inclined ground. “Defeated but,
what matters most, safe and sound and out
of the reach of so many horrors”.

The mountain guide Tita Piaz together with
Arturo Tanesini, Giulio Gabrielli and
grandchildren in September 1947.
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Back on safe ground after his attempt, Piaz
was torn between two opposing forces:
“fear and wounded pride”, and after
chastising himself a coward, back he went,
studying the line a little better, and soon
summited without “even remembering any
diﬃculties worthy of note.” Tita Piaz’s
climbing career had begun.

Tita’s second climb: Col Ombert, a landmark
summit above the Fassa Valley. Later, an
airy via ferrata was later installed as part of
the WWI Schützen strategic frontline.

Emboldened by a climb with two friends of
Col Ombert, the high peak on the other side
of the valley, Piaz felt he was ready for the
mighty Catinaccio, the imposing summit of
the Rosengarten range. He had heard there
was a spring on top, and imagining an
Arabian Nights landscape, had to see for
himself. He arrived at the hanging valley
where the Vajolet Rifugio was later built, and
got the first good view of the approach gully
between “sinister, threatening towers”—one
of which would later be christened Torre
Piaz—and the “gloomy wall” he would later
name Punta Emma. Legends had it that
shepherds had made it to the summit, but
once again, alone on a 200m steep
headwall, he was confronted by fear and
doubt, and after praying for his salvation,
retreated and hiked back to town, feeling
shamed by his perceived cowardice.
The following year, he managed to lure his
two friends who climbed Col Ombert with
him for another attempt at the Catinaccio.

Armed with alpenstocks “as long as a year
of famine” (the longer the alpenstock, the
better the mountaineer, he mocks) and with
two litres of grappa (a type of strong brandy,
polished oﬀ before the rock climbing even
began), they climbed in their socks,
ropeless, to the summit. Of his memories on
top, he writes, “This was one of the most
beautiful moments of my life as a
mountaineer, a luminous beacon of my
memories that still sends auspicious rays to
my soul”— if he had one day to re-live, it
would be that moment of bliss. In a
footnote, he retrospectively notes that the
intoxicating combination of “the miraculous
power of grappa” and beautiful summit
temples would be a bane for some mountain
guides, which he was soon to become.
Tita had been expected to gain a teaching
degree in Bolzano, but the lure of the
mountains was just too great, and he quit
his master’s studies before completion. By
this time, the Torre Winkler had been
regularly climbed and guided, and he had

Torri del Vajolet, Catinaccio CAISiDoc
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heard that mountain guides collected 50
fiorini (then the same cost for a cow) for
guided ascents. He couldn’t believe it was
possible to earn such an astronomical
amount in half a day. He became obsessed
with climbing and guiding the famous
towers.
Not yet 20 years old, he climbed Torre
Winkler with a friend, “infinitely below me in
skill” and 20m of old rope, “not even worth
tying two sheaves of hay together”. The
ascent was witnessed in awe by patrons of
the recently completed Vajolet Rifugio
below. Proud, for him it was the cumulation
of an impossible dream, and the news of his
ascent spread widely and gained the
attention of other climbers, including the
renowned guide Luigi Rizzi (who later
partnered with Dibona for some of the
biggest walls of the era).
With his rise to stardom, he sought a paying
client for the adventure on the Torre Winkler,
but his reputation as a wild daredevil
preceded him, and no one would sign up for
a paid guided trip with this “crazed captain”
without permit (“bootleg guiding” as we say

now—by this time guiding was a certified
profession in Austro-Hungary). For practice,
he took a number of “poor victims” to the
summit of Torre Winkler, from all social
classes—women preferred, he notes. It
made no matter to him that they were
“devoid of any abilities and filled with fear”;
indeed, the less skill and more fear, the
better as practice for a paying client. He
made ends meet by portering loads from
town to the Vajolet Rifugio and other areas
(as a ‘carrier’), but he felt working as a lowly
porter was beneath him, yearning to be set
free on the cliﬀs of the high summits all
around.
At this point in mountaineering history, the
Rosengarten group had become well
known. The German Austrian alpine journal
published a 44 page monograph on the
range in 1884, and another 40 page report in
1897, mostly defining nomenclature in both
German and Italian—most of the landmarks
in this area had various names in diﬀerent
languages. (later, in the German journals,
complaints of Piaz’s insistence on only using
the native Ladin/Italian names was
reported).
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my poor pupil’s head by a few centimetres”.
Pale and trembling, the client glared at Tita,
but then said good-humoredly, “She starts
well,” and they continued to the summit and
back without further mishap.

Maps and detailed Information on climbing
in the Rosengarten appeared in the 1884
Zeitschrift des Deutschen und
Österreichischen Alpenvereins.

The word on the Rosengarten was out, and
many mountaineers came from all over
Europe to climb there, and Piaz began
finding clients for his guiding ambitions. The
area’s famous legends were also a draw—
King Laurin’s magic garden of roses— hiking
in the range can be reminiscent of the time
of dwarves and castles (one feels small
amidst the wilderness of towers). In short,
the Rosengarten was a destination with
journeys to share. As the area became
better mapped and identified in the German
language journals, many northern
mountaineers realised the potential for first
ascents on majestic summits.
Eventually Tita contracted a client for the
Catinaccio for seven fiorini, thanks to being
at the right place at the right time—the
client’s hired guide had failed to show up at
Vajolet Rifugio on the day of the climb.
Worried of the professionalism of his gear,
Tita distracted his client with tales of the
Winkler and Delago towers, painting the
horrors of these climbs to prevent the client
from noticing Tita’s worn and battered rope
as Tita tied him in. About 50m up: “probably
in the heat of showing oﬀ my extraordinary
ability, I moved a huge boulder that with the
roar of hell, fell toward the abyss, missing

At the rifugio, much to Tita’s astonishment
after the close brush with death, the client
asked if he could next be guided up Torre
Winkler the next year. Yes! he was becoming
a guide. On the triumphant hike back to
town—tattered trousers, rope over the
shoulder, rock shoes tied outside his pack—
classic guide posture—he couldn’t believe
his luck, especially when the client tipped 3
extra fiorini. His wages were spent in their
entirety that night, celebrating and playing
skittles at the Café Larcher.
In 1894 Hermann Delago had climbed the
westernmost Vajolet Tower, (Torre Delago),
calling it harder than Winkler’s route. By
1898, Torre Delago was considered the most
diﬃcult climb in all the alps, the absolute
limit of possible22. Only a few of the best
guides and climbers—Dimai, Bettega,
Zugonell, Rizzi, Innerkoﬀer—dared repeat it,
and guideless ascents were big news.

1898 report on Torre Delago. The author
notes, like Dimai, the Delago Tower to be
the most diﬃcult climb in the Alps, but
believed the Kleine Zinne (Innerkofler/
Helverse,1890) to be more dangerous.

Note: the middle Vajolet, Torre Stabeler, had been climbed in 1892 and was considered considerably easier than
Torre Winkler.
22
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Tita joined up with an old school friend,
Antonio Schrott, for an ascent of the feared
Delago route, perhaps the 10th ascent.
Schrott was also a bold amateur climber of
note, having climbed the Winkler route and
other testpieces. The only thing they knew
of the route was that there was a diﬃcult
smooth chimney that required good
technique—of which they knew none! Piaz
writes about squirming up the chimney like a
snake, at his limit, only having made it
thanks to his gymnast abilities and grit,
“arriving at the summit with the last breath
that remained in my body, I screamed to the
universe, ‘The world belongs to the brave!’”

Tita Piaz, around 1900

Tita muses how at the time he was in search
of an unclimbed tower he could give his
name to: “Piazturm!”— then clients would
be coming from all corners of the world for
the “honor of attaching themselves to my
rope,” and he would be suﬀocated by the
multitude of customers, rushing like dogs to
the door of a lover. It would be raining fiorini!
Later, in response to doubt from a guide
who didn’t believe could have climbed the
Delago with the technique and way he
described, Tita boasted that he could and
would climb the prominent and fearsome
unclimbed chimney on the north pillar of
Catinaccio (now Punta Emma). Tita made a
bold entry at the Rifugio, advertising: “First
climb of the North Pillar of Rosengarten;
diﬃculties not much higher than the
Stabeler. Tariﬀ: 25 Fiorini” even though he
hadn’t yet climbed the route!
Now that Tita had laid claim for his climb in
words and writing, it was time to “launch”
the route. Again, in pages of writing, he
describes his bravado and how his first
ascent of Catinaccio’s north pillar would
launch him into greatness (he precedes
many of his climbing stories—tongue in
cheek—with this kind of swaggering
prologue). He first found a way to the
summit from the northeast (as descent
route), then, while attempting the first ascent
of the 300m buttress, he methodically
climbed to a particular crux—an
overhanging roof—then down-climbed for a
break and further review. Theodor
Christomannos, the secretary of the German
Austrian Alpine Club, witnessed one of the
forays. Back at the Rifugio, Christomannos
put 17 fiorinis in Tita’s hand, and said, “Dear
Piaz, buy yourself some decent climbing
shoes and you’ll be able to do it”23. The

The gravestone for Christomannos (1854-1911) bears the inscription, according to Piaz: “The man who wanted
everything for others, nothing for himself.” Christomannos, the son of a wealthy Greek family of merchants living in
Vienna, was instrumental in creating the “Great Dolomites Road” connecting mountain ranges from Bolzano to
Marmolada, and was known to be a generous donor public good in Merano (Bolzano area). Piaz remained grateful
to Christomannos for his gift of real climbing shoes, even when he later became a political enemy and said that
Christomannos “tried to hurt me”.
23
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moral support and the better
shoes helped, and Tita’s
subsequent solo first ascent of
Punta Emma set a new
standard. But it was not to be
named “Piazturm”—Piaz Tower
—as honor demanded “his”
tower be named by a partner,
not himself. This one he named
after the Vajolet hutkeeper’s
assistant, Emma Della
Giacoma, after he took her up
the easier route to the summit.
The north buttress chimney on
Punta Emma was one of the
longer hard rock climbing
routes (5.8) in the Alps for some
years ahead.
From 1902-1912, Tita was part
Punta Emma. Piaz soloed the prominent crack in the middle
of a growing cadre of technical
of the main buttress directly above the Rifugio in this
big wall climbers who set new
picture. 300m vertical, 9 pitches, 5.8. The route involved the
standards in the Eastern Alps.
lie-back climbing technique, better known as Piazen or
His protection systems were
Piaz-Technik.
advanced for the time, he
became one of the most
eﬃcient first ascentionists of the era. We'll
look at some of his 50 first ascents (and
descents) to see what we can figure out of
his mastery of pitoncraft, as well as other
technology, such as footwear, which was
another primary driver of advancing rock
climbing standards of this era.

1907 Mitteilungen des Deutschen und
Österreichischen Alpenvereins. The next
five ascents of Punta Emma were climbed
by Piaz with diﬀerent partners (likely
unoﬃcially guided ascents led by Piaz so
not reported in detail).

Climbing shoes of circa 1910: Thin leather
shoes with twisted rope soles. Right:
modern twisted rope sole.
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Tita Piaz-Speed Climber and
Rope Acrobat (Piaz PartB)
Authors note: I love spires. Climbing the first one-day
ascent of the Lost Arrow Spire from its base was a
fun day with Dave Schultz when we climbed the
1200' route in eight hours, but when I got out in the
Southwest deserts, I really fell in love with climbing
spires. The Totem Pole in Monument Valley with
Bridwell was memorable, but really an anomaly as it
was a repeat of a well-climbed tower. I got started
with Dave Insley around 1986, we climbed Agathla
(one of the wildest rides ever) then the Totem Pole
(my first time up), and I discovered an experience like
nothing felt before. Using a combination of hard bold
free and quick dynamic aid, the eﬃciency of
movement on terrifying thin towers of rock, and
always with an airy summit to appreciate the
moment, was intoxicating. Here, proficiency in the
technical aspects of rope and protection are the key
to safely ascending--and descending--new routes. I
probably climbed about 50 spires in the Southwest
deserts, similar to Piaz’s record of first ascents in the
Dolomites, so his pioneering routes back in the
1900’s on the vast array of unclimbed spires all
around him is incredibly inspiring to look back on. It
is also interesting to map Tita Piaz’s attitudes on risk,
as it evolved with his climbing style and ambitions.
Part of the reason I have gone into such depth of Tita
Piaz’s early climbing career, is that it’s probably
similar to many climber’s introduction to rock
climbing even well into the 70’s, the age of stiﬀ
goldline ropes. As a beginner, hearing and vaguely
knowing of great climbs and climbers, with little or no
access to good information or guidance, and
eventually going out and figuring it out for oneself,
often with a few close calls. Then, choosing to live
the full time climbing lifestyle, scrapping for any work
and spending cash quickly, the only thing that
matters is the next climb (an 80’s version in the Valley
included scarfing and searching for aluminium
deposit cans, being ready for rigging and film work,
bootleg guiding El Capitan—twice for me—living
from rescue check to rescue check, and very
gradually getting better set up. In my case, getting a
van—with no motor—as a winter survival shelter
between climbing seasons, probably at least as good
as an seasonal bivy spot in the Rifugio ;).
“There’s something happening here, what it is ain’t
exactly clear”—Buﬀalo Springfield

Campanile Basso,
6th ascent by Tita Piaz, 1902

In his hometown of Pera, Tita Piaz read of
the ascents of distant Guglia di Brenta/
Campanile Basso in the journals; the
“striking photographs” of the spire gave him
the chills. The second (1900) to fifth (1902)
successful ascents were all climbed
“without guide” by the top climbers from
Munich and Vienna. Each successful
ascent--amidst many failed attempts-eclipsed all other news, “even the south wall
of Marmolada,” Piaz writes, “clearly this
(climb) was more technically diﬃcult and
required greater courage, (so) I decided to
try it too so not to be inferior to anyone.”
It was Tita’s first climbing trip to the Brenta
group near Trento. Piaz, not yet an oﬃcial
guide but fully committed to the guiding
profession, invited Franz Wenter from Tires,
a friend who had also been “making a name
for himself” in the climbing and guiding
world. They climbed Campanile Basso with
the idea of testing its potential as an
adventure they could oﬀer clients, and their
“first Italian ascent” was celebrated widely.
Piaz notes: “We reached the summit in a
shorter time than all our predecessors,”
finding the route, especially the traverse,
very acrobatic and more diﬃcult than
anything on his home Vajolet Towers. He
and Wenter agreed that two guides would
certainly be required for its traverses and
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“long stretches of wall without intermediate
comfortable stances”, and the two friends
made a partnership deal that if one of them
ever snagged a client for Campanile Basso,
they would join forces to guide it together24.
Regarding the ‘deal’ of guiding it together
with Wenter, Piaz writes cryptically in a
footnote, “Man proposes, God disposes.”
Piaz guided Campanile Basso many times in
his career; it was probably a standard
favourite for his most competent clients,
which he was able to climb quickly and
most eﬃciently (he got it "wired" in other
words, similar to how many climbers have
the Nose of El Cap "wired" for a day climb).
Years later, Piaz climbed the Campanile
Basso and the Vajolet towers in a single long
day, with a wild motorcycle ride in between.

Bernard, who was guiding two clients up the
easier main ridge. They had last seen Piaz at
the rifugio below and were now bewildered
to see Piaz coming from the other direction,
descending from the summit. “How can this
be?” they asked. Piaz then explained how
he run up the fearsome east wall, with a
lively explanation of the extreme challenges
and exposure, whereupon Bernard replied,
“Tu sei un demonio!” (“You are a devil!”).

Speed Climbing Prowess
Piaz’s ascent of Campanile Basso no doubt
expanded his awareness of pitons and
protection systems used by the Austrian
climbers, but also a realization that he was
one of the fastest climbers in the Dolomites,
a tremendous asset in the mountains where
the weather quickly changes. One of Piaz’s
early noted speed climbing adventures was
a day in 1898 when he climbed seven
summits in eight hours, earning him his
nickname, “Devil of the Dolomites.” He
started the day exploring a new route, solo
—a first traverse of the huge east wall of
Catinaccio. On the descent, he met Luigi
In the 1906 DuÖAV journal: “(the Piaz/Wenter 1902) ascent, in particular, has become important for the future of
the Guglia, because the first and still only authorized German mountain guide got to know and love this first-class
climbing tour and since then, as a Guglia specialist, has climbed it many times.” Before Piaz was an oﬃcial guide,
he was climbing with a wide range of clients as a "carrier” or “bearer”, which is essentially an apprentice guide
required to work with a fully authorised guide. According to Alfredo Paluselli, Piaz was kicked out of the Fassa
section (South Tyrol) of the Alpenvereins, and refused to disavow the Trento SAT in favor of the DuÖAV, a choice
that “put one’s work at risk, as the tourism of those years was very much linked to the presence of German
customers.” In 1906, an oﬃcial complaint was filed against Piaz by Luigi Bernard, another Fassa guide, for “abusive
exercise of the mountain guide profession.” Piaz then networked with contacts in Innsbruck (North Tyrol), took the
guide’s course in Bolzano, and became an oﬃcial guide noted by the 1907 Mitteilungen as: “not under supervision
of the Alpenvereins”. Thereafter Piaz is referred to as Führer (leader) Piaz in the journals, a title reserved for oﬃcial
guides, though he was a widely known and sought-after guide for many years before his oﬃcial authority to guide
by the DuÖAV.
24
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Piaz then bounded away, ropeless and
literally running the steep ridge descent,
dancing down sections of 4th class to the
col. “I then climbed the Laurino Wall in one
breath. With no diminished fury, the second
tower, then the third, and here, catching my
breath,” Piaz pauses here to describe his
audience of Bernard’s team, just making it
back to the col after their climb, and the
crowd in view at the Rifugio below, and
continues: “Whipped by the chorus of
clapping of ‘Hoy! Bravo Piaz!’, I continued
the mad race on the crumbly, dangerous
rock: fourth, fifth tower, still forward, no rest.
Seven tips in eight hours! The fame of my
epic deeds precedes me as a Roman
triumphant at the Rifugio del Vajolet. A
German gentleman inspected me a long
time with his glasses, then solemnly said,
‘So this is what a devil looks like.’”25
Tita’s tight-fitting canvas shoes with twisted
rope soled shoes completely wore out that
day, and with bleeding feet: “I considered it
my sacred duty to exhibit the miserable
remains of my famous shoes that had taken
me to glory in the fantastic flight--historical
relics worthy of a museum labeled ‘Tita
Piaz’s shoes, 7 summits in 8 hours.’ as
precious as the Mona Lisa!”, and he hung
them up prominently in the dining area. Piaz
then notes how the next morning, the
visiting Liepzig DuÖAV vice president
summarily ordered “the crappy rags to
disappear immediately!” and the
unappreciated stinky shoes were never seen
again.
In addition to the first ascent on the east
face of Catinaccio, Piaz’s routes that day
included a 20-minute ascent of Torre Delago
and the first ascent of “little tower next to it”,
later christened Torre Piaz. Piaz became a
wild pioneer of interesting linkups and fast
ascents involving bold and gymnastic free

climbing. Around 1906, records were
formally reported in the DuÖAV journals,
usually with odd disclaimers such as the
club’s inability to formally “support hot
competition for records in alpinism”.
One morning on the 700m Tomasson Route
on Marmolada--another climb he guided
many times--Piaz clocked in at 3 hours, 28
minutes, with the report emphasising, “by
no means was this speed at the expense of
security.” In 1906, he climbed all three of the
Vajolet Towers in a record 1 hour and 37
minutes. In his book, Piaz writes joyfully of
the days of pure climbing, clocking up miles
of vertical, often solo, but also with friends.
In 1908, Piaz with Käthe Bröske and Rudolf
Schietzold as ropemates climbed the first
traverse of six Vajolet towers from north to
south involving a “frightening descent of
100m”, that required a free-hanging
swinging to a narrow ledge halfway up an
overhanging wall, as reported in Quo Vadis.

footnote: Bernard’s Italian term for devil is “demonio”, the German gentleman’s term is “Teufel”. quotes from
Piaz’s biography, Mezzo Secolo D’Alpinismo, 1947.
25
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climbs with friends and family who were
often beginners. Piaz’s climbing endeavors
were controversial and he faced
considerable criticism26. His wild rappels
were dismissed by Franz Nieberl as
“contrived (and) outrageous rope
maneuvers, gymnastic exercises that do not
belong in the mountains.” His piton use was
considered excessive by some, and later in
life he admitted to sometimes overdoing it,
as Preuss wrote, “to tame a huge wall by
means of complete equipment from a
blacksmith’s shop”27. But mostly, Piaz
climbed in an elegant, eﬃcient way,
especially after the essential fixed anchors
were placed on the first ascent.
Left: Piaz on the south wall of Marmolada.
Piaz’s 1906 record of 3 hours 28 minutes on
this 700m route was a mind-blowing event.
The original 1901 ascent required a long long
day (an amazing feat at the time), and other
parties had required bivouacs for their ascents
of this “Half Dome size” wall. Right: The
Vajolet Towers from Guido Rey’s Alpinismo
Acrobatico, 1913.

Master Rigger and Rope Acrobat
What becomes clear looking at Piaz’s early
climbing years and achievements, was that
Piaz was becoming a master rigger and rock
anchor engineer between 1902 and 1908.
The classic routes were getting
progressively equipped—fixed pitons at key
locations for belays, protection, and
descent, especially on routes he had “wired”
(climbed many times). The strategic anchors
allowed for quick rappels and security at
belays to enable faster, more eﬃcient
climbing, and most importantly for Piaz,
safer with guided clients and on his frequent

After a cordial but divergent public debate
and others on the appropriate use of
artificial means (“mezzi artificiali”) in the
German and Austrian journals--the famous
“MauerhakenStreit”--in 1913 Piaz invited
Preuss to “try the invincible wall of the
Schüsselkar south wall, the problem of
problem of those times, and resisted even
the assaults by climbers like Fiechtl”. It was
clear to Piaz after prior attempts that the line
would involve considerable nailing, and
perhaps some aid, but Piaz’s idea was that
he would '“take on all the shame of artificial
means” so his friend Paul would have his
own “share of the glory.”
Lisa Fries, "the most famous mountaineer of
the time” also joined the team. From
previous attempts, Piaz felt he knew the
best line for the team, especially with
another exceptional free climber like Preuss.
Several pitches up, Piaz insisted on a
“sicurezza” (security), but Preuss refused,

In all things, Piaz had his “own way” of doing most things: hut management, guiding, politics, and theatre: he
mocks the imagined apoplexy of the Munich climbers upon reading his frequent reports in the journals, succeeding
on another route “with a few hundred meters of rope and several dozen nails.” There are 72 references to chiodi
(nails) in his book. By all accounts, however, Piaz was a purist in climbing as free as possible, and dismissed
excessive use of aid pitons as “devoid of modesty and dignity.”
26

Here Preuss might be referring to the attempt on the Schüsselkarspitze in the Wetterstein range (north Tirol) with
Piaz.
27
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and while Preuss was leading a diﬃcult
overhang with no protection for the team,
Piaz untied himself and Fries from the rope,
writing “because I do not like any
connection with crazy people” and that he
promised Fries’ mother that he would bring
her back safe and sound. Preuss eventually
retreated from the pitch, Piaz went up and
“applied security” and they continued up the
wall, but night fell, and eventually the team
had to retreat. They left 70m of rope fixed
which was later used by Herzog and Fiechtl
for the famous first ascent of the south wall
of Schüsselkarspitze later that year,
involving pendulums and other rope
maneuvers (tk).
Campanile di Val Montania
The Campanile di Val Montanaia in the
Carnic pre-Alps (Belluno) overhangs on
three sides; it was first climbed in 1902 on
the mostly vertical south wall--and
descended the same way. Nearly all
climbers at the time agreed that the descent
was an integral part of any climb, and
generally navigated by the same path as the

ascent, especially on spires, when there was
no easy way down. As Preuss later wrote,
the “climbing ability of a climber on the
descent must be a deciding factor in the
choice of route.” Only short rappels were
considered acceptable.
Piaz broke the norm of this tradition, and in
July 1906 on the seventh ascent of the
Campanile di Val Montanaia, he rigged a
wild 38m free-hanging rappel on the
overhanging north side, involving swinging
into a tiny exposed ledge to the anchors of
another 20 m rappel to the ground. It was an
outrageous rope maneuver, no one had ever
attempted a wild free-hanging rope descent
of this length before--most people climbed
with only 30m ropes! Even in the gym, a
12m descent on a rope was considered a
feat. Instead of needing to reverse the 300m
of the ascent route, Piaz’s innovative
descent only required 50m of downclimbing
from the summit, then two wild rappels,
taking a fraction of the time normally
required to get down.

Campanile di Val Montania (the left mage first appeared in the 1905 Zeitschrift, inspiring
many to climb the spire). The first route initially pioneered by Cozzi climbed the south side.
Piaz made his famous 38m rappel--the longest ever at the time--from this bell tower.
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Left: Piaz on the long rappel: Right: the standard method
of roped descent well into the 1920’s by French and Italian
alpinists (image on right from La Conseiller de
l’Ascensionniste, Second Volume, 1917).

Piaz showing oﬀ his mastery of rope descents--upside
down! Certainly, this must be one of the first “over the
shoulder” braking system for climbing abseils (images
from Paluselli).

1907 “Application of the Rope” manual from the
Bayerland section of the DuÖAV.

Rope climbs in the gym
were normally without feet,
but instructionals taught a
method of security that
evolved into the standard
mountaineering rappel:
“We’ve climbed high, the
hands lose power. Then
what? Should we climb
down or fall down? Each
student must reflect upon
that and discover how to
wrap the rope around
themselves so that they may
be held comfortably by it”
(Gutsmuth, 1793). At the
time, a 12m rope would have
been a very long gym rope
climb and descent. See
John Gill’s amazing histories
of competitive rope climbing
and bouldering, as it helps
inform Piaz’s gymnastic
background on bars and
ropes.
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Guglia de Amicis
The same month as the famous rappel, Piaz
rigged the first tyrolean to the Guglia de
Amicis. A few years prior, in 1902, Antonio
Dimai (again with the Baronesses Ilona and
Rolanda Eötvös) had “put the rock-climbing
world upside down with an act of
unparalleled recklessness with a kind of
rope bridge to the Torre del Diavolo (in the
Cristallo range near Cortina). The details of
the strange climb were not well known, nor
were they very well understood,” Piaz
writes, adding, it “pushed me turbulently to
hunt for something similar to Dimai’s
witchcraft. I was looking for an
inconceivable problem.”

Piaz searched for a suitable challenge, and
found it: “As we walked towards the
buttresses of the Cristallo, capricious luck
smiled on my path in the form of a Dolomite
apparition--a spire so untimely slender
elegant and daring as to seem more than a
needle. I had never seen anything more
beautiful in the fateful kingdom of the
Dolomites! It was my dream. The creator
had placed it there for me!”
Piaz set oﬀ for the spire “equipped with an
arsenal of cordage of all lengths and
thicknesses, ropes, lanyards, and strings of
2-10mm thickness. Also a good amount of
perforated lead balls, about the size of a
chicken egg. Curious equipment indeed!”
For hours Piaz tossed countless lead balls
attached to a light cord 20 metres across to
the summit of the “rebel tower”, until at last
one passed the right spot and over to his

Torre del Diavolo, site of the first tyrolean
rope traverse by Dimai. Left: This picture
appeared in an article by Ad. Witzenmann in
the 1902 Zeitschrift; it was first climbed the
next year by Dimai & team. The mountain
actually consists of three towers in line,
that appear as one in this photo: Torre Leo,
Torre del Diavolo, and Il Gobbo. Right: the
eventual “ground-up” route, with a wild
bridge move first made by Dülfer in 1913
from the Torre Leo (left) to the Torre del
Diavolo (right). Dimai’s tyrolean was from Il
Gobbo (not shown) to Torre del Diavolo.
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accomplice below. After pulling a fullstrength rope across the gap and fixing it at
the base of the tower on the other side, Piaz
“passed like a monkey on the barely
perceptible air bridge, fearfully suspended
over the abyss between the two peaks”.
The tyrolean required expert rigging skills
and successful countering of the high forces
a tight tyrolean puts on its anchors28. It is
still one of the most famous tyroleans in the
world, though it garnered the inevitable
criticism at the time. Piaz later wrote, “I
never asked for it to be taken seriously, or
pretend to deny the comedy of such a
system of climbing mountains. For me it was
pure manifestation of my gratitude to (the
irredentist author) Edmondo De Amicis,
whose writing illuminated so many sad hours
of my childhood. When on a distance day I
am no longer able to climb mountains, I will
think fondly on the bright memory of that
day, and will be moved again by great joy for
having dedicated in the Alps a natural
monument to that Great who preached love
of country through generosity and goodness
of heart.”

Lilian Bray's 1926 report of climbing with Piaz in the
Pinnacle Club Journal.

Piaz was having fun innovating new ways of
doing things, and he wasn’t bothered by
other’s opinions as he tried new tools and
techniques that were soon to become
standard ways and means of a much wider
array of mountaineering endeavors.
In the next part--Tita Piaz, partC---we will look at
some of Piaz’s early guiding seasons full of first
ascents of wild spires, more of his known use of
hardware and ropes to equip routes for safe
belays and descents, and how his experience
and expertise led to the first ascent of west wall
of the Totenkirchl in 1908, a breakthrough first
big wall ascent in the Wilder Kaiser in North Tirol.
Super fun to write about Piaz’s climbing--all the
favourite climbing activities of my generation-soloing (sometimes onsight but mostly training
routes), fast climbing, first one-day ascents, hard
and bold free, having fun swinging around with
ropes and gear, and eventually, the big walls--

Piaz gave them all their initial pizaaz!

Left: Guglia de Amicis (Swiss Alpine Club
1926 journal). Right: the tyrolean--note the
two ropes used (La Lettura, 1908).

Piaz’s demonstration of complex rigging and anchoring on the Guglia de Amicis expanded the state-of-the-art
“ropecraft” at the time, though in industrial endeavors, rigging and high angle work had also been advancing at the
time. On ropes: even the best long fibre Italian hemp ropes at the time had a breaking strength between 7.5kN and
10kN (compare with modern ropes at least double that). It appears that rope manufacturers who supplied ropes to
climbers began integrating dynamic properties in the rope design certainly by the mid-1920’s, and possibly before.
10mm rope weighs about 85g/m, so 150m of 10mm rope would weigh almost 13kg (28 pounds). An early mountain
rope article in the: (1926 Rivista Mensile del CAI).
28
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The three most famous Dolomite spires in Piaz's time: left: Campanile di Montania. Middle:
Guglia de Amicis (photos from Piaz’s biography).Right: Torri del Vajolet. Piaz climbed Guglia de
Amicis on July 7, 1906, a few weeks before his famous long rappel descent from Campanile di
Montanaia (July 28, 1906). Piaz later guided Edmondo de Amicis’ son Ugo on the route.

Two of Piaz’s five kids. Left: Piaz’s daughter
Olga (b.1903) who climbed on Piaz’s back to
the summit of the Vajolet Towers, aged 5,
and whom Piaz named a spire after. Piaz
named Punta Pia after his second daughter
and writes about climbs with Carmela in his
book. Piaz named many spires after those he
loved. Right: Piaz climbing with his son Furio
(b.1920 with his second wife Maria Bernard).

Piaz’s home for much of the year. In 1903
Piaz married Marietta Rizzi, the daughter
of Antonio Rizzi di Pera (known as
Tònele), the manager of the Rifugio
Vajolet; they had three children
Olga(1903), Pia (1904), and Carmela
(1906). Climbing everywhere.
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Tita Piaz-Guide and Rigging
Expert (Piaz PartC)
Here in Tita Piaz, PartC, we will examine Piaz’s
use of technology for his climbs, up to his 1908
breakthrough ascent on the west wall of the
Totenkirchl in the Wilder Kaiser range.

La Guglia Edmondo de Amicis, from Guido
Rey, Alpinism Acrobatico. The left spire is
called Campanile Misurina has an easy
route to its summit and is where the
tyrollean begins.

Tita Piaz and Ugo de Amicis
After dedicating Guglia de Amicis to his
favourite irredentist author, Piaz sent photos
of the spire to Ugo de Amicis, Edmondo’s
son, who had been actively climbing in the
Western Alps. Ugo immediately got in touch
with Piaz and made plans for the wild rope
ride across to the summit of Guglia de
Amicis for the 1907 guiding season. Ugo

29

knew of Piaz’s reputation as “one of the
most daring and victorious climber who
break their fingernails and turn their muscles
to iron on the demonic and sublime
Dolomite mountains,” and when they met in
Trento, they quickly bonded in warm
friendship with their mutual love of climbing,
and began exploring29.

Ugo de Amicis climbed with many of the top
guides, including many routes with Guido
Rey: the Matterhorn, Petit Dru, Aiguille du
Grépon, and several more of the hardest
rock climbing routes in the Western Alps at
the time. His first climbs in the Eastern Alps
were with Tita Piaz. He was the son of the
irredentist author, Edmondo de Amicis, who
Piaz had named the spire Guglia de
Edmondo de Amicis (the spire’s full name),
first ascent by tyrollean traverse (at the time,
referred to simply as a “rope bridge” of
“rope traverse”).
Piaz and Ugo started their tour on the
Campanile di Val Montania. “Until now, no
one else had dared to descend the longest
abseiling point in the Alps,” Ugo writes, “you
let yourself down over an overhang of 40
meters into the void, a few metres away from
the wall, slowly spinning while the mountains
circle around. Your fingers have to be as
secure as your head.” They then tried a new
rope traverse between two peaks in the

Quotes from Ugo de Amicis, la Lettura 1908--reprinted in SAC, 1926.
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Valle di Toro, but after six hours of throwing
of lead balls connected by a thin cord
unsuccessfully over the summit, they
surrendered, and headed for the main event.
When they arrived at the Guglia de Amicis,
the white and red flag Piaz had left on the
summit the year before was still waving on
the summit; Ugo considered the sight of it a
“greeting and a good wish”. They climbed
the neighboring Campanile Misurina, and
this time Piaz made the lead-ball throw
across the 20m gap first try, and the
climbing rope was soon pulled over the
summit and anchored on the other side.
“Now it was our turn,” Ugo writes, full of
doubt and fear, “who knows if the carrier,
who we barely knew, had fastened the rope
well (at the base of the tower)”; “I think the
rope is too elastic, very thin”; and “what if I
can no longer move forward or backward in
the middle of this rope and remain there
forever, like a fly caught in a spider’s web?”
Meanwhile, Piaz quickly monkeys across:
“he swings his legs over the rope and he
walks away quickly by air with his head
down and legs turned toward me. The
second half of the traverse goes almost
straight up, Piaz does this quickly, then
upright and triumphant on the high
pedestal… Piaz calls for me to come. Oh,
innovators of alpinism, in what forbidden
places we dare to raise our anarchic
banner!”
Ugo makes it across, and there they plan
another audacious feat--the first rappel oﬀ
the summit of Guglia de Amicis. Ugo
continues:
“Piaz goes back to Campanile Misurina on
the horizontal rope to fetch the ropes and
the irons necessary for the descent. In the
middle of the rope he rocks in the void like in
a hammock, letting go of one leg and one
arm, and calmly looks in all directions. Piaz

sends me the extensive and important tools
and provisions in his backpack by means of
the rope, then he too comes back, aping the
monkeys, and pulls in the rope that
connected the two tips, because it was
needed for the diﬃcult descent. Now we are
completely isolated from the rest of the
world and have cut our way back. What if
the descent were impossible now? I can
already see myself up there with Piaz,
imagining the pillar saints of mountaineering
for our whole life.”
Only a wild climber like Piaz would have
pulled the ropes and committed to this
degree of dependence on equipment--ropes
and anchoring technology--at the time.
Piaz “drives in the first ring of rope on the
tip, pulls the double rope through, puts the
hammer and iron in his pocket then
descends about 10m.” With tension from
Ugo, Piaz then drills a piton/bolt with
hammer and chisel on the edge. Ugo “hears
Piaz talking to himself and then chiseling for
a long time, and since I know that that the
iron is supposed to hold our holy persons
(how holy is man in such places), I hope he
chisels a lot and thoroughly.”
With the anchor in place, Piaz sends Ugo
down the overhanging rappel first with
orders to pull into a tiny stance 20m down.
While Ugo is trying to figure out how to
brace himself safely on the tiny exposed
stance, Piaz quickly joins him, then the rope
gets stuck and had to be abandoned. They
set up the second rappel with their last rope,
and again Piaz lowers Ugo to another tiny
stance on the side of the slender spire. Ugo
suggests setting up the last rappel over a
natural limestone flake, as was often done in
the Western Alps on granite, but Piaz replies
laconically: ‘I want to live a few more days.
Don’t you?’ then hammers in “the third iron.”
Piaz and Ugo finally make it down, after an
epic of multiple stuck ropes, barrages of
rockfall, and a final airy rappel to the base.
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Ugo finishes: “It took us six hours to traverse
this eighty-meter peak. As we are on the way
back, we turn around to admire the bold
obelisk, and if we didn't see the rope
hanging up there that we had to leave
behind, we would doubt ourselves whether
we made the descent. The weather, in
paternal kindness, wants to give us a light
punishment for our madness, and under a
violent thunderstorm we take refuge in the
hotel.”
In contrast to the relatively safe descents
down previously ascended territory which
was the norm in mountaineering at the time,
descending into the unknown with the
proper tools, as Piaz and Ugo’s descent
from the Guglia de Amicis, becomes a key
(and obvious) strategy of future climbs in the
wild Alps. Even with modern equipment, six
hours is still a pretty good time to rig a

tyrolean and set up a descent route down a
three-pitch spire. In the following years, Piaz
climbed many more routes with Ugo, often
with Guido Rey, including a classic Dolomite
Tower-Face-Chimney tour oﬀered by Piaz
(Vajolet Tower-South Wall of MarmoladaTschierspitze). Piaz was as adventurous on
climbing objectives with clients as he was
with his friends and climbing partners.
Guido Rey writes in 1914, reinforcing the
prolific talent and adventurous spirit of Piaz:
“Not satisfied with having ascended the
Towers of Vajolet three hundred times, in
‘sunshine or in rain’, he wished to attempt
them by night under the stars; therefore he
persuaded an American lady to join him, and
soon, in the heart of a beautiful summer
night, his lantern could be seen shining, a
newly created star, on the topmost
pinnacle.”
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“Sack of Flour” guiding technique
There are many funny stories of Tita Piaz’s
guiding hard climbs in his biography, “Half a
Century of Alpinism” and in the early
journals. Piaz often took clients on climbs
well above their ability; even the talented
climber Western Alps climber Guido Rey
experiences this with Piaz on a diﬃcult
section on the Vajolet Towers:
“With a quick movement, Piaz climbs and
disappears. Immediately I am ordered to
follow, as obedient as a schoolboy, I imitated
as best I could the movements I had seen,
then came a fierce struggle between me and
the rock, groping here and there with hands
and feet. Half suﬀocated, I begged for
advice, and I do not remember if it was
thanks to Piaz’s advice or to the rope, I soon
found myself face to face with Piaz--it was
then that I really learnt to know Tita.”
Mountain guides at the time refer to the
required assistance of the rope as the “sack
of flour” technique (“Mehl-Sacktechnik”);
essentially early rope friction-braking
techniques that eventually evolve into
standard belay methods. If the terrain was
too steep to downclimb, getting a client
down generally involved lowering them with
the rope tied around their waist. Without
harnesses or free-hanging abseil skills, there
are many tales of imagined suﬀocation while
hanging suspended on the stiﬀ ropes of the
day.
In his chapter, “Conversion of an Enemy”,
Piaz relates a funny story of a man, loudly
critical of “Piaz”, at a Bavarian alpine hut.
The man knew Piaz only by reputation and
was unaware that Piaz was standing nearby;
without disclosing who he was, Piaz invites
the man to climb with him the next day on a
diﬃcult overhanging training climb, and
recounts:
“After a magnificent tumble, he remains
hanging in the air, desperately making

Piaz with Fassa Valley guides (Storia
dell’Alpinism Fassano, 1924)

movements that gave Galileo the idea for the
pendulum. In vain he clings to the rock.
‘Hold, hold, I can’t take it anymore, I
suﬀocate!’” A climber below yells ‘Pull, Tita
pull!’ And Tita pulls, pulls like three oxen,
then four oxen.” Eventually, the climber
makes it over the overhang; with a dazed
look, the man finally realizes he is climbing
with Tita Piaz, who continues: “I smile to him
with my best smile, and say to him,
‘Courage, friend, that life is beautiful and still
continues today! He did not respond to my
rather evil smile but stretched out his hand
and said to me, his eyes shining with tears:
‘Tita, do you forgive me?’ And we were
friends.”
Today, we call this a “sandbag.” Another
example comes from a 1911 Swiss Alpine
Journal article, “Eight Days in the
Dolomites.” The author witnesses a client
struggling up the Delago route on the Vajolet
Towers, with Piaz literally “pulling the old
man up it--hey, ho, hey--just as you raise a
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bale of cotton in the air.” Piaz once caught a
30m swinging fall of one of his clients—the
man either fell asleep or fainted at the
beginning of a diﬃcult traverse—Piaz
recounts how he was able to catch the fall,
and despite losing the skin on his hands,
“which in truth is not much, in comparison to
(the man’s) life.”
For Piaz’s climbing adventures, secure
anchors were essential. On the crux of the
Winkler route on the Vajolet Towers, Piaz
writes of a client asking for tension,
whereupon the rope goes slack:

Sometimes far-fetched inexplicable things
happen in life, which the believer calls
miracles".”
Piaz equipped routes with piton anchors to
enable such miracles; for Piaz it was
common-sense rigging to enable the new
kind of bold free climbing--the Acrobatico
Alpinismo--that was characteristic of the
new climbing style in the Dolomites that
climbers were coming from far and wide to
experience, with Piaz, known to be safe and
strong, was the top choice of guides, and a
leading expert on rock climbing safety
anchors.

“‘Help! I’m untied! Help!’ In a flash I fixed the
rope to a nail, … I slipped down and found
him perfectly untied, barely holding onto the
problematic hold with his head dangling in
the void… a few seconds separated him
from the end. To tie someone up in such a
situation, you would need at least three
hands, and I from my birth had only two. Yet
I tied him up, it still remains a mystery to me.
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Spire Specialist
Piaz climbed many first ascents of spires
with clients, equipping them—‘hooking the
wall’—and making them safe for guided
ascents and descents. From the DuÖAV:
The direct ascent from the Vajolet hut over
the southeast face (of the East Tower) has
been tried several times, but always without
success. The whole tour can be described
as extremely interesting due to its variety in
technical requirements and its alpine
charms. At the suggestion and guidance of
G.B. Piaz, the qualified engineer E.
Kronstein-Wien and district judge MüllerMunich on August 22, 1907 climbed the
southeast face. The lowest steep step is
crisscrossed by a noticeably deep, black
chimney, which was only made possible by
the outstanding skill and bravura of Piaz and
his patience in hooking the wall. In
particular, where a drooping block makes it
necessary to exit the chimney and climb an
almost handleless wall in complete
exposure, the diﬃculty and danger are
combined to such an extent that the route
can be used as training for other excellent
tours.30
Starting in the fall, 1905 guiding season,
Piaz began an incredible year of first
ascents with Bernard Trier, a wealthy
German industrialist and talented climber. In
a single day they climbed three new spires
in the Carnic region (the same area as
Campanile di Val Montanaia in the Eastern
Alps). When Piaz was guiding in the area, he

hired the barefoot carrier Teresa, for whom
Piaz named the descent notch Forcella
Teresa. Piaz writes of Teresa:
“A very nice girl, who carried phenomenal
weights, capital importance given the
absolute lack of shelters in that area. Women
carriers are a local custom. Since I was
never fond of the term ‘carrier’, she would
come with us to the climb with food, rope,
nails, the ‘tools of the trade’, as Preuss
would say.”
Piaz climbed over a dozen first ascents of
spires with Trier that year (including the
Montanaia di Val Montanaia and Guglia de
Amicis already described), cumulating with a
spectacular climb of the NE wall of
Campanile Toro, a fearsome spire and likely
the hardest rock climb in the Alps in 1906.
“It was the most impressive climb of my life
as a mountaineer, perhaps more because of
the specific conditions and circumstances,”
Piaz writes, “which I worked the first ascent
with artificial means.” Subsequent ascents
will always be easier once the route is
equipped with anchors, and sure enough, it
was soon “downrated” in the 1907 DuÖAV
by Neiberl, one of North Tyrol’s leading
climbers, who “evaluated the crooked crack
(the crux) a little less high.”31
There are many epic stories of Piaz’s routes,
many legends, not only of the original
ascents, but also of the subsequent climbs
and failed attempts. In addition to longest
rappels, Piaz experienced one of the longest
lead falls (that was survived) on the ropes
and gear of the time. It was a slip while

footnote: it was probably the first ascent of the southwest face of this tower in 1906 with George Christophe from
Berlin that got Piaz in trouble with the Fassa guides, as he was still oﬃcially only a ‘carrier’ at the time. He was also
bootleg guiding the south wall of Marmolada around this time.
30

31The

second ascentionist writes: “There will be few places that are so dizzying like the cutting edge of the
Campanile Toro.” The route diagonals up the steepening spire, so any falls generally end up in space. Piaz notes a
subsequent ascent made 25 years later by the famous Schmid bothers from Munich (first ascent of North Face of
Matterhorn, first climbing gold medalists), who confirmed its “5th degree” diﬃculty. Rudatis, in a 1930’s history
piece, notes that the brothers “overcame it with a purity of style, doing it without nails.
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Campanile Toro, one of Piaz’s harder first ascents, involved “Artificial means.” In this context,
Piaz might be referring to pitons used mid-pitch as free-climbing protection. In his writings he
emphasizes the use of pitons legitimate to make things safe, but not for upward progress.

guiding George Christophe on the south wall
of Marmolada in 1907, exiting a chimney,
“over a void of a hundred meters … at one
point I flew and fell perpendicularly into the
void for about ten meters, until a strong
tightening of the rope around the ribs told
me that my life would continue as before.”
He was luckily caught by his “life-saving
partner” and subsequently had nightmares
about the fall and its potential
consequences for himself and his client, and
swore to himself that he would never again
fall again, and apparently he never did.

Further reading:
Piaz’s attitude toward the acceptable use of
pitons and his attitudes toward risk become
more clear reading his recollections, as well
as his published statements during the
famous “Piton Dispute” of 1911-1913. In a
nutshell, Piaz felt life was more important
than bravado, and he deeply lamented
Preuss’s death, as well as many “double
falls” (when a falling leader also rips the
belayer to their death). A well-translated and
illustrated version by Randolph Burks
appears on the internet.

Here, we have focused primarily on Piaz’s
relationship with technology to establish
greater clarity of Piaz’s mastery of ropes and
pitons to enable harder and longer climbs.
Piaz was joining the ranks of an elite group
of guides—Dimai, Rizzi, Bettega, Siorpaes,
Verzi—guides known all over Europe, and
using his skills and climbing talent, he was
soon to set a new standard in big wall
climbing in North Tyrol.

NEXT: Tita Piaz, PartD: First ascent of the
west wall of the Totenkirchl, 1908.
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Tita Piaz, PartD--Big Wall
Climber
Background: Often histories credit Hans
Dülfer (1892-1915) for the first rope
maneuvering and descent techniques, most
notably the evolution from his methods now
known as the “Dülfersitz”, the standard way
of rappelling even in my early days of
climbing (1970’s). But it’s clear that Piaz was
an earlier originator of high angle rope
gymnastics, combining bold free climbing
and rope systems to fly across and up
elevated slabs of rock. The Piazwand on the
Totenkirchl, first climbed in 1908 and later
rope-soloed in 1911 by Preuss, was the first
route up a major unclimbed wall that really
put all the new techniques into place,
creating a new visibility about what was
possible on the largest rock walls on Earth.
Totenkirchl--the dream
In 1924, Franz Nieberl, climber and stellar
chronicler of climbing techniques, recounted
a dream he had in the Kaisergebirge twelve
years prior, at the base of the Totenkirchl,
prior to Hans Dülfer’s breakthrough ascent
of the direct west wall. In his dream, the
spirit of the Totenkirchl came to life and told
its story, how it first formed in a primeval
sea, then born to the world as a giant
limestone tower with steep walls on all
sides, where it was “enthroned, secluded
and undisturbed” for eons. Then, the “little
human beings” arrived and began sneaking
around its base, then climbing its faces with
wall hooks and complete “locksmith’s
shops” in their pockets (most gear was
carried in jacket pockets back then, rather
than on slings with carabiners). For a while,
only three of its four mighty walls were
climbed, and the spirit of Totenkirchl was
confident that its west wall, “the one as if
made from one piece”, was its trump card,
safe from the “tiny tough tormentors”. But

The Totenkirchl West Wall, one of the
birthplaces of modern big wall climbing.
Once considered impossible, the first climbs
up the 600m west wall required the vision of
two climbers on two diﬀerent routes by Tita
Piaz (1908) and Hans Dülfer (1913), to see
the potential for visionary lines that became
templates for all future climbs up the largest
big walls on Earth (photo: Trenker, 1963).

then a “skinny human child” arrives with a
giant snake of Manila hemp braid, and with
piton on piton perilously descends the west
wall’s overhangs and chasms. With its face
defiled, the “carefully fooled” wall was soon
ascended and removed from the list of
impossible climbs. The spirit concludes,
“Now I was worn out. The old song rang out
again: this is the hardest Kaiser tower!”
The Totenkirchl is a striking stone monolith
in the Kaisergebirge, a low alp (~2500m)
region about 100 kilometers south of
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Left: “A Dream at the Totenkirchl”, one of
many great climbing stories by Franz
Nieberl, known as the “pope of the
Kaisergebirge”. Nieberl also authored “Das
Klettern im Fels”, first published in 1909 and
updated regularly for decades, one of the
best climbing gear and technique
instructionals of the era. Right: an early
postcard with the classic lines and variants
of the Piaz and the Dülfer routes.

Münich, and one of three major mountain
ranges (along with the Wetterstein and
Karwendel ranges) that comprise a long east
to west chain of limestone and dolomite
peaks as the centerpieces of North Tyrol.
The word Totenkirchl translates to “Church
of the Dead”, named after small churches in
Eastern Orthodox Christian areas that
sometimes house mummified bodies, and
from a distance it is an imposing feature on
the landscape. Even though the Eastern
Alps ranges were primarily within AustriaHungary at the time, the northern climbing
ranges were considered the domain of the
German-speaking “Münich School”
climbers, notably Kaiser guidebook author
Georg Leuchs and others, and the southern
Tyrol climbers rarely visited. Tita Piaz was an
exception.
West Wall of the Totenkirchl, 1908
The west wall of Totenkirchl was for many
years, “the last great problem” of the
Eastern Alps, and several top climbers had

attempted forays up the wall in search of a
climbable route. Pitons were just starting to
become mainstream tools, still only custom
made in small blacksmith shops, and in their
infancy mostly used as a point of direct aid
or as belay/rappel anchor. The concept of
diﬃcult free climbing above a piton,
tempting a longer shock load fall, was still
highly feared, and Piaz was well-known as
the boldest in this art. With his extensive
experience of rigging ropes safely for
Tyroleans and rappels, maneuvering to gain
features both while ascending and
descending the complex spires of the
Dolomites, he was ready to lead the first of
many big wall breakthroughs in the Alps,
now made possible with stronger and lighter
rope and piton systems.
Many great climbing adventures begin on
motorcycles, and Tita’s epic 300km trip from
Perra to Kufstein was one of the first on new
roadways connecting the Tyrol regions, and
with one of the first factory-produced
touring motorcycles, which only appeared
around 1901. He motored up to the North
Tyrol with Franz Schroﬀenegger, a Tiers
mountain guide of repute, and there they
joined the rest of the team with the objective
of climbing the first ascent of the west wall
of the Totenkirchl.
Piaz writes of his 1908 trip to the Kaiser:
“The trip was quite eventful, like many of my
motorcycle trips. However, it cost the life of
a dog, two hens, and we were almost

Piaz and one of his motorcycles, an early
Moto-Guzzi from the 1930s.
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The Totenkirchl is in the Wilder Kaiser (Wk on map previous pages), one of the two main subranges of the Kaisergebirge.

whipped by farmers in Jenback” after an
incident with a cabbage cart pulled by two
oxen.
A meeting of north and south Tyrol tribes,
the other two members of the team were
Josef Klammer, an experienced alpinist and
founder of the first mountain rescue team
from Kufstein, and Rudolf Scheitzold from
Munich, who had made a committing abseil
descent of the wall from its second terrace
the year before (referenced in Nieberl’s
dream). Although Schietzold’s inspection of
the route revealed a few secrets about the
possibility of a climbing route up the west
wall, he initially reported it “impossible” and
warned against any attempt. Piaz was soon
introduced to the community, including the

president of the DÖAV section, Anton Karg
by Franz Nieberl, who joked (according to
Piaz), “Mr. President, what to you think of
these very modern guides, who travel
300km on a motorbike to try the biggest
problem of the Eastern Alps? You can rest
assured that Piaz will teach Latin to our
Kaiser climbers.” Soon the team began their
16km trek from Kufsein to Hinterbärenbad,
where the Totenkirchl dominates the view.
One of the key skills Piaz brought to the
table, based on his extensive first ascent
experience in the southern ranges, was his
eye for a line, knowing the limits of
possibility with the equipment gathered for
the ascent. Piaz writes, “At a glance I was
surprised the (west wall of the Totenkirchl)
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had not yet been won, and I did not even
have a flash of doubt that the attempt would
not be in vain.” Exploring the wall with
binoculars, he immediately saw the precise
line, and writes of his explanation, “Do you
see the little wall on the right, with a crack
barely noticeable on the left? Well, I tell you
we will pass by there, and I promise, if we
do not, then I will become a barefoot friar.”
And sure enough, the line that Piaz had
envisioned from below had been the
climbable line of weakness, a discovery
unknown to all previous attempts. The key
free-climbing pitch that Piaz had scoped
was soon named the Parete Piaz and
immediately became legend in the climbing
world as a feared run-out crux, about 5.7 or
5.8 (in German, the ‘Piaz-Wandl’).
The “Rope Crossing”
The route was not entirely free. A shoulder
stand was rumoured, and the route was
reported as having, “many pitons, mostly
only used for security purposes.” One of the
keys to the route was a roped tension
traverse. The Piaz team described this pitch
as “30m long traverse up and left, then
falling sharply downwards (wall hook) left
into the chimney”. Though Piaz himself
preferred to focus more on the free-climbing
diﬃculty of the “Parete Piaz” in his
recounting of the climb, Fritz Schmitt
describes the section as a “delicate point
with twice diagonal abseiling, jammed ropes
were extremely malicious, a few steps on a
smooth wall, and I was safe in the chimney.
But what does it mean to be secure in a
120m chimney with all kinds of overhangs,
chockstones, and smooth cracks?” (1934
SAC). Subsequent reports of rope tension
techniques on other routes during this
period are often similarily awkwardly
described, and it is not until the late 1920s
that this technique, of using the rope and
anchor system to move laterally on a wall,
becomes universally identified as the
“Seilquergang” (‘rope traverse’ or ‘rope
crossing’) technique.

The West Wall of Totenkirchl team after
their ascent. Franz Schroﬀenegger (L)
and Tita Piaz (center), standing: Rudolf
Scheitzold and Josef Kammer. After this
photo was taken, Klammer gave a lecture
on the ascent for the Bayernland section
in Munich, with Piaz “dragged to the
podium under penalty of lynching” to
“expose the smallest details of the heroic
enterprise: the world had to know how
many times we yawned or felt the need
to pee!” Piaz writes, “The hall of the
Hofbräuhaus had never been as crowded
as that evening.”

Despite the warnings by the first
ascensionists that “repetitions are not
recommended for this route” due to its
diﬃculty and danger, the west wall of the
Totenkirchl quickly became a sought-after
technical and mostly-free big wall route, with
over 30 successful ascents in the following
five years, as well as many attempts and
even a fatal accident (Leuchs, 1917).
Despite technically harder and longer routes
established in this period, the PiazWand, as
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the route became to be known, reigned
supreme in the literature as the testpiece
wall, until the advent of Dülfer’s more direct
route up the west wall of the Totenkirchl in
1913, which established yet another new
yardstick of visionary lines. In Piaz’s telling
of his adventurous climb, he concludes,
“Four years later (actually 5), the great
Dulfer, in the company of his friend redwiz
(sic), corrected the wall with his memorable
direct.”
The 1908 traverse on the Totenkirchl is the
first example of a rope tension-traverse
being a key to a significant big wall
breakthrough. The dependence of the rope
with a distant anchor, hanging and swinging
around on airy rock walls can be daunting
even for modern experienced climbers. As
more optimal natural-fibre climbing rope
knowledge improved among climbers in the
first decade of the 20th century (see ropes
article), the idea of using the rope and
anchor systems as a way to maneuver
laterally on big walls to connect natural
features shifted from the fear of a death
sentence with fragile ropes and insecure
anchors, to a mainstream climbing
technique even in exposed and overhanging
climbing situations. Over the next decades,
the technique evolved and was used on
many alpine and big wall breakthroughs on
even the most fearsome high alpine walls in
the Western Alps, including the first ascent
of the North Face of the Matterhorn by the
brothers Franz and Toni Schmid in 1931.32
Other climbers at the time were also starting
to experiment with tension traverses, mostly
on smaller crags, and prior to Dülfer’s shortlived technique of bringing a completely
separate rope for self-belayed tension
traverses, employed on his 1912 ascent of

The Piaz route on the Totenkirchl takes the
left line to the summit ridge. Climbing a wall
like the Totenkirchl west face in 1908 was
still unimaginable. Piaz showed it was
possible and the breakthrough directly led
to the next generation of big wall alpinists
and more direct lines up the massive walls
of the Alps. (L: Alpine Journal, 1925, R: Fritz
Schmitt, 1942)

1978 DAV Guide

Footnotes: The 1908 route on the Totenkirchl only got a brief mention in the 1910 DuÖAV journal, but a full route
description appears in the XIII Jahresbericht for 1908, Alpenverein Sektion Bayerland (1909). Although the rope
traverse section was later free climbed without rope tension (possibly by Paul Preuss in 1911), many still depended
on tension with the rope for the traverse into the exit chimneys even into the 1970s (see 1978 DAV topo).
32
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the east wall of the Fleischbank, ever more
diﬃcult tension traverses were established
on new routes, notably by Angelo Dibona on
the Laliderer in 1911 and Georg Sixt on their
climbs. Hans Fiechtl and Otto Herzog
famously introduced the carabiner to the
technique on the Schüsselkarspitze in 1913.
Beginning in the 1920s, the Seilquergang
was illustrated and described in many
journals. Karl Prusik wrote a book on
techniques in 1929 and considered it one of
six basic techniques that should be formally
taught to every beginner climber (along with
knots, belaying, rappelling, hauling a pack,
and creating an anchor with pitons). The
evolution of gear and techniques in pre-WWI
years will continue in more detail in this
series, setting up for the explosion of harder
big wall routes in the 1920s and 1930s in the
Eastern Alps and eventually throughout the
world.

The Seilquergang as depicted in Karl
Prusik’s 1929 instructional book, “Ein
Weiner Kletterlehrer” (A Vienesse Climbing
Instructor).This is a distinct technique from
the Dülfer method as it requires assistance
from the belayer.

The Dülfer rope traverse method using a
separate rope used on his 1912 ascent of
east wall of the Fleischbank and on his 1913
direct west wall route on the Totenkirchl
was eventually made obsolete with
carabiners and improved belay techniques,
but still described and used in 1931.

Author note: after completing a pendulum on
the first ascent of Kali Yuga on the northwest
face of Half Dome in Yosemite, I jokingly
suggested a new rating system for such big
wall maneuvers to Walt, rating that one P4, as
it was a very diﬃcult traverse on the
overhanging wall leading to a very tenuous
series of moves to gain another crack system
far to the right. With this scale, the flexing
knifeblade anchor for the Nothing Atolls
pendulum on the Pacific Ocean wall would be
considered P2. But despite the skill and fear
needed for safely overcoming such
maneuvers, thankfully there has never been
need for an additional rating system for
pendulums.
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Thank you and goodbye for now, Mr. Piaz
Having considered these early contributions
by Piaz to the techniques and limits of rock
climbing by 1908, we leave Piaz here,
though by no means were his contributions
over; he continued to establish cutting edge
ascents using the latest tools and
techniques of climbing throughout his long
and adventurous career, and a whole book
could be written on his family life, theatre
career, military service, and civic
involvement. He built rufugios and brought
many to the mountains for the first time, and
his work in the rescue field was no doubt
remarkable. Piaz climbed with kings (Albert
I of Belgium), and his routes were held in
high esteem among climbers in the Eastern
Alps. He was known to be generous with
information about his climbs and
techniques. Riccardo Cassin wrote of
meeting Piaz in the Catinaccio group in the
early 1930s and having “an immediate
rapport.” Said Cassin: “I grew to admire his
limitless love of the mountains, his youthful
spirit and his modesty about his own routes,
his innovations in climbing techniques.”
The Austrian Conrad Kain climbed the
Marmolada with Piaz, calling it “the most
arduous tour I ever made”, and soon after
moved to the Rockies and established the
hardest climbs in the Bugaboos where new
big walls were first becoming accessible to
the climber.
Piaz was a bold and brash climber who
loved the limelight (though the boastful
language in his writing often was tongue-incheek). For a climber, Piaz’s soloing, bold
free climbing, speed climbs and
enchainments, big walls, complex rescue
rigging, and professional guiding techniques
are truly remarkable in their pioneering spirit.

Piaz, the product endorser.

The last photograph of Tita Piaz, and the sad
news of his death from a bike accident in Pera
di Fassa on August 6, 1948 at age 68.

The following chapters are not in pure chronological
order, but roughly in the order of how they were
researched and some information may be repeated.
As my research continues, these chapters may get
reorganised with better segues.
Full size images are readily searchable at
bigwalls.net/search.html
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Conjecture: No one really knows what kind of pitons Piaz was using in this early period. He uses the term “ring of
rope” as a device nailed directly into the rock with a hammer, and sometimes chiseled in, as in the case of Ugo de
Amicis’s first anchor. Other descriptions also lead to a conjecture that perhaps the piton and loop of cord were tied
together; in other words, a piton with an eye to which a cord could be connected. Ring pitons are sometimes
specifically referenced in the context of rappel anchors, but not often. There is no known surviving pre-1910
hardware of Piaz, though perhaps some unidentified gear still exists in some local curio museum. Perhaps he was
just using simple spikes; other German climbers referred to Piaz’s use of Mauerhaken, a term used generally for any
sort of metal anchor by this time, but there are strong clues he was using something other than an L-shaped spike.
Piaz was also very involved with mountain rescue, involved with over 100 rescues in his career, and known for his
complex rigging requiring safe rope and anchoring techniques at a moment’s notice. Elsewhere, in the
Elbsandsteingebirge, there is evidence that between 1900 and 1910, pitons/bolts of different sizes were customcrafted for climbing, with an inline eye for attaching a cord, rather than a ring—technological developments for this
region will be covered in another post. What is clear is that soon pitons would evolve into the Fiechtlhaken, thin flat
steel pitons with an offset eye (covered previously), to enable ever-more efficient lightweight climbing safety
systems, and throughout his career, Piaz adopted all the latest climbing tools.

Climbing evolved in the first four decades of the 20th century with safer tools and techniques.
Left: Memento Mori by Erst Platz, c.1894 (Latin for “Remember you will die”). Right: George
Abraham asks in 1933, “Is the next step possible?” even though the next step had already been
well established in the European Alps in the prior three decades.
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Climbing Tools and
Techniques—1908 to 1939
(Europe, PartA) Myths and
Legends
New "acrobatic" techniques with pitons
With famous ascents like Piazturm on the
Totenkirchl in 1908, the tall rock walls were
eyed in new light. No longer was a
continuous line of climbable rock required
for ascent—by this time, climbers spent a lot
of time studying the rock walls with
binoculars for potential lines, and could
better decipher the hazards and challenges
of vertical rock, charting precise paths
before setting oﬀ. When asked about careful
pre-inspection of the potential routes up a
mountain, Whymper once said, “None but
blunderers fail to do so”. On the tall,
complex and steep vertical walls in the
Eastern Alps, climbers were now extending

the concept of precisely mapping a climb
prior to setting oﬀ to a fine art. By imagining
connecting discontinuous climbable features
with roped traverses, the impossible was
made visible. Climbing longer walls and
enchainments on routes equipped with
anchors and rappels, swinging around on
ropes and setting up Tyrolean traverses, and
going bolder on vertical rock was also
becoming more mainstream among the
athletic elite, especially in the Dolomites and
the North Tyrol limestone walls, where the
possibilities were endless, and the
challenges great.
By any other name: Style, Ethics, etc.
There was still a fine line between what was
considered the construction of an alpine
path—the early “iron paths”, some getting
dynamited and steel-laddered to ease
passage (now known as via ferratas, which
were also booming at this time), and what
was considered “sporting”. We need to
remind ourselves that most of the testpieces

A testpiece for many years: the Steiner bothers ( Georg and Franz) 1909 route on the 900m
south wall of the Dachstein in the northern Limestone Alps was one of the first routes
acknowledged as justified in its use of pitons in the Alpine Journal by L.S. Amery in 1937: “used
in moderation, the piton or ring-topped peg driven into a crack in the rock” are “perfectly
legitimate mountaineering devices, adding greatly to safety as well as calling for their own
technique.”
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Left: Hans Dülfer on the Pregigstuhl north wall. Middle: Willi von Redwitz on the
Totenkirchl. Right: Angelo Dibona in a chimney—note the big front jacket pockets for gear.

well into the late 1920s were predominately
free climbs that would still be considered
quite bold today for their grade, which at the
time was pushing 5.9 in Yosemite grades,
and even harder in the Elbsandsteingebirge
(footnote). Pure aid climbing, going from
piton to piton (“hook to hook” in German)
was initially still highly frowned upon, even if
only used for a short section of a long climb.
Tita Piaz later called those who employed
such tactics as “rock gangsters”, Hans
Fiechtl in particular as a “specialised nailer”
and a “conjurer of forbidden passages”.
Fiechtl of course is credited with the modern
oﬀset-eye piton, a piton design which Piaz
also certainly adopted for his own climbs
(note, however, the most common pitons
from 1910-1914 appear to be simple ring
pitons with welded rings, as electric welding
was becoming more widespread in the preWWI years as the electricity grid expanded
across Europe, and a flat piton with a
welded ring was still the easiest piton to
make). Hammers were becoming standard

equipment, and most climbers had a small
rack of pitons for the testpieces of the day.
footnote: the term “testpiece” used by
climbers, is a route eventually generally
recognized as a new standard, not always in
pure diﬃculty in terms of something
numerical, but one that stands unique in its
place on the edge of the possible.
Footwear was also evolving, tighter shoes
with better friction and flexibility that allowed
more gymnastic climbing. The felt-soled,
and later rubber-soled Kronhofer-type shoe
is most often seen for the technical rock
routes, though some climbers were moving
toward even tighter fitting lasts without an
edged sole. When leading, climbers tied into
the rope with the knot on the back, to lessen
the chance of breaking one’s back on a hard
static rope fall, and gear—nails, hammer,
and later even carabiners—were all carried
in one’s pockets—jackets with big pockets
were common wear (often with wide neck
collars for evolving abseil techniques).
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Dependence on gear evolves
Many of the testpieces of the first decades
of the 20th century involved “artificial aid”,
which included pitons placed on lead to
protect free climbing sections, as well as
using pitons to protect diagonally downward
traverses, which were not as frowned upon
as to make upward progress “hook to hook”
in short sections of the climb. One of the
pioneers who further pushed new frontiers
of the fusion of technology and human
ability on intimidating rock walls was Angelo
Dibona, one of the great guides in this era.
His route on the 800m north wall of the
Laliderer in the Karwendel range with Guido
and Max Mayer, and Luigi Rizzi required a
bivouac on route and set new standards of

diﬃculty on the long routes. According to
Max Mayer in the 1912 report of the route,
they “only” had 15 pitons, and one section
in particular required complex piton and
rope work to overcome a tricky downward
rope traverse (marked K for"Kopf" for
overhanging "head” on topo). Max writes:
…the first rest after almost 8 hours of
hardest climbing. After that, Angelo takes up
the fight again and, after a vain attempt to
climb the overhang directly in front of us,
descends a few meters to the left, well
secured, into a shallow, overhanging,
obtuse- angled corner (in the mentioned
report of the German Alps newspaper», the

Left: Illustration in the 1912 Mitteillungen article by Max Mayer from Vienna on the first ascent of
the Laliderer north wall. Right: DAV guidebook.
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Dibona-Mayer route on Laliderer in context of the whole wall.

term «extraordinarily diﬃcult» does not refer
to the overhanging intersection, but rather to
the downward traverse to the left). With
great eﬀort and with the help of several
hooks, he conquers inch by inch until it is no
longer possible to climb in a straight line.
With pounding hearts we follow the bold as,
pulling the double rope through a ring higher
up, he takes the terrible step to the left, to
the mirror-smooth edge. Reluctantly, the
right foot exchanges the secure hold of the
hook for the almost vertical plate of the
bead. Suddenly a slight crunch lent the
fateful gliding of the foot on unsupported
rock; but already Dibona is happily on and
withdraws from our field of vision. A few
minutes of extreme suspense and agonizing
excitement pass, then Angelo announces
victory: "I'm in the gorge!" We breathe a sigh
of relief when the next message comes:
"Now things are going better!" Now a new
question arises: descending over this point,
which perhaps even surpasses the heaviest
upper overhang on the ödstein north face in
the Ennstal, where the safety rope from

above must be described as an extremely
questionable one. If we want to take the
same route as Dibona, the night might still
surprise us here; the thought of commuting
across to the gorge and climbing directly up
its smooth drop is also discarded. So we
have to shimmy across using a fixed,
crooked rope, which, apart from the
impossibility of using the rope, also works
smoothly, so that we can soon stand
together and see that Dibona is right, really
better walkable rock follows. After we the
loosened the ropes that bound us, and
continue our way in two separate teams, and
after a short time, climbing in or next to the
gorge, we reach a larger rubble dump, the
white rock of which often indicates falling
rocks, from which we fortunately were
completely spared remain. Rather exhausted
we settle down here on Mother Earth, in the
happy knowledge of having completed our
day's work. (MAX MAYER, 1912)
The description of Dibona’s traverse on
Laliderer sounds awkward and risky. Today
we call such climbing A0, when you are
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relying on gear to maneuver, and often
making complex free moves, sometimes
jumps, in conjunction with tension from the
rope. Using the rope-sling-piton system of
climbing, more technical challenges were
possible, that still involved a highly skilled
technique, and most importantly, enabled
eﬃcient fast and light climbing. Many
disparaged the new techniques as “mere
engineering”, because of course, that is
exactly what they are. It took a keen mind to
envision rope safety systems on the evermore complex rock climbing, finding safe
places to belay, maneuvering onto easier
ground, all in the steepest rock imaginable.
“Airy” is the one word that describes it best,
because there is a feeling of flying, the
perspective takes a strong will to situate,
and a heightened sense of fear adds to the
puzzle. Accidents were increasing too, and
this will be a separate research task,
because then, as now, accidents were
reported in journals with analysis of failure
modes, so that the climbing communities
that were sharing the information were also
the ones most advancing the tools and
techniques in terms of safety and eﬃciency,
knowledge that began in the Tyrol and
Dolomites, and took decades to filter to the
rest of the world.33
Hans Dülfer (1892-1915)
In the years prior to strong reliable
carabiners, Hans Dülfer is the one to
advance the art of vertical rope engineering
significantly by creating the first controlled
rope traverse system for ever-bigger lateral
moves on the steep. But before we look at
exactly what Dülfer was up to, we need to
clear up a couple myths.

Around 1912, Hans Dülfer innovated a selfsuﬃcient rope traverse system using a
second rope in order to lower himself and
perform a controlled traverse with rope
tension across blank sections of wall.

Myth #1: Dülfersitz is not the Dülfersitz
In the early literature, there are only rare
depictions of the under-the-arm method of
abseil now commonly called the Dülfersitz,
which is actually only one of many variant
rope body-break systems seen in early
technique books and articles. Various
configurations of the rope passing around
the legs and body oﬀer varied advantages

author note: once I was walking along the base of Tiger Wall in Arapiles, and I looked up and saw Malcolm
Matheson setting up another outrageous roof climb of the highest diﬃculty. The way he was swinging around in
space, moving deftly up and down and across sometimes with only a fingertip holding him back from an airy
pendulum in space, and realized that the A0 of the past had been superseded by the climbers establishing the most
diﬃcult sport climbs of today. His acrobatics were amazing. In the 1980s, we would have called such maneuvers
A0+.
33
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and disadvantages in terms of strength
required vs. the amount of skin potentially
lost from burns from the rope passing over
the shoulder or hips under tension. Piaz’s
upside-down rappel was probably the most
spectacular.

Abseil Evolution
The “down-roping” (abseil) technique
generally employed in the first decade of the
20th century on the famous long, freehanging abseils is a gymnasium technique
with the rope wrapped around the foot and
with one leg locking the rope with the other
leg, and called the “Kletterschluss”. This
technique requires very good core strength
to maintain a safe controlled descent.

The real Dülfersitz: the self-belayed
tension traverse
What Dülfer was most famous for at the
time, and well into the next decades, was a
specific variant of these techniques, with the
rope passing around the neck—designed
not so much as for pure descent, but rather
a means of traversing involving tensioned
maneuvering with a separate, second rope
—perhaps a “self-belayed tension traverse”
would be a more accurate description of the
innovation Dülfer brought to the table.
Author’s Note: Like many, I had a common
misconception of rappeling evolution, but have
since discovered the Dülfersitz is not the original
climbing technique Dülfer innovated. At the
Telluride Mountaineering School, run by Dave
Farny, from 1974-1978, we learned (and later
taught) climbing techniques in the sequence as
they had been learned for decades—first toproping and down climbing steep slabs with heavy
boots, then swinging leads and simul-climbing on
long easy climbs like the Wham Ridge on Vestal,
and eventually graduating to climb modern routes
with clean protection and climbing shoes with
greats like Henry Barber. Although aluminum
figure-eight descending devices were widely
available in the 1970s, we rarely had harnesses—
we generally tied into the rope with a bowline on a
bight—so our only means of roped descent was
the classic well-practiced rappel/abseil technique
known as the Dülfersitz, as depicted in every
published textbook on climbing of the era, for
example, as in the classic climbing instructional,
Basic Rockcraft, by Royal Robbins.

“Kletterschluss” (climbing finish)
techniques. Left: Tita Piaz by Guido Rey,
1914. Right: Anwendung des Seiles, 1907.

A natural evolution of abseil/rappel
techniques soon occurred, and early
literature shows techniques involving
wrapping the rope around diﬀerent parts of
the body to provide friction and control. In
the 1910s, abseil methods with the rope
wrapping around the body begin to appear,
and the main method of abseil was with the
rope wrapped twice around the leg and over
the shoulder.
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Climbers using around-the-neck rope
braking techniques are often depicted with
shirts or jackets with tall collars, a necessity
for the Dülfer around-the-neck technique.
The method developed by Dülfer is a very
eﬀective rope control system when the
climber needs optimal use of the hands to
move across rock under tension.
Dülfer’s system involves a separate, second
rope for lowering on and traversing, and his
technique was made famous when he
employed it on his groundbreaking routes on
the Fleischbank in 1912 and the direct line
on the Totenkirchl in 1913 in the
Kaisergebirge, both of which involved
previously unimaginable traverses across
blank rock. The technique became more
widespread in the Eastern Alps, as it was far
safer than having a tensioned climbing rope
over a Seilring—a rope sling that could be
cut and burned by friction—so climbers
began bringing a second, shorter rope for
such maneuvers in the era before strong
carabiners. The technique could also be
used for a straight rappel as Platz illustrates,
but it is most eﬀective as a self-belay when
moving across rock due to the optimal
freedom of both hands.
The Dülfer technique is clearly outlined and
described in a 1931 Lo Scarpone article.

Proper Dülfersitz. Note the rope wrapped
around the leading leg on the traverse, then
across the chest and around the neck then
potentially under the leading armpit. This
configuration can be reversed depending on
the direction of the traverse and allows
better balance with the option to release
the brake hand while traversing. 1931 Lo
Scarpone.

“On the Application of the Rope” article by Georg Meikel, München, 1911 Mitteilungen des
Deutschen and Österreichishen Alpenvereins
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More early roped body-break systems. Left:
Anwendung des Seils (application of the
rope booklet, 1913). Right: Le Conseiller de
l’Ascensionniste, 1918 showing the popular
double-leg-wrap and over-the-shoulder
method.

Nieberl’s depictions of the rope body-break
system. The Dülfersitz rebanded. Here,
Nieberl calls both these techniques the
Dülfersitz, but they are actually quite
diﬀerent and represent the most common
body rappel techniques of each era. The
rope around the neck oﬀers a diﬀerent kind
of control. The rope going under the arm,
and then to the brake hand became the
more popular method in the 1950s, with
Dülfer still honored in its name.

Other early abseil methods. Die Gefahren
Der Alpen, Zsigmondy/Paulcke 1927

The specific technique on the left is the one
pioneered by Dülfer, with the rope going around
the neck so it could be further braked under the
armpit, allowing more options for use of the
hands. The rope could be passed on the same
side as the leg rope, or across the chest,
depending on the steepness of the terrain and in
which side-to-side direction you were moving.
Right: Dülfersitz with the rope running around
the neck depicted as both a means to tension
traverse, and to abseil by Ernst Platz,1924.

Dülferführe, 1913 (DAV 1978 guide).
The “Nose Traverse” (Nasenquergang)
was the most diﬃcult and exposed
rope traverse at the time.
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1912 Fleischbank (400m)
and 1913 Totenkirchl (600m)

Whereas the original Piazwand on the west
wall of the Totenkirchl had one tension
traverse reliant on a point of aid, Dülfer took
the rope traverse technique further with
more complex, longer and more diﬃcult
tension traverses to link up challenging
features, creating visionary lines in the
Kaisergebirge range.

As tension traverse techniques evolved,
more and more climbers were testing out
these new techniques on smaller crags, and
understanding the potential. Beginning in
the 1920s, the Seilquergang, as it became
known, was illustrated and described in
many journals. Karl Prusik wrote a book on
techniques in 1929 and considered the rope
traverse one of six basic techniques that
should be formally taught to every beginner
climber along with knots, belaying,
rappelling, hauling a pack and creating an
anchor with pitons.
Early Belays and Pendulums.
With all the new reliance on pitons and
ropes, belay techniques needed to be safe
and reliable. Over the shoulder, arm wraps,
and even behind the back (hip belays) are
described in the literature, in contrast to
earlier depictions, where the belayer
appears to be simply holding up the rope for
the leader. People were definitely aware of
the high impact forces a falling body
generates, as many sad accident reports
reflect, and climbers did not attempt to
belay precariously as in the days prior to
lightweight piton systems.
Hans Fiechtl and Otto Herzog famously
introduced a carabiner to the rope traverse
technique, used on the Schüsselkarspitze in
1913—a tension traverse so bold, that it
became known as a pendulum34. But before
we consider their innovation and other
climbs of new standards, we need to clear
up another myth.

The visionary Dülferweg on the
Totenkirchl climbed in 1913 by Hans
Dülfer and Willi von Redwitz with its
feared “Nose Traverse”.
Footnote: The boundary between a pendulum and a tension traverse can be blurry. Nowadays, we call
maneuvers a pendulum if it involves significant running back and forth to gain momentum, but both pendulums and
pure tension traverses can be equally diﬃcult as they both may require the same deft climbing at the end of the
traverse. In other words, the “getting there” is easy, the “getting established at the end” is the hard part, and
requires a careful belayer.
34
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East wall Fleischbank (400m) by Hans Dülfer and Werner Schaarschmid, 1912, with the
17m Seilquergang. The route was repeated seven times in 1912 by Sixt, Deye, Pfann,
and others, and it had been previously attempted by Fiechtl, Herzog, Sixt, and Deye.
According to the DAV, “in October 1911 Sixt and Fiechtl mastered the spiral climb and
the first rope traverse, but had to retreat because of bad conditions.” (DAV, 1978).

MYTH # 2—on the "invention" of
carabiners for climbing.
Snap-links, for want of a better general
name, evolved as steel and manufacturing
techniques evolved. In 1887, the Teplitzer
hut was stocked with “rescue rope with
karabiner”, and in 1898, a climbing harness
system adopted from civil fire brigades,
“with strong rings and karabiner hooks” was
recommended for abseil in the German/
Austrian Alpine Club communications.

Forged steel karabiner on
firefighter’s Pompier's Belt.

Patents for various snap-links and
carabiners, many forged designs, go back to
the 1850s; most of these were complex,
expensive to make, and heavy. Only a few
climbers experimented with them.
In 1898 it was also noted, “On the use of
karabiners, opinions are very divided. Most
karabiners have a closure held by spring,
and might rightly be regarded by some as
not suﬃciently reliable.” This view did not
change until later in the 1920s when
stronger carabiners made from better steels
become more widely available.
In the 1910s, there were many designs of
snap-links available for various purposes
(such as the famous hooks used to strap a
carbine rifle to one’s back), but most of
these were not “full-strength” from a modern
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The 1913 Schüsselkarspitze Fiechtl/Herzog route, showing the pendulums where a
carabiner was likely used as a pendulum point by Otto Herzog. Herman Buhl devotes a
whole chapter in his biography to the Schüsselkarspitze: “Everything a climber could ask for
can be found on its south wall”.

climber’s perspective. But as piton
protected climbs became more widespread,
some of these everyday designs were used
in the Eastern Alps for body-weight aid
applications.
Somehow history has recorded Otto Herzog
as "inventing the carabiner" for climbing in
191035. It likely stems from his use of a snap
link as a point of traverse which became
famous in 1913 after his climb on the
Schüsselkarspitze. The actual evolution of
carabiners for climbing and running belays
will be studied in detail in this series.

State-of-the-art climbing climbing carabiner
design, 1920. Whether strong or weak, such
links were all called Karabinerhaken
(carabineer’s hook) or simply Karabiner.

The myth of Herzog inventing the carabiner comes from a secondary source decades later, of someone
remembering him using carabiners in 1910. Instead of “inventing the carabiner”, Herzog was more likely initially
known for his introduction of the carabiner for a tension traverse: a rope system with a climber on one end of a
carabiner pulley and a belayer on the other, which enabled new levels of control and distance for acrobatic swinging
around on the high cliﬀs. The carabiners that Herzog used were very likely body-weight only, and would not
withstand the impact of a climbing fall.
35
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Full text of 1931 Dülfer rope traverse method. Even with the advent of carabiners to
enable running belay pendulums, many climbers still used the Dülfer traverse.
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Representation of Early
Women Alpinists (notes)
I often get sidetracked as I write the
“Mechanical Advantage” series, my
retrospective on the evolution of engineered
tools of climbing. As I work with editors,
there is often interest in the women
mentioned within the historical timeline,
whereupon I am asked to expand on their
adventures on the wild vertical, but sadly,
besides an occasional appearance on the
dry first ascents lists published in journals,
there is not much further source material on
many of these early pioneers. In fact, often
in the literature, there often appears to be
either a lazy or deliberate eﬀort to ignore or
diminish the accomplishments and
significant contributions of women alpinists
over the past 100 years.
Jump to the 1930s
In the 1930s, fascism was on the rise in
Europe, while many talented women got
written out of the history books during this

The Sport of Climbing, by Domenico
Rudatis. A nine-article series on the
early history of the Dolomites published
in Lo Sport Fascista, 1930 and 1931established a version of climbing history
that many have followed since.

Käthe Bröske is one of the women pioneers
often forgotten in history, even though her
accomplishments and abilities were on par
or better than many climbers better
remembered.

period. Some of the major histories either
ignored many women’s accomplishments or
in some cases actively dismissed them. It is
during this time that the celebrated South
Wall of Marmolada, first climbed in 1901 by
a team organized by a woman and
considered a testpiece, like the Nose of El
Capitan is considered today, was passed
over as a milestone of big wall climbing
which led to the first Grade VI’s (see
Appendix--1930s climbing histories).

A writeup of the first Italian ascent of
the South Wall of Marmolada in 1908
honored the “daring” and “strong
champions” Tomasson and Bröske
who preceded them (1910 CAI).
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The problem with the bias in the 1930s
histories is that many others have since then
used these published collections of
milestones and historical eras, perhaps put
into context for the first time, without
bothering to look deeper into what was
really happening on the scene. By examining
and understanding the tools and techniques
that climbers were inventing and learning, a
better picture arises as to who was using
the tools to extend the limits of possible on
the rock. Strong clues also arise when
considering the who, how, and why they
were shared more widely with other climbing
areas with other rock challenges, and one
climber in particular, Käthe Bröske, a
German-Polish climber, was involved with a
series of cutting-edge climbs in the first
decade of the 20th century but yet, little is
known about her.
Pre-WWI Representation—a more
egalitarian time?
Although climbing breakthroughs were often
presented as the domain of men in the
literature in the 1930s, with the exception of
some legendary climbers who receive brief
mentions as contributors such as Jeanne
Immink, Rolanda and Ilona von Eötvös, and
Vineta Mayer (who was also the mother of
leading pioneers in the 1910s). Some preWWI literature, on the other hand, provides a
diﬀerent sense of the gender atmosphere.

One 1911 book, in particular, devotes a
whole chapter on women alpinists. In How
to Become an Alpinist, Frederick Burlingham
includes, “among the galaxy of women
alpinists”: Fanny Bullock Workman, Annie
Peck, Margherita Maria Teresa Giovanna,
Henriette d’Angeville, Marie Marvingt,
Elizabeth Hawkins-Whitshed (also known as
Aubrey Le Blond), Anna and Ellen Pidgeon,
Vineta Mayer, Dora Keen, Eleonore NollHasenclever, Madeline Namur, Constance
Barnicoat, Mizzi Wolf, Katharine Richardson,
Maria Preobrajenska, Mary Paillon, Vail,
Maige, Léontine, von Reppert, Elsbeth (first
names unknown), Rose Friedmann, Anna
Zalaudek, Marie Weiler, Margarete Grosse,
Jeanne Immink, and Käthe Bröske.
Burlingham’s coverage was focused more
on the pioneers of alpine climbs in the
western Alps, but also includes several of
the leading rock climbers in the pre-WWI
era.

Jeanne Immink. Two towers in the
Dolomites are named after her: Cima
Immink and Campanile Giovanna (Jeanne’s
Tower).
Climbers in Burlingham’s, “How to
Become an Alpinist,” 1911
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Käthe Bröske
One woman little known today, in particular,
is Käthe Bröske (1870-1929), whose climbs
with Tita Piaz on some hard first ascents of
Dolomite spires are recorded, including:
• Pala del Larjé, per Parete Est, 450m
• NE Torre Winkler.
• Two first link-up traverses on the
Vajolet Towers.
According to Piaz, "all the mountain guides”
celebrated the first traverse of six Valolet
summits “with the most sincere joy, through
a legion of bottles of Champagne” in the
Vajolet rifugio. What a rock climbing
playground the area around the Vajolet
Towers were for Piaz and Broske and Rudolf
Schietzold must have been with advanced
technical and free climbing skills; few if any
climbers at the time could repeat the
adventures as eﬃciently and in such fast
times, demonstrating their confident skills
and teamwork moving on diﬃcult rock.

Bröske and Haberlin’s NW ridge route on
the Third Sella Tower (left #550, right #16).
Source: Dolomites West, Alpine Club Guide
Books, 1963, Sella-Langkofel, Geodeke,
1996. A dangerous route climbed in 1906
and was certainly a long testpiece of the
time.

Bröskë was from the Tatras, where she had
done many first ascents. Piaz called her, as
a compliment, “crazy in the high
mountains.” She also climbed:
• Third Sella Tower NW Ridge (560m)
with Mr. Haberlin, 1906
• Punta Fiames SE Arete (580m) with
Mr. Jori, 1909
Both routes are now named only after the
‘misters’; perhaps they were the sole lead,
but doubtful when considering the nature of
these climbs.
There are a few bits and pieces on Bröskë
here and there, brief mentions in the
journals, such as in the 1911 CAI journal:
“KATHE BRÖSKE, the distinguished
mountaineer, gives report of the first ascent
of the Pala that bears her name (Larsec
group in Val di Fassa), and the direct traverse
of all six Vajolet Towers.” (The Pala route
does not seem to appear in any of the older
Dolomite guides, but I was able to track
down a 1909 report written by Bröskë).

The route originally known as the “JoriBröske”, first climbed in 1909, is now just
known as “Spigolo Jori”.
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It becomes obvious with a bit of digging into
the old journals that Bröskë was one of the
top climbers in the first decade of the 20th
century, with probably hundreds of hard
climbs never reported.
Bröskë also did an early ascent of
Tomasson’s climb on Marmolada. No
comprehensive article exists that tells her
story, like many others, who by all accounts
were equal partners on their climbs (Irma
Glaser, also a Piaz partner, is another
mystery). Bröskë was also a photographer
who captured some of iconic images of the
era, including some in Guido Rey’s works.

Katharinenspitze, named after Käthe
Bröske, in the Tatra Mountains (Tatry,
Karpaty), 2412m. First Ascent: .Katherine
Bröske, Maximilian Bröske, Johann
Hunsdorfer jr., Johann Hunsdorfer sn.,
September 4, 1902

more Bröske routes

1909 report in the Österreichische AlpenZeitung by Bröske (thanks to A.Mokmojs at
Österreichischer Alkpenklub)
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Full Translation of Käthe Bröske's 1909
Österreichische Alpen-Zeitung report
Pala Käthe Bröske (ca 2745m).
Climb on 17. August 1908.
This rock tower, so named by my companions, is
located in the Larsen group south of the Gran
Cront. After we, our guide G.B. Piaz (Perra), Mr.
Rudolf Schietzold (Munich) and I - had followed
the path from Perra to the Vajolet hut for about a
small hour, we climbed to the right through forest
and over steep alpine meadows towards the
Pala. Between the same and the Gran Cont, a
gorge descends, flanked by a tower at the
bottom right (in the sense of the ascent).
Opposite this tower is the entrance, about 30m
south of a spring. We climbed a brittle red
chimney followed by a short traverse leading to
vertical wall steps. over this we climbed about
125 meters high and then came to a 5 meter
high, crooked chimney, after which we reached a
small terrace. Now a few meters slight to a
chimney-like gap (5 meters) and on a large
rubble-filled terrace. From here a little to the right
on the rugged edge up to a red, brittle crack,
which pulls up to the left very heavy, at the end
overhanging. On the open channel that now
follows, to the left the wall straight up and then a
few meters to the right into a 4.5 meter high
chimney; from this to a small terrace. Now we
turned to a fissure on the left. In it 35 meters
straight up to an overhang, on which follows a
shallow gully, which led us to the yellow summit
break. Since it was impossible to reach the crack
that continued vertically above it, we turned on a
grass band about 8 meters upwards to the left
and now reached on a very heavy traverse to the
right again in a crack through it to the
summit. Shortly before there is an original place:
the crack is closed by an overhang; however, a
laterally located hole, which allows leaving the
crack, can only be passed by the first in such a
way that he pushes with the feet ahead, over the
overhang. You now follow the crack again to the
Scharte, and from there you reach the summit via
brittle rock. The climbing of the wall takes place
from the entrance to the summit in an almost
perpendicular line and required 4.5 hours.

Complete, direct crossing of all six Vajolet
towers (Deragoturm-StabelerturmWinklerturm [descent northeast wall] Hauptturrn [ascent southwest face, descent
southeast wall] - East Tower [exit south wall
II, descent north wall] - North Tower [ascent
northwest wall, descent south wall]) on 21
August 1908.
Crossing the Winklerturm to the northeast. Guide
G.B. Piaz-Perra, Mr. Rudolf SchietzoldMuenchen and I followed the usual route until
shortly above the Winklerriss, then made a
traverse to the left and came - already on the
northeast edge (wall hook with ring) - to a 4
meter long abseiling point.
We then arrived at a porch. Up to the top of the
same and down to the other on a wide, blockfilled terrace. This is still about 4 meters oﬀ until
the drop oﬀ inhibits the way. Now on a narrow
geroellbande to the left to a hidden crack in the
steep, overhanging northeast wall (rope rings,
wall hooks), It follows an approximately 35 meter
large, free abseiling point on a band, which must
be reached from the first by traversing. Progress
is completely prohibited here (wall hooks with
iron ring). The rope is pulled tightly through the
ring, giving the descendant the opportunity to
land on a postament about 4 meters higher,
where the first has to go back up by means of
rope assistance. To the left of the postament in a
short crack with good security. In this crack now
a few meters slightly down to a rubble place,
from this again a few meters relatively easily
through a brittle chimney about 15 meters down
{wall hook). Now about 45 meters long abseiling
point on the Schrofen shortly above the gap on
the Winkler route (Winklerscharte) and over the
cliﬀ Schrofen to the gap (Scharte) itself.
Ms. Kathe Bröske, Zabrze. (1909
Österreichischer Alkpenklub)
(thanks to Phil Ziegler for help with translation)

Caption
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Mira Marko Debelak and Stanko Tominsek 1926 Direktna route on Spik (Trigav National Park) in
the Julian Alps is one of the great alpine big walls of the era (aka Pibernik-Tominsek).
More notes on big wall/Grade VI pioneers:

Another intriguing climber is Mira Marko
Debelak (aka Pibernik), who in 1926 climbed
a direct route on the north wall of Špik with
Stanko Tominšek, which certainly would
have been on par with the most challenging
mixed wall and alpine routes being climbed
at that time, using the latest innovations in
climbing equipment.
More climbers of the early to mid big wall period
appear in the innovation story, some only briefly
mentioned and with very little info, some best
known for mountain routes, and some only
recently researched. Current knowledge could be
easily be extended with many more stories of
climbers who deserve more research. In short,
though it is sometimes diﬃcult to find primary
source material or historical progression articles
on many of the pioneering women rock climbers,
it is possible to delve a bit deeper from brief
references, by using varied source material and
carefully considering the climbs and the ability
and tools required to climb them. In addition to
climbing inspiring routes, many women were
also clearly involved in developing and refining
new techniques, and sharing such knowledge to
other areas, so this initial research serves as

notes as reference and to keep updating as more
clues surface on the pioneers in the story of
visionary lines climbed with lightweight tools.
A work in progress…

Also note the 1925 Anna Escher
and Angelo Dibona route
(topo from 1930).
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More links and outlines
on bigwallgear.com.
Sources, CAI (Italy), SAT
(Italy), SAC (Swiss), AJ,
AAJ, NZAJ, CAJ
(Canada), Mitteilungen
und Zeitschrift
(Germany/Austria).
Delving into written
climbing histories, most
perpetrate a theme where
women are often
portrayed as minor
players, if not ignored
entirely. But when you look
a little closer, women
climbers have been at the
top of the game in every
major period of climbing
and mountaineering
history. Some are
recognised, perhaps for
achievements such as the
first “female” ascent of
Mont Blanc, but many are
not. It is true that until
recently, that there have
generally been far more
men involved with
climbing pursuits than
women, but that is a factor
of opportunity, not
capability, skill, expertise,
or boldness.
1911 ‘The Ascent of Woman’ illustrations from the British
periodical, The Sketch (September 6, 1911). Left from top as
originally captioned: 1. Mrs Bullock Workman 2. Miss Annie
Peck 3. Mlle Rose Friedman 4. Mlle Vinita Mayer 5. Mlle
Marvingt 6. Mlle Eleanor Hasenclever 7. Mrs Aubrey Le Blond 8.
Miss Dora Keen. Right from top: 9. Mlle Marguerite Grösse 10.
Mlle Elizabeth Grösse 11. Mme Catherine Broske 12. Mme La
Générale Von Repert 13. Mme Julien Grande 14. Mme Paul
Frantz Namur 15. Mlle Leontine Richard
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Mary Varale with Riccardo Cassin in
1931. Varale climbed the east and
west walls of Guglia Angelina, and
introduced Cassin to Comici.

Margherita Rita Graﬀer (1911-1995), one of
the boldest free climbers in the 1930s.
Graﬀer was one of Tita Piaz’s top three
heroes (along with Winkler and Preuss), who
“quietly accomplished” the hardest climbs
and “deserves a chapter of her own”.
Source: British Newspaper Archives (1911)
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1907 cover of the
Mazama journal. The
American Alpine Club,
founded in 1902, was
also quite inclusive in
the pre-WWI era, with
four woman founders
including Workman and
Peck.

1907: ‘Modern HighTourists’ (mountaineers). Ilona and Rolanda
Eötvös, Maud Wundt, Fanny Bullock Workman in the corners. Vineta
Mayer portrait lower right center.

"more interesting
ascents", 1931
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There is now no doubt of women’s
contributions to big wall climbing. Two
of the greatest big wall climbers of all
time; Silvia Vidal and Catherine
Destivelle.
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Before we get into the 1920s, let's consider a
Emil Solleder (1899-1931) quote from the era:
“I recognize well that the pure technique of climbing
after Dülfer has made no progress. Rope maneuver
and rope, and if today we go to an extreme limit,
technically everything remained as in the past. The nail
technique is the itself; according to the training the
climber will resist more long in the awkward places
requiring a nail, and so on until it is exceeded; the less
trained climber will have to do without nail or fix it with
a badly planted one. It is time however of the there is
no doubt that in the present era ascents were possible
much better. It is a fact that new ascensions have
succeeded in the recent years, such as the FiechtlWeinberger route at Predigtstuhl, the south-east face
of Fleischbank, north face of Furchetta, la north-west
face of the Civetta present even greater difficulties
than the latest new ascents of the pre-war years. I
attribute however, the success of these very modern
climbs is not a one any improvement of the technique
but only to a changed one psychic attitude of the
performers. And let me explain. Before the war,
ascents of the difficulty of the east face of the
Fleischbank counted as the most serious undertakings,
only possible to people with the greatest attitudes and
with the best work out. However, the years immediately
following the war showed that even men of mediocre
aptitudes, with good training were in able to perform

such
ascensions.
Precisely for
this fact, the
individuals
who from time
to time with
their ability
stood at the
head, they
were pushed
farther and
farther upward
into the
difficulty of the climbs they carried out, and, which is
mine judgment is decisive, most essential
strengthened in theirs awareness of being up to even
greater difficulties. Now, there is no doubt that this
consciousness will live up to abnormally difficult
climbing performances, represents a main factor for
the overcoming of the performances. In other words,
the awareness of the extent of one's abilities, in
leading group of climbers, is strengthened in the
proportion in which the majority of climbers succeed in
perform greater performance, and with this awareness
they come now made of performances whose
possibility would be placed in doubt from the beginning
still a few years ago, and that indeed maybe not it
would not even be tempted.”
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Climbing Tools and
Techniques—1908 to
1939-Aid Climbing
Mastery (Europe, PartB)

Caucasus, Himalayas, Canadian Rockies,
and Alaska, increasing the collective
knowledge regarding extended human
survival in cold conditions. The tools
remained mostly the same as in the final
days of evanescent peace before the
European war: ropes were still stiﬀ and
relatively static mostly manila-fiber ropes
(though woven silk ropes were also used by
those who could aﬀord), but pitons were
becoming more mass-produced and
available, and with tools in hand, increased
reliance on gear took place.
The concept of Grade VI also changed
dramatically in this period. One of the
outstanding alpinists of the era, Willo

Gran Pilastro. Illustration by Erwin Merlet.

Big walls come of age with new
techniques

Stronger carabiners begin to appear in the
1920s, and along with better variety and
sizes of pitons, climbers became bolder
leading to a huge boom of both mostly-free
and eventually, mostly-aid routes throughout
the Alps well into the 1930s. International
climbing organizations began exchanging
more information about remote
expeditionary climbing in the Andes,

Willo Welzenbach’s route on the north wall
of the Charmoz
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Welzenbach, in 1926 proposed a standard
rating system (Grades I to VI) based on his
experience with hundreds of routes in both
the western and eastern Alps. Welzenbach
was also the innovator of both ten-point
crampons that fit the entire sole of the boot
and shorter ice tools, which were also soon
to evolve further on hard alpine big walls.
THE SPORTING WAY
In 1925, Emil Solleder and Gustl Lettenbauer
climbed the northwest face of the Civetta in
a day, a 3,700-foot 5.9 route in the
Dolomites, carrying only fifteen pitons for
protection and belays, the first route to be
universally deemed a “GradeVI” by the
cognoscenti. But prior to this testpiece and
longest vertical rock climb of the time, big
walls were coming of age, and pre-war
pioneers--those who were still alive after the
war--continued to push standards. Otto
Herzog and Gustav Haber climbed the
1,000-foot Ha-He Dihedral on the
Dreizenkenspitze in 1923, a technical bigwall route requiring two bivouacs; it was not
repeated, despite many attempts, until the
1950s. Hans Fiechtl's Ypsilon Riss (5.9, A1)
on the 1,200-foot north face of the
Seekarlspitze was perhaps the most diﬃcult
of the era. New routes with names reflecting
their character captured climbers'
imaginations, and the increase in the appeal
of big rock routes spawned a new breed of
vertical pioneers.

Northwest Wall of Civetta (AJ)

Prior to his immigration to the USA, Fritz
Wiessner teamed up with Solleder and aid
master Roland Rossi for some wild long
rock adventures in the Alps, including the
southeast face of the Fleischbank (V+), and
the north wall of the Furchetta (VI). Trusting
the security of the newer pitons, more
climbers became willing to risk lead falls,
and empowered by the improved safety on
the steep stone, free climbing standards
rose further.

Fleischbank

In 1926, in the Julian Alps (now part of
Slovenia), Stane Tominsek and Mira Marko
Debelakova spent two days climbing the
technical 3,000-foot north face of the Spik,
their reliance on the new gear making it
possible. Tools for safe upward passage
were improving, and in 1929 Luigi
Micheluzzi and team climbed the
Marmolada, the highest peak in the
Dolomites, by its steepest route, the 1,800foot south pillar. Pitons were used for
protecting the lead climber and for
occasional aid on these historic big walls,
but in deference to the strict anti-piton
standard of the western Alps, they were
used sparingly and pure aid—going from
“hook to hook”—was avoided. Truly, all
these routes, and others, set new standards
of boldness and commitment as early
“Grade VI” routes.
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Rack for the first ascent of the Matterhorn.
Where this was the actual Schmid gear, or a
re-creation of their reported rack using
period equipment, is not clear, as several
European museums claim to have the
Matterhorn north wall original gear. DAV
Panorama 6/2011

IMPOSSIBLE WALLS CLIMBED
The time was right and the tools were there
for the first of the famous "last great
problems of the Alps." With the ascent of
the north wall of the Matterhorn by the
brothers Toni and Franz Schmid in 1931,
another bold new era for big-wall alpinism
began. In contrast to the more predicable
stone of the Eastern Alps, the steep ice,
snow, and mixed climbing of the great North
Faces of the Alps presented new challenges
in addition to the mastery of lightweight
tools and techniques.
Matterhorn North Face Tension Traverse,
1931
By 1931, two methods of rope traverse had
been developed:
1. Using a second rope for rappel and
traverse per Piaz and Dülfer.
2. Clipping the main rope into the point of
traverse, and using a carabiner as a
pulley combined with a good belayer
who can hold the leader and let out
slack as needed.

Source: 1932 Zeitschrift des Deutschen und
Österreichischen Alpenvereins Bd.63 .

More Mattherhorn, N. Face 1931 gear in
museums. Caption: Felshaken und
Karabiner von Franz Xaver Schmid, benutzt
bei der Besteigen der MatterhornNordwand. Liehgabe der DAV-Sektion
Alpenklub Berreist, 2009.
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It is not clear which technique was used for
the first ascent of the North Wall of the
Matterhorn, we only have Toni Schmid’s
description:
"Slowly but steadily I work my way up the
notch. Sometimes I use the narrow ice strip,
sometimes the rocks to the right of it. The
body snuggles up against the smooth plates,
the hands lie on flat bulges. Then the pick
rages again in the hard water ice. Once,
passable rocks to the left of the ramp tempt
me to continue. The wall, which was easy to
grip at first, soon seduced me into sloping
vertical slabs. A very dangerous rope
traverse brings us back to the intersection
after hours of work. Then continue again. A
grim struggle has set in. Meter by meter,
extremely slowly. Blood spurts from the
sodden and sodden fingers. But only
forward, there is no turning back. Up to the
summit, out of the horrible wall! The sun is
already very low, and we have finally, finally,
overcome the ice band. The hardest work
requires a vertical, icy wall. Then we stand at
the beginning of the flat summit wall."
(1932 Zeitschrift—Matterhorn North Wall, Toni
Schmid, München, first ascent July 31 to
August 1, 1931)

Re-imagining Grade VI, aid-climbing
breakthroughs
In the 1911-1912 piton dispute, Paul Preuss
imagined a standard to access the diﬃculty
of a climb: “ .. a good standard for
assessing the diﬃculty of a route – a piton
coeﬃcient – would be expressed by the
ratio between the height of the face and the
number of pitons!” Counting the exact
number of pitons used en route became
standard practice in this period, though few
bothered to divide the total by the height of
the face, as Preuss suggested. And in the
1930s, pitons began to appear more widely
in both the western and eastern Alps, and
climbers began to universally recognize that

the use of anchoring systems was
facilitating superb achievements on
extremely diﬃcult vertical terrain. The
popularity of the sport increased, and the
climbing population evolved from consisting
of primarily aristocrats and guides to a
broader set of athletes, doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and a new breed of workingclass heroes, one of whom became
legendary.
Emilio Comici
Emilio Comici was an Italian longshoreman
who started with cave exploration then
became an expert in the techniques
pioneered by Piaz, Dülfer, Dibona, Herzog,
Fiechtl, and others, and revolutionized
climbing by advancing a new style well
suited for the extreme cliﬀs of the
Dolomites, and ultimately, the big walls of
the world. Comici led an era leading to all
the modern aid techniques, such as using
multi-step aid ladders and daisy chains,
ever-more complex rope maneuvers,
hanging bivouacs, and climbing with a trail
rope as a means to stay connected to the
belayer for hauling up extra equipment.
Realizing that he had a choice either to
reject the use of mechanical aids or to
accept them wholeheartedly, he chose the
latter and made heavy use of the new tools.
In 1931 he put the new systems to the test
on the 3,600-foot northwest face of the
Civetta, and the result was the steepest and
perhaps the most diﬃcult climb in the world
(and to this day it is still a challenging
twenty-six pitch vertical adventure).
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Cima Grande North Wall (1933) and Comici

In 1933, Comici’s direct line up the
incredibly steep 1,500-foot north wall of the
Cima Grande wavers slightly but no more
than if the wind buﬀetted the mythical drop
of water back and forth. On the lower half of
the wall Comici, Giuseppe Dimai, and
Angelo Dimai used just seventy-five pitons-one every ten feet, on average--more
reliance on aid than ever before, but hardly
excessive from an aid-climbing view,
considering that the wall overhangs
continuously and is composed of less-thansolid rock. Comici wrote of the route, “You
know, dear Giulio, that the ideal climbing
route, the elegant route, follows the falling
water drop … I traced a hypothetical water
drop that came down, down and splashed
on the talus … the beautiful line came to us
at last, when we agreed where the drop had
fallen" (Comici as cited by David Smart).
Inherent in routes inspired by the mythical
drop--the direttissimas as they became
known--is actually studying the rock,
examining every little corner and crack, and
mapping an elegant line of connected
features.
Routes of this caliber became the
prototypical “Grade VI” for the next 60
years. Comici freely shared his expertise,
inspiring many with his dream of the ultimate
aesthetic line. Yet he died young, never

knowing that his dreams and philosophies
were to create passionate splits in climbing
attitudes as new technologies developed.
David Smart sums up Comici’s contribution
to big wall climbing:
“Leonardo Emilio Comici led generations of
climbers to the biggest rock walls in the
world. Did he lead us into, or out, of a
paradise of innocence? We still have to learn
that, whether we are inclined to reject
technology when we climb, or to accept it,
all disputes with the mountain need not be
settled; to leave some of our beliefs and
reasons, prices we are willing to pay, and
strategies of last resort on the ground.”
(David Smart, Emilio Comici, Angel of the
Dolomites, 2020).
Age of Innovation
The 1930s were an age of innovation in
Europe. The leader of a talented new group
of climbers from Fontainebleau, Pierre Allain,
developed lightweight down clothing and
bivouac equipment suitable for surviving on
the steep icy faces of the Alps. He also
began developing early aluminum
carabiners. In 1935 he made the first ascent
of the cold north face of the Petit Dru, near
Chamonix, with Raymond Leininger. This
was a pioneering, two-day free and aid route
that combined the challenges of an alpine
route with the technical aspects of the
Dolomite and Kaisergebirge vertical walls.
Quote from the
era of precisely
graded climbs:

“When we
reach the sixth
grade, we will
find we have
not entered
the kingdom of
heaven”
--Tita Piaz.
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Riccardo Cassin
Around the same time, the Simond firm in
Les Bossons began to manufacture pitons,
equipping a new breed of extreme climbers.
Gino Soldà, Raﬀaele Carlesso, Domenico
Rudatis, Ettore Castiglioni, Raimund
Schinko, Alfred Couttet, and Giusto
Gervasutti all made incredible technical
climbs during this period, but the climber
who stands out most prominently, both for
the quality of his routes and the breadth of
his vision, was Riccardo Cassin, who also
manufactured the highest quality pitons.
Cassin quickly mastered aid techniques and
took them to new extremes on the major
routes of the period, including the Walker
Spur of the Grandes Jorasses (with Gino
Esposito and Ugo Tizzoni), the northeast
face of the Piz Badile (with Esposito and
Vittorio Ratti), and the north face of the Cima
Ovest (with Ratti). Cassin's routes
continually pushed standards of diﬃculty
and commitment.

Cassin’s route on Cima Ovest North Wall (1935)
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Eiger North Wall (part 1)
Perhaps the best description of the marriage
of technology and human boldness in the
interwar period came from Heinrich Harrer,
in his account of the first ascent of the north
face of the Eiger in 1938. Harrer had elected
not to take a pair of crampons for the
ascent, while his partner Fritz Kasparek had
a pair of traditional "ten-points," crampons
with sharp points evenly spaced around the
sole of the boot. As they finished a long
session of step-cutting across the Second
Icefield, they were surprised to see below
them Anderl Heckmair and Ludwig Vörg
rapidly approaching, using the "fashionable"
twelve-point crampons made by Laurent
Grivel, a guide and blacksmith of
Courmayeur, in 1931. The addition of two
front-facing prongs allowed a climber to
climb on his toes, facing forward rather than
using the traditional French method of
keeping the foot flat on the ice, as if
frictioning up a slab. "I looked back, down
our endless ladder of steps," Harrer wrote
later. "Up [the Second Icefield] I saw the
New Era coming at express speed; there
were two men running--and I mean running,
not climbing--up it." The two teams joined
forces for the historic first ascent of the
Eigerwand. This climb should have marked
the opening of a whole new era, but the
outbreak of another tragic European conflict
soon put an end to the risky vertical games.

Most climbers in the 1920s and early 1930s
only had 8-point crampons, as depicted as
state of the art in the 1932 DuOAV, these
were soon to be superseded by front point
crampons.

Grivel manufactured some of the earliest
“front-point” crampons, a simple
modification to the Eckenstein design.
Note that this innovation, like many other
climbing gear designs, was also only
made possible by incorporating stronger
steels (with more precise hardening) that
were coming ‘online’ (i.e available to
smaller manufacturers) in the late 1920s.
Soon the design evolved into a 12-point
design with two additional downward
points at the front, which required more
complex and careful manufacturing
techniques, and were the standard stateor-the-art crampon design well into
the1970s (prior to rigid crampons).
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Karakoram, Albert Mummery had developed
light weight silk bivouac tents and insulating
gear suﬃcient for living in extreme
conditions. Prior to the first world war,
lightweight, warm garments were evolving,
and with the new all-weather equipment,
climbers were prepared to spend multiple
days and nights in harsh conditions to gain
an ascent. They pursued steeper, longer
rock climbs, and their level of commitment
towards climbs reached new heights.
In the western Alps, where the mountains
are more alpine in nature, artificial aid on
rock was considered unsporting, but in the
eastern Alps with its spectacular vertical
limestone cliﬀs, a new standard was arising.
When the Italian expedition led by the Duke
of Abruzzi returned from the Karakoram in
1909, expedition photographer Vittorio
Sella's lithographs of the stupendous rock
walls of the Baltoro must have sparked a
climber's imagination and provided
additional rationale for climbing the steep
cliﬀs at home.
Front point crampons on the Eiger north
face, 1936. Caption: Ludwig (Wiggerl)
Gramminger on the Hinterstoisser/Kurz
rescue attempt at the "Stollenloch" of the
Eigerwand. Note gear: shoulder protection,
with the usual rope technique. Remarkable
are the front points – in a diagonal position
– of his crampons. Early evidence of 12pointers, "handmade" in Munich by the
mountaineer-locksmith Schorsch
Hausmann, who also made for R. Peters/ M.
Meier's first ascent of the Grandes Jorasses
north face via the Croz pillar (Research
Nicho Mailnder). Photo: Archive Ludwig
Gramminger, courtesy Hermannhuber.de:

Expedition Developments
Better climbing through technology is not
just about improved ropes and specialized
hardware. Equipment for surviving the
elements contributed equally to rising
standards. Before his disappearance in 1895
whilst reconnoitering Nanga Parbat in the

Vittorio Sella, Karakoram, 1909
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hardest climbs categorised in 1926

Emilio Comici.
Alpine Journal definition of grades

Ha He Dihedral-another testpiece of the era.
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Every climber dreams of climbing without complexity. As
the classic and more obvious lines up the great walls of the
world were envisioned and ascended, climbers began
looking for more outrageous lines and positions, and many
of these required aid climbing tools and techniques to
access. Developers sought ways to make each piece of
necessary equipment more “transparent” to the ascent.
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Author's Note. It is hard writing a book. What started as a collection of notes to improve historical data based
on evidence and research stemming from my original Mechanical Advantage article published in the 1999
Ascent (edited by Steve Roper and Al Steck over many bottles of wine), has turned into a longer multi-year
project. Putting all the Substack posts into a print form has been more challenging than I imagined, and in this
version similar information appears in diﬀerent places, as it was researched.
The big question is how climbers went from using a piton or two drawn from their pockets in 1910 to a
complete methodical system of engineering a safe passage up the most imposing rock walls on Earth in 1930,
in increasingly more eﬃcient ways with new tools, skills and abilities. In other words how we got from the 1910
image of Dibona climbing a chimney, to all the specialised equipment of the 1930s.
A fun part of this research is learning of the lesser known past pioneers; part of the reason I have gone into
such depth of climbers like Tita Piaz’s early climbing career, is that it’s probably similar to many climber’s
introduction to rock climbing even well into the 70’s, the age of stiﬀ goldline ropes, and when I began
climbing.We did not use pitons, but the clean gear back then was pretty limited, so run out climbing was the
norm. As a beginner, hearing and vaguely knowing of great climbs and climbers, with little or no access to
good information or guidance, and eventually going out and figuring it out for oneself, often with a few close
calls. Then, choosing to live the full time climbing lifestyle, scrapping for any work and spending cash quickly,
the only thing that matters is the next climb (an 80’s version in the Valley included scarfing and searching for
aluminium deposit cans, being ready for rigging and film work, bootleg guiding El Capitan and living from
rescue check to rescue check, and very gradually getting better set up. In my case, getting a van—with no
motor—as a winter survival shelter between climbing seasons, probably at least as good as an seasonal bivy
spot in the Rifugio ;). It is also interesting to map Tita Piaz’s attitudes on risk, as it evolved with his climbing
style and ambitions as he grew older and became more devoted to family.
Note: because the origin of carabiners has been a recurring topic, I will try to combine info in this next section.
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Early carabiners

Summary:
• The common lore that climbing
carabiners were ‘invented’ in
1910 is nuanced.
• Carabiners were first used for
rock climbing in the late 1800s.
• Carabiners in 1910 were mostly
used for body-weight only aid
systems.

State of the art equipment, 1932, including
European steel carabiners pictured in the
American Alpine Journal article called “Old
and New Helps to the Climber” by Max
Strumia. Max (Massimo) Strumia was born
in Italy in 1896, and emigrated to the USA
in1920, introducing many in North America
to the new tools that had been developed in
the Alps over the previous three decades.

These two articles in the German Austrian
journal (1920) and the Italian CAI journal
(1926) define the state-of-the-art of the
early decades of the 20th century,
introducing new understandings of steel
and strength in climbing, based on the
state-of-the-art metallurgy at the time.

• Stronger carabiners for running
belays and able to withstand
the forces of a runing belay fall
appear more widely in the
1920s as a pear-shaped
design, and became standard
equipment for long multi-pitch
technical rock routes by the
1930s, when strong oval
carabiners then become the
standard design.
• The carabiner as we generally
know and use them today first
appear in the 1920s and 1930s
as a standard climbing tool.
Two or three carabiners were
considered the most one would
ever need, until the advent of
the more technical big walls of
the 1930s.
•
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Typical Snap Links are available at
every hardware store (this one from
Red Lodge, Montana Ace Hardware).
These were also common links in the
19th century and mass-produced from
mild steel. I recently tested one (2022),
and it tested well but unlikely to catch
a climbing lead fall.

1910 Carabiners and Iron Rings
Snap-link devices of varied designs for
climbing were all called Karabinerhaken
(carabineer’s hook) or simply Karabiner.
Although there were strong specialised tools
being made for other industries such as
firefighting or mining, these were often
costly and heavy, there were also “everyday”
snap links that were not designed for
climbing, and the early ones depicted in the
early literature look similar in strength to
today’s 'toy' carabiners, usually marked “not
for climbing”—they might hold body weight,
but not much more.
A tool that was implemented for climbing
were strong forged steel rings, specified as
8mm thick and 70mm in diameter, that could
“be obtained at any ironmongers" (1910).
“Eisenringen” (forged and welded steel

Left: 1910 detailed description of abseil method with strong forged “iron” rings that were
readily available. Right: the technique illustrated in Anwendung des Seiles, 1913
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testing cites an example of a carabiner
breaking on a fall of only 1.2m with a 80kg
load, and notes that the materials were the
main issue, concluding, “the resistance of
such hooks against shock loads during free
falls is very low. It is lower than climbing
ropes.”
Early Eisenrings for climbing from
Historisches Alpenarchiv

rings) are also often described in the early
literature as a multi-purpose device used
means to reduce rope drag from a rappel
anchor, sometimes for a running rope on
lead, as well as a rappel device.
But for most climbing, the “Seilring” or
knotted rope sling (also called a “vine cord”)
was still the main way of connecting the
rope to anchors. If the system is not
dynamic, a simple and light rope sling is an
eﬃcient system. But as climbers were
leading farther above gear, and starting to
use the rope to swing around the rock, tools
for a more dynamic system were envisioned
and developed. The idea often seen in short
histories that the carabiner was invented to
clip into the Fiechtl oﬀset-eye piton design,
or vice versa, is just plain wrong—the oﬀset
eye was advantageous for other reasons
(see pitons chapter), and the early literature
on making pitons specify an oﬀset eye with
rounded edges to best secure with a hempor manila- rope sling.
Early carabiners were “body-weight” only
Early carabiners were used as a quick way
to secure oneself, mostly noted as a point of
connection and useful on overhanging,
awkward moves where clipping oneself into
a piton (instead of relying on the belayer)
with a sling can assist in making the next
move, or by being used as a mini-pulley, so
some could pull themselves up to an anchor
more easily. Their initial use in climbing was
for body-weight-only applications, not to
clip a piton anchor into the lead rope;
instead, slings were preferred. In 1928, a
Mitteilungen article on dynamic fall rope

On the other hand, the relatively weak but
useful carabiners commonly used at the
time are noted for many other applications
on the vertical, and in 1920, after explaining
how the carabiner can be used as a point of
temporary security or as a pulley, the
Mitteilungen recommends “the climber must
therefore carry with him: 3-4 wall hooks, 2-3
carabiners, and a hammer” while noting,
“and also rope slings, which often serve
well!” The convenience of a carabiner to clip
into a piton at the end of a tension traverse,
when only one hand might be free, is noted
in the early literature, and some climbers
used carabiners to help direct the rope in
conjunction with a body belay. Interestingly,
there is no evidence that carabiners were
ever used to rack pitons for the lead climber
until later in the 1920s, as most gear was
still stashed in one’s pockets for climbs of
the earlier era.
In short, it is not very clear who invented the
first modern “climbing carabiner”, one
strong enough to withstand typical dynamic
loads in climbing. Curiously, Franz Stöger
(1883-1935) the keeper of the Stripsenjoch
hut near the Totenkirchl, which he climbed
over 200 times, is noted as “the inventor of
the karabiner ring” in his obituary (AAJ,
1937), but not much else is readily known of
Stöger. There is also evidence that early
strong carabiners for climbing were first
developed in the Elbstandsteingebirge (see
appendix). But most early references to
carabiners are for body-weight-only
applications, mostly as a point of temporary
and quick attachment to an anchor.
What is more clear, however, is that toward
the late-1920s full-strength carabiners first
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became more widely available and directly
led to even greater breakthroughs in the
mountains, such as the first ascents of the
North Face of the Matterhorn and Eiger in
the 1930s, which both involved roped
tension traverses and other maneuvering
using utilizing lightweight rope-carabinerpiton systems.
Now that we have gotten a few myths out of
the way, we can look at the fun new ways
climbers used the ongoing innovations in
climbing equipment on the big walls of the
world (including going more in-depth of the
double rope acrobatics the early pioneers)
then onto the new frontiers during the 1920s
and 1930s in the European Alps.

University of Heidelberg 1485 sketch of a
insertable link, called “hooks”. Source:
Deutsch Digitale Bibliothek

More on Carabiners
After I wrote the previous research on the
myth of the “1910 first carabiner”, I traveled
to the American Alpine Club Library (2022)
and was able to hold some of the oldest
climbing carabiners in my hand, and had
another go at summing up the carabiner
story. The researched early history of the
carabiner with its main function as part of a
running belay goes like this:
The story of carabiner, like pitons, is
informed by the story of steel and evolution
of manufacturing processes. The forged
fireman tools were expensive and heavy and
of limited use for lightweight climbing. After
WWI stronger steel became more widely
available, and aﬀordable and ever-stronger
lightweight carabiners made from round
steel stock, manufactured with a bending
process, became the main design until the
advent of the aluminium forged and bent
designs of later decades.
As they were known in the English world,
Snap-links (sometimes "swivels") were
called Karabinerhaken (carabiner hooks) in
German, where various new designs were
engineered in the 19th century, and evolved
with the availability of better steels, with
many types of snap links for various
purposes. Many designs were available in
the early 1900’s.
In contrast, the fireman’s rope access
device, a forged steel design, had been
adopted by a small number of climbers but

Various 19th century"snap-link" patents designed for other purposes.
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Fireman's Pompier belt carabiners were specialised and heavy.

not widely used, as they were specialized,
costly, and heavy. The original use was as a
device attached to a waist harness for rope
work, much like we use a GriGri today,
though the idea of belaying the leader with a
mechanical belay was still a distant concept.
These “Pompier belts” with a strong forged
openable link date back to the mid-19th
century and were noted in the journals as a
climbing and rescue tool as early as 1887.

Karabiners clearly being used as a climbing
tool in the Eastern Alps in the German/
Austrian Alpine Newsletters (ref. online).

another early mechanical
descent system (Gary Neptune
museum)

In the Elbsandsteingebirge, climbers with a
single free-carabiner on their rack date as
far back as 1892, primarily used to attach
oneself to an anchor while setting new
routes or for threading a rope through an
anchor (footnote). See Appendix for further
information on the carabiners used in the
Elbsandsteingebirge (Joachim Schindler
Collection, Dresden).
So perhaps is more proper to say that
carabiners were ‘invented’ for climbing in
the late 1800s, and used as a temporary
point of attachment, or by some as a rappel

Joachim Schindler has done quite a bit of
research on the evolution of gear in the
Dresden region (Elbsandsteingebirge) and
provided this photo of a carabiner on a
climber from 1892. SEE APPENDIX
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device, though the simpler and more widely
available strong forged ring was more likely
employed as a descending ring, though
most climbers simply used a body friction
rappel method to descend.
Toward the end of the 19th century, more
climbers began using mass-produced steel
snap links bent from round stock and with
an openable gate, most likely designed for
other purposes, but their legacy of deriving
from the specialized versions made for a fire
brigade Pompier belt continued, as it
reinforced the importance of needing a highstrength version for climbing. Sometimes
these were even called in the literature as
"fire brigade karabiners", but is also likely
that early carabiners were adopted from
mining and other industries that were also
producing high-strength snap links.
Knowledge of carbon steel (steel types and
heat treatment) was still a domain of
engineers and blacksmiths, and some faulty
tools were introduced into the early belay/
rope systems, and contributed to
documented accidents involving equipment
failure.

State-of-the-art climbing carabiner
design, 1920
It has never been clear who first used
carabiners for complex lead climbs, as a
means to winch oneself up on a piton with
the rope, or as a pulley point for a tension
traverse, but their initial use was primarily as
a point of aid. The big wall techniques using
carabiners were pioneered in the Wilder
Kaiser by a number of climbers prior to
WWI, Georg Sixt seems to have been one of
the innovators. Still, history records Otto
Herzog as the “inventor” perhaps because
his routes were bold and became famous as
testpieces of the new style of climbing
involving artificial aid, i.e. engineering pitons
and rope systems to help with the ascent of
the biggest rock walls ever attempted at the
time.

First known carabiners for pendulums
and aid techniques
One design, a general-purpose link that
probably first appears in the mid-19th
century, made with a steel bending
operation, is still a standard “snap link”
design in the modern world for all sorts of
applications (a typical load rating is about
120kg.). This design was adopted for early
climbs involving aid and pendulums in the
1910s, a style that fully matured as a double
rope technique by the 1930s (next chapter).

The 1920 article notes the usefulness of
carabiners for body-weight attachment
to rock, and as an eﬀective pulley.

Early documented use of the carabiner as
an aid tool, with new carabiner techniques
for tension traverses and pendulums were
becoming very well known in the Eastern
Alps by 1913. Many years later, Herzog
recalled using his first use of carabiners in
1910, hence the oft-cited date of ‘invention’.
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First “real” climbing carabiners, 1920s
Early “full-strength” carabiners
recommended for climbing and used as part
of a running belay appear more widely
starting in the 1920s; these are the stronger
pear-shaped snap links, made with a
bending process from medium-carbon steel
(with a good balance of ductility and
strength) with a spring-loaded gate, and
were used as part of a running belay; that is,
as a means to clip a running belayed rope
into a piton or other anchor to shorten the
length of a leader’s potential fall. In other
words, what we consider a “real” climbing
carabiner, used to clip into protection while
on lead, and most importantly, able to
withstand the forces generated in a lead fall.
These stronger pear-shaped carabiners
were the standard for a decade or so until
strong oval carabiners become the standard
carabiner in the later 1930s (some of the
earlier oval shapes were weak due to the
loading on the gate, as noted in the
literature). Pear-shaped carabiners in the
1920s were strong enough to be part of a
running belay and were capable of holding
the longer (survivable) falls of the era,
though perhaps not with a large margin of

Early climbing carabiners were made with
the same technology as chain manufacture.

safety. Only some are marked with
manufacturer details, but certainly, sourcing
the right brand and reputation would have
been important for early climbers using
them in high-load situations; there are a few
nice examples in the American Alpine Club
museum/library and in a few online
collections.

Early climbing carabiners and old pitons in
the AAC museum. Courtesy AAC/Katie
Sauter. This design first appears in the
1920s. ASMÜ was likely the first to oﬀer
(unbranded) mass-produced carabiners
made specifically for climbing purposes.
Grivel was probably also making climbing
carabiners prior to WWII, and there were
also some probably some other
manufacturers of high-strength snap links
in Europe at the time. It would be of value to
determine the exact type of carbon steel to
help identify the origins of these early pearshaped carabiners.

Early Pear-shaped carabiner.
Historishes Alpenarchiv
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An early explanation of the new equipment in the 1922 Bayerland section of the German
Austrian Alpine Club newsletter. Courtesy Hermann Huber.
In the 1920s Nieberl guides to
climbing tools and techniques, the
carabiner is described: "Karabiner. A
modern, very important tool for
diﬃcult climbing is the karabiner,
made of the best forgeable steel
with meticulously crafted snap
openings, something like the ones in
use by the fire brigade for a long
time, of course in smaller
dimensions. The previously used
form (a) suﬀers from the fact that
the bent area can only too easily jam
the rope. This disadvantage is
avoided with the uniformly oval
carabiners (b and c)." Note that
these early 1920s carabiners, though
of a better shape, were still probably
quite weak in loading. In particular,
the early fully-oval design (b, center)
was noted to be very weak due to
the loading on the gate.
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The design of some of the early “fullstength” mass-produced climbing
carabiners, possibly first available in the
late-1920s. Well-made steel versions of
these would probably hold over 500kgs and
suitable for short falls (but not by today’s
standards!). It would be great if a collector
could actually test one of the steel pear
carabiners made for climbers in the 1930s.
Vertical Archaeology

Hemp rope slings were safely used for
running belays
Even into the 1930s, connecting the lead
rope to an anchor with a short loop of
knotted rope instead of a carabiner was still
a standard running belay attachment
method. What is definitely a big No-No
today with nylon ropes, due to the low
melting temperature of nylon, is any ropeon-rope dynamic system; the friction of a
rubbing rope will quickly cut nylon rope or
sling. Hemp and manila slings can withstand
higher frictional cutting before failing and
were safely used as the primary means to
attach a lead rope into a piece of protection
for the decades before widespread
carabiner use. A hemp or manila rope-onrope system was strong enough to catch a
short fall, and even some long falls (see Piaz
chapters). On the other hand, carabiners

Early strong pear-shaped carabiners first
appear in the 1920s and became standard
equipment by the 1930s. The famous Nose
Traverse depicted above was first climbed
without carabiners using the Dülfer rope
traverse method involving a second rappel
rope, then later with carabiners.
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were favored for climbs involving aid from
the rope, as a means to winch oneself
upward on a piton using one of the lead
ropes, or for a tension traverse where the
belayer provides slack as the lead climber
maneuvers laterally with rope tension. In the
1920s, most pieces of protection were still
tied in with a sling, as having three
carabiners would have comprised a topnotch rack, and many climbers would have
had none or only a few carabiners on the
long climbs in this early era, until the advent
of climbs involving the heavy use of artificial
aid in the 1930s.
Note about threading ring pitons:
In the age of ring pitons before carabiners,
some references mention the need for
climbers to untie, then re-tie to thread a ring
piton. Climbers in the Elbsandsteingebirge
were using this technique on routes with
large ring bolts (and long runouts), but in
general, the idea of untying and re-tying the
lead rope through ring pitons as a standard
technique is another myth of the age. There
are a few cases referenced in journals of a
climber untying and retying the lead rope on
long rock routes, but mainly in cases where
climbers have come across a fixed piton on
established routes. I believe it only
happened when climbers did not have a
"Seilring" (rope sling), a very standard piece
of equipment for climbers who used pitons
for protection and belays on first ascents. In
other words, why would you thread the eye
of a piton (or a ring piton) when you had a
knotted sling to attach to the piton to create
a running belay? Not to mention rope drag
with the small ring of the typical ring pitons
of 1910-1914. There are many more
references to rope slings (Seilringe) than
threading the climbing rope into a ring-piton.
In other words, in the Eastern Alps prior to
the widespread availability of carabiners, the
need to untie/retie the lead rope was
generally only employed by unprepared
climbers (ohne Seilringe—without slings)
who were likely repeating a route with fixed
pitons in place.

Oval Carabiners 1930s and beyond
By the 1930s, steel oval carabiners with
parallel sides and symmetric radius curves
became a standard climbing carabiner
design, and climbing with carabiners
became the normal practice. It is likely that
August Schuster organized the first massproduced steel carabiners made specifically
for climbing in the late 1920s or early 1930s.
The first American carabiners were likely the
steel oval carabiners made for the US Army.
The next carabiner breakthroughs will
appear after WWII with lighter aluminum
ovals with a pinned gate, then the D-shaped
carabiner designed to lessen the loading on
the gate opening, as well as many other
shapes and types. After the 1930s, pearshaped carabiners disappear for several
generations and only become standard
again in the 1980s as a preferred locking
harness carabiner.

Trenker, 1935. Note the large pear-shaped
carabiner.
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More collections and tidbits:

The Neptune collection with
Michael Houtzer and Eric Doub in
Boulder (7/2022)

“Antique Scrap Collection”,
Hermann Huber, 1950s.

more goodies in the
AAC Harvey Carter
collection.

Two photos of the same climb in the Elbsandsteingebirge. Left: 1911, the rope passes over
fixed piton. Right, c1919: rope clipped into a strong carabiner. The first strong climbing
carabiners possibly developed for free climbs in the Elbsandsteingebirge after WWI. Walter
Hahn photographs courtesy Deutsch Fotothek.
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August Schuster invented and distributed climbing tools all over the
world that were essential for the hardest bigwall climbs of the first
four decades of the twentieth century. Flori Schuster writes (2022):
“My grandfather let his own experience on the mountain flow directly
into the development of new products. He then tested the results
again on the wall, which is how the famous Schuster pitons were
created, which are used as an aid when climbing and to secure the
climber. They hit the mountaineering scene as a real hit and marked
a new era of alpine safety. No piece of equipment was left
untouched, people questioned, studied and experimented, always
with the intention of making the adventure of mountaineering safer.
His highly functional inventions contributed to the fact that the name
August Schuster Munich, abbreviated to ASMü, was registered as an
international trademark in 1926.”
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Gustav Kroener - Crozzon di Brenta
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Another cool innovation in the early era (1911),
though it is unlikely many climbers could aﬀord
one, or have need for a rope clamp/ascender at
the time.

1928 Sporthaus Jungborn Catalog

One of Allain’s many inventions, a self-retrieving rappel system.
Constant load needed to be applied for security—no stopping on
ledges!

Pierre Allain still
making carabiners in
1991. Source:
bibliothèque
municipale de Lyon
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1930s Climbing Tools
(Europe, PartC)
This chapter will cover more the specific
tools and techniques developed by the end
of the 1930s and used on all the big wall
breakthroughs of the period.
Styles Refine and Diverge
In the 1930s, three basic climbing styles
prevailed and were advanced in various
areas by talented climbers leading to the
development of new tools and techniques:
1. True free climbing: no pitons, ropes and
slings used only for safety. In the UK, this
style was advanced considerably, starting
with the famous Napes Needle, and carried
on to various cliﬀs with varied challenges
around Britain. In the sandstone cliﬀs of
Elbsandsteingebirge, the style became very
bold with fixed drilled protection placed
with community consensus.
2. Artificial climbing: climbing with pitons
placed on lead. Often the line between
“free” and “aid” blurred, what we would
call “French Free” today (sorry France),
also often called A0, i.e. the Nose-in-a-day
on El Capitan often climbed at 5.11 A0.
This style of climbing prioritises eﬃciency
and speed of ascent.
3. Pure Aid climbing: with Comici’s ascents of
the north wall of Cima Grande and SE arete
of Cima Piccola di Lavaredo in August and
September 1933, involving pure aid (hook
to hook) climbing, a new style was born.

The best big wall climbers of the 1930s were
skilled up in all three of these styles, and we
will see how the further development of
these techniques, primarily in the Dolomites,
led to big wall breakthroughs all over the
world. But before we get into the new tools
and techniques developed specifically for
aid climbing, let’s review the general
development of gear in the 1930s.

The first big “Aid” climbs. Rivista Mensile
del CAI, 1933. Cassin writes of the Cima
Grande, “This was the first Dolomite climb
in which systematic recourse was had to
pitons as an aid to progress. The first 250 m
of the face were scaled almost entirely by
artificial means.”

Bolts--early versions for climbing
No proper history of bolts used for rock
climbing has been unveiled. Bolts in rock
pre-date the sport of climbing by millennia,
going back to the stone age to gain vertical
access. The technology advanced during
the mining and bridge-building boom of the
industrial age, and new concepts including
expansion bolts were adopted for climbing
(the earliest bolts were often cemented in
place). As we have seen, mountain climbing
in the 1800s saw many routes becoming
heavily equipped for future ascents, such as
the Zugspitze and many other prototypical
tourist routes and via ferratas that exist
today. Tita Piaz possibly had one the most
lightweight climbing bolt kits back in the
early 1900s for his many ascents, noting his
carrier loaded with all the tools of the trade,
and later referencing drilling a hole with a
steel chisel to place a piton (see Piaz
chapters). Interestingly, a recent book on
climbing technology, Alpinisme, La Saga
Des Inventions (Gilles Modica), seems to
avoid the topic for the most part, apparently
grouping bolts with pitons as “des pitons à
expansion” (otherwise a good reference
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Original route description: Pere Éternel (Mont Blanc mountain
range - Buttress of Brenva). - 1 • ascension. - Pennard Albino,
Ottoz Osvaldo, Ottoz Arturo, Grivel Lorenzo, porters from
Courmayeur, August 6-7, 1927. …you go up directly to col
located at the southern base of the Père Éternel. Surrounding
it on the Brenva side, through slabs with small cracks
(diﬃcult), the four bearers succeeded on the N.NO. corner, to a
sloping shelf, about half a meter wide. From this point, by
means of a 4 m pole, a first overhang of the N.NO corner was
overcome, which was then climbed again directly along a
second overhang (two nails), therefore still for about 10 m. on
the edge itself (very exposed, and extremely thin) making small
holds in the rock. Then they moved to the left, on the N face,
by means of a plate with a tiny slot that oﬀers a small grip for
the hands, while the feet have no support. Approximately in
the middle of the N. face, the climb was continued directly for
about 5 m. by means of slabs with very few holds (the nail at
the top of the slabs), then further to the left until you reach the
N.NE corner, for which you climb to the top, with climbing
astride, very diﬃcult. It took about 8 hours to overcome the
obelisk which measures approximately 65 m. in height.

book on many topics, especially on the
French developments, with the most
comprehensive history of ice tools—
crampons, ice axes, and hardware).
From a climbing first-ascent perspective,
bolts and pitons are distinct tools: bolts can
be drilled anywhere, while pitons require a
natural feature. On remote big walls, a small
rack of pitons is still essential equipment for

1932 AAJ: This nail is the latest
contribution to rock-climbing by a
group of Courmayeur guides. It is
devised to be used on solid granitic
rock, where no natural cracks are
to be found. A hole is first drilled in
the rock, using a round chisel (a)
with a hard-steel point. This chisel
is pierced with a hole, so that it
may be secured to the wrist of the
operator by a stout string. The hole
in the rock should be 5 to 8 cm. in
depth, and when finished, the
special piton (b) is introduced in it,
after the wedge ( c ) has been
lightly fitted into the cut at the end
of the piton. This is then hammered
into the hole, where it will be
securely retained by the forced
expansion of the wedge. This spike,
prepared by Grivel, made possible
such feats as the ascent of the
vertiginous Père Eternel and the S.
ridge of the Aiguille Noire de
Péteret. The piton measures 15 cm.
in length and weighs 110 gms.

alpine-style ascents, as the proper size piton
can be placed speedily and securely to
overcome sections as eﬃciently as possible,
taking the time to drill only when absolutely
necessary. Early climbers knew this, even
Dülfer in 1913 is reported to have carried a
stone drill (probably a chisel) on his
groundbreaking direct route on the west wall
of Totenkirchl, but it was never needed or
used. Unlike the early Eastern Alps climber’s
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complete openness in reporting their piton
usage, bolts are rarely mentioned in the
early literature, though their use became
known from later reports. Their oﬃcial
inauguration to the climbing world was not
to come for several generations.
Early bolts specifically manufactured
specifically for rock climbing were made by
Grivel in the late 1920s, as reported in the
1932 American Alpine Journal in an article
called “Old and New Helps to the Climber”
by Max Stumia. Never accepted as a
mainstream primary climbing tool until the
late 1980s, bolts are a touchy subject and
often a point of pride to ignore in the
literature, but later in this series I will outline
the state of the art of bolting technology in
specific eras, as a lightweight bolt kit is also
key to eﬃcient alpine big wall climbing.
For the big wall testpieces of the 1930s,
bolts were not widely used, as the more
natural lines were still being discovered, so
will only briefly be touched on in this
section.
European Pitons 1930s
During this period, many climbers and small
blacksmith shops produced rock climbing
pitons, primarily of the Fiechtl flat and
horizontal designs of various thicknesses
and lengths (see prior chapters). Hermann
Huber (b. 1930, inventor at Salewa since
1945), writes, “the ASMü Schuster pitons
were more or less monopolistic in Germany
for a while. At the workshops in the Bad
Obendorf Allgäu mountains, it was not quite
industrial mass production, but they must
have been quite busy following market
demand.” The Sporthaus Schuster printed
catalogs and mailed them internationally,
and in the 1920s and 1930s, the ASMü
pitons found their way all over the globe,
from the USA and Canada to the Himalaya
and Karakoram (evidence TKO). A collective
of blacksmiths in Fulpmes (Tryol Stubaital)
were also producing commercial hardware
during this period.

1932 ASMÜ equipment. Images courtesy
Vertical Archeology. Note the name for the
oval carabiner (#2785): “Rope carabiner”.
The pear-shaped ones were just called
“Karabiner”.

ASMü gear available in 1937 from Sporthaus
Schuster. Note that the larger oval carabiner
is called the “Mauerhakenfänger” (literally,
wall hook catcher). The price is 0.75Rm
compared with “round oval” Karabiner at
0.45Rm. These early “strong” carabiners
were intended to be a secure part of the
running belay system, in contrast to bodyweight applications as with earlier and
weaker carabiner designs.

Based on the writings of masters-ofpitoncraft Riccardo Cassin and others,
pitons placed by the lead climber were most
often removed by the second climber, who
also carried a hammer, though with the era’s
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soft-steel pitons36 hammered into undulating
limestone cracks, often pitons would get
“fixed” —left in place—if hammered in too
securely. Indeed, popular climbs got
progressively “equipped” (and thus easier)
with each successive ascent. A typical rack
in this era included 15-20 pitons of various
sizes, and half as many carabiners. Note
that angle pitons do not appear until the
1940s, probably first made as US Army ringangle pitons during WWII and tested on
Seneca rocks in West Virginia (where
thousands of pitons were placed during 10th
Mountain Division trainings under the
leadership of Raﬃ Bedayn).
Carabiner State-of-the-Art, 1930s
Even though one of Ernst Platz’s incredible
drawn tutorials dated to 1924 shows an
oval-shaped carabiner, the original oval
carabiner that we envision today—
something strong and as reliable as all the
other components in the system— a strong
steel full-size oval—was probably first
produced under the August Schuster brand
ASMü (August Schuster München) in the
1930s. The interlocking “toothed” gate
design was state-of-the art until well into the
1940s37. Note that the “leader must not fall”
adage applied as equally to the early weak
carabiners as to the stiﬀ, non-dynamic
ropes; the more common smaller pearshaped carabiners would likely have been
the weakest link in the system for the lead
climbs in this era38.

Carabiners in the 1920s and 1930s. As
stronger carabiners became more available in
the 1920s, they were integrated into the
running belay system. Most of the carabiners
seen to the mid-1930s are pear-shaped. See
Historisches Alpenarchiv for more dated
photographs with carabiners. Sometime in the
later 1930s, strong steel oval carabiners with
reliable gates begin to appear more frequently
and become the state-of-the-art design until
the invention of the D-shaped carabiner
(though D-shaped carabiners are more
eﬃcient structurally as most of the load is on
the non-gated side of the carabiner, they not
as ideal for aid climbing due to “carabinershift”).

Also, to remind, the pre-1950 pitons are often mistakenly called “soft-iron” in the literature; however, these pitons,
since the turn of the 19th/20th century, were actually made from commonly available mild steels (i.e. 1020). When
Salathe began producing pitons of the harder and stronger chrome-moly (4130) steel in the 1940s, people began
calling the earlier steel pitons “soft-iron” to diﬀerentiate. See previous piton chapters for more details.
36

Tidbit: even well into the 1970s, Karabiner is spelled with a “k” even in English literature. The French adopted the
word Mousqueton, named after another type of short-barrelled rifle, even though the original German word
Karabinerhaken was derived from the French word carbine, the gun carried by French military carabineers (or
carabiniers—soldiers armed with a carbine rifle), and clipped for carrying with a snap-hook. By the late 1970s,
carabiner with a “c” becomes universally fashionable in English literature. The Italian word for a carabiner is
moschettone.
37

Footnote: Raﬃ Bedayn designed aluminum oval carabiners with an improved pinned gate design—similar to
many modern carabiners sold today—and were produced soon after WWII. Pierre Allain designed interesting gateclosure designs, as well as early aluminum “D” carabiners (see Mechanical Advantage Volume 2).
38
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1930’s strong steel oval carabiner, from
Marty Karabin’s collection.1930 Sporthaus
Schuster/Jungborn catalogs from Vertical
Archeology. It is unlikely the ASMü gear
became branded until after WWII, so
identifying these earliest steel oval climbing
carabiners remains elusive, as the design
was produced for decades, with variations
as production methods and materials
improved.

Racking systems 1930s
…pictures are worth a thousand words:

Ropes 1930s
When we think of natural fiber ropes, we
often think of the scratchy hemp ropes we
see in hardware stores today. But prior to
nylon climbing ropes (appearing after WWII),
natural fiber ropes were generally produced
at a much greater standard with quality fiber
preparation and production. In the 1930s,
the best natural-fibre, three-strand ropes
were adequate for safe-climbing. Georg Sixt
made drop tests on various diameter ropes,
and in 1926 it was reported that the best
Italian hemp ropes could withstand a 75kg
mass falling 15 meters with 12-15cm
extension—a long fall that would injure most
humans from the high impact forces—yet
the rope would not break. Climbers were
also beginning to understand the dynamics
of climbing rope systems: the energy
generated by a fall, and how the energy was
absorbed by various parts of the system
(see this 1933 article). Quality silk ropes at

Gear Racking Systems for lead climbing. Left: famous piton photo from Der Mensch am Berg
by Hans Franz and Kurt Maix. Right: on the Eiger, 1936. Chest harnesses were first described
and explained by Georg Meikel (München) in 1911 as a quick way to secure oneself to a second
rope.
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The four criteria listed for natural fiber ropes are maximum strength, minimal wear, minimal
weight, and maximum flexibility. The Merlet “Füssen” rope was a well-known quality naturalfiber climbing rope. (Rivista mensile del CAI, 1926.)

the time were also strong enough
for climbing, and much more
flexible, yet 20 to 40 times the
cost of a good hemp rope.
Standard rope lengths were 40m
and the standard diameter for a
single climbing rope was 12mm.
With the double lead-rope
technique (described below), two
10mm diameter ropes were
commonly used. (DuÖAV and
CAI).

Before nylon, the first “dynamic” climbing ropes were
produced from silk in Japan. Silk ropes are strong and had
much more ability to absorb energy safely than the manila
and hemp ropes used by the rest of the world.
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The most commonly depicted belay method in Europe in the 1930s. Rope going
over the shoulder and under the arm, from a braced position. Inherent in bodybelay systems are dynamic properties, as the friction of the rope around the body
dissipates energy. The concept of an intentional “dynamic belay” to minimize
impact force on the climber was not yet practiced in Europe. (Franz/Maix, 1935).
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Dülfer method of rope traverse using a second, often shorter, rope for abseil. The advantage of
this method is the second can also easily abseil the same rope to follow the pitch. Der Mensch
am Berg, 1935,

Climbing and Traversing Techniques
By 1931, two methods of rope traverse had
been developed:
1. Using a second rope for abseil and
traverse per Piaz and Dülfer.
2. Clipping the lead rope(s) into a point of
traverse with carabiner as a directional
pulley, combined with a good belayer
who provides tension to hold the leader
and gives slack as needed. Prusik
shows the rope traverse with a onerope system in 1929 as is standard
today on big walls, but most climbers
in the 1930s were moving to a double
rope system, where both ropes
belayed the leader.
Note: With the redundancy of belay
ropes, smaller lighter rope diameters
could be used, with two 40-meter
10mm ropes becoming standard
equipment for this style of climbing.
Double lead-rope technique, and still a
favourite system for free climbs with
tricky protection, also reduces the
need for slings to prevent rope drag.

We see both methods in the 1930s:
(This page) Dülfer rope traverse method.
(Next page) Double rope tension traverse
method on the Totenkrichl Nose Traverse.
Double Rope Techniques
The double lead-rope technique, using two
equal full-length lead ropes, superseded the
Dülfer method of taking a shorter second
rope only for abseil, and soon evolved into a
new universal lead technique. The double
lead rope system provided more versatility,
and became preferred for the pure-aid
technique that Comici, Gervasutti, Cassin
and others developed in the 1930s for the
biggest and steepest walls.
Every sport climber knows the feeling of
being cinched up with the rope by the
belayer, using artificial assistance to
reposition and discover the means to climb
new vertical ground while working out the
moves on a hard climb—this was the
standard of the 1930s “Grade VI” style—
climbing that was not considered “free” nor
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1935 images of the rope traverse on the Dülfer route on Totenkirchl (noted as either Franz
Schmid or Fritz Schmitt). The climber is making his way left on the famous “Nose Traverse” on
the Totenkirchl. Note the copious use of essential carabiners with this1935 system, each acting
as a pulley under rope tension, With this double lead-rope technique with the belayer supplies
tension on one rope or the other as needed. This type of mixed free/aid was only considered
artificial in the sense that artificial protection (pitons) were used. Historisches AlpenArchiv

“aid”, but just a modern climbing style,
using points of protection and ropes for
tension to monkey around, while ascending
inspiring cliﬀs in search for diﬃculty. Rudatis
notes in 1931 regarding the overall
“homogenous” balance of diﬃculties: “It is
fair to remember that driving nails is hard
work and fully worth as much as overcoming
rock diﬃculty without artificial aids.”
Leigh Ortenberger explains it better in the
1964 American Alpine Journal, not long after
the term “free-climbing” came back into
general use39.

“This line between free and artificial climbing
is often rather fine indeed and in diﬀerent
areas is defined diﬀerently. In the 1920’s and
1930’s probably few ever considered that
help from a second’s knee or shoulders, or
even an ice axe jammed in a crack,
represented “artificial” climbing. In parts of
Europe climbing is not considered artificial
until slings or stirrups are used along with
pitons or expansion anchors; the mere use
of tension from such ironmongery is not
recognized as something above and beyond
“ free” climbing.”

Early use of the term “free-climbing” refers to climbing, without the need for ropes or gear (what would be closest
to “onsight solo climbing” today. Witzenmann wrote in the 1902 DuÖAV: "For me, of course, a mountain is
"inaccessible" when it cannot be climbed in free climbing. With artificial ads, wall hooks, thrown ropes and the like,
eventually every rock peak can be reached". Also Interesting to note that today, ice tools jammed in cracks is once
again considered “free”.
39
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The double lead rope technique of the 1930s. Cassin mentions it as “primitive” in comparison
to later systems which incorporated aid ladders and a “daisy chain”. (Riccardo Cassin, 50
Years of Alpinism,1981). Note also the knot of rope tie-in in front, as we do today: Climbers in
the previous era tied the knot in back, because it would be a safer way to fall, avoiding your
back bent over backwards in a fall with stiﬀ ropes. But in the 1930s tie-ins are in front, better
for A0 maneuvers with the double rope technique (clip rope into piton with carabiner, pull
yourself up with rope 2:1 pulley mechanics).

Above: Riccardo Cassin documents the
double-rope climbing method with action
shots in his biography.

Authors note: This double rope climbing
technique persisted even into the 1990s in
Europe for routes with short sections of aid. I
once oﬀered one of our expedition members
to Trango some new 4-step and 5-step A5
aiders and daisy chains for his planned climb
of Nameless, but he preferred not having
such encumbrances and described his
double-rope aid method of clipping one

rope into each piece, pulling himself up like
a 2:1 pulley, then with the belayer holding
him tight, finding a higher placement for the
other rope. On the route, he was cinched up
on a stopper in a marginal placement
halfway up the route, and as he was making
the next placement under tension, a shift of
weight caused the stopper to pull, resulting
in a broken ankle and a heroic rescue by his
partner. The method is of course more
secure with pitons, and less secure with
unidirectional clean climbing tools. It also
loads each piece with roughly twice the
force.
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More pictures of the double lead rope aid technique. Note the way one rope is tensioned
by the belayer, holding the climber in place, and the other rope slack and ready to be
clipped into the next piece and pulley maneuver. (Cassin, 50 Years of Alpinism)

Aid Climbing
Evolving from using pitons as an extra
handhold or as a pulley point as a way to
make continuous upward progress, further
aids were developed to make upward
progress more eﬃcient; these become
standard big wall equipment, primarily aid
ladders and “daisy chains”—shorter cords
attached directly to the harness to clip into
gear (sometimes called a “cows tail”). A new
age of big wall climbing began, and with the
new tools and techniques so much more
was possible, and bold pioneers took these
techniques to alpine and remote big wall
climbs all over the world.
Two notable ascents in the Western Alps
involving the new tools and techniques:
• NW face of dell’Ailefroide (Guisto
Gervasutti, Lucien Devies, 1936)
• Walker Spur on the Grandes Jorasses
(Cassin, Esposito, Tizzoni, 1938)

For some great climbing stories of the
period in English, see Riccardo Cassin’s
excellent history, “Italian climbing between
the wars”, published in the 1972 Alpine
Journal.

La muraille nord-ouest du Grand Pic de
l'Ailefroide trip report
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The double rope technique illustrated in Fritz Schmitt’s Der
Bergsteiger von Heute, 1937. Of course, the double lead
rope technique was also an excellent solution for routes
with scattered protection and became a favored technique
for hard bold free climbing on many cliﬀs and mountain
routes in the 1970s and 1980s (and still today!).

Masters of the double lead rope technique, 1930s. Left:
Guisto Gervasutti (Gervasutti’s Climbs, 1957). Right:
Riccardo Cassin (50 Years of Alpinism). The haul rope can be
used for pulling up additional gear mid-pitch, and for pulling
up packs after each lead

1937 ASMü catalog page and
the stamped mark on postWWII pitons. The text reads:
“Safety and success of a
mountain tour involve the
most reliable equipment and
appropriate clothing. When
fighting for the highest
mountains in the world and
the most diﬃcult walls,
ASMü- equipment is a
hundred times the best and
lasts. That's why the good
ones come also (always
reflected with their big and
little worries about
shoemaker) because we not
only want to sell goods, but
also generously help with
advice from experience. The
proven ASMü special goods
are always used when it
comes to something ‘big’.
Only available from Schuster
in München.”
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Riccardo Cassin with aid ladders on a practice cliﬀ in Italy, and later on his first ascent of the
south face of Denali in Alaska in 1961.

Walker Spur. CAI Rivista mensile del CAI 1937-38
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One rope system and early one-step aid ladder (Schmitt, 1937), Note hammer in back pocket.

Image from a film on Cassin, showing some
sort of “belay seat” using the rope.
Fixed ropes up the steep and ledgeless
Dolomite walls became a common
tactic in the 1930s, and using cinch
knots developed by Karl Prusik, safer
fixed rope ascension methods were
developed (Schmitt, 1937).
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Mit Seil und Haken—The Eiger
Hinterstoisser Traverse
We’ll finish this section with coverage of the
1936 Hinterstoisser traverse on the north
wall of the Eiger here involving the original
tension traverse techniques. Heinrich Harrer
describes the rope traverse in The White
Spider:

Heinrich Harrer, The White Spider, 1959.
Note that for Harrer’s 1938 first ascent, the
rope was fixed on both ends of the
Hinterstoisser traverse from previous
attempts, and it is possible to see the long
drooping rope in this photo after it had been
used to cross. The idea was to rappel down
one side of the rope, then tension leftwards
to a point where it becomes possible to
climb up to an anchor where the climber is
in this photo.

Gary Neptune collection. Oval carabiners
from Sporthaus Schuster (ASMü) were used
on the Eiger, 1938. Ref: Flori Schuster, 100
Years of Sporthaus Schuster, 2013

Hermann Buhl (8th ascent, 1952) and Heinrich Harrer (1st ascent, 1938) both using the Piaz/
Dülfer abseil method of tension traverse on the north wall of the Eiger—with the use of a
second rope to abseil and for tension on the traverse. (from Heinrich Harrer, The White Spider,
1959.)
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In 2011, the use of the fixed rope remains controversial: “During his Eiger ascent (Dani) Arnold
had clipped into the fixed rope on the infamous Hinterstoisser Traverse, a steep rock slab, and
had used the rope to assist him across one of the route’s trickier bits. Aiding on the rope had
drawn criticism from some of his peers, not least Steck, who had free-soloed this section
during his speed-record ascent.” See Climbing-speed soloing. (images of varied conditions
from Heinrich Harrer, The White Spider, 1959.)

more Seilquergang (rope traverse) pictures
from 1938 AV Jahrbuch
Eiger (right): La Montagne : revue mensuelle
du Club alpin français 1939
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Another photo sequence of the Dülfer Totenkirchl nose traverse in the Italian journals, 1932
article by Alberto Herron. The final caption reads, “Third and last phase of the great rope
traverse of the "Direttissima West", on the TOTENKIRCHEL (behind the ledge there is a vertical
crack, much easier).” No matter what the method of traverse, the second would still set up an
abseil to follow the pitch.

Same location as the photo above on the
Totenkirchl, a climber in the 1970s
traversing a rope fixed on both ends
(Historisches Alpenarchiv). Nowadays, this
section is a bolted traverse and considered
an “exciting free climb” to the bomber holds
on the arete.

News on the “first by nailing” Cima Grande
Grade VI in Lo Scarpone, Oct. 1933. Trip
Report here.
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Emil Solleder (1899-1931) on the
Totenkirchl Nose Traverse using the
Dülfer method of rope traversing.
Historisches Alpenarchiv (this photo
appears reversed in the archive).

The rope over-the-shoulder braced position
belay method in the 1930s in Europe.
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Mechanical Advantages in
North American Climbing
(Volume 2 to come)

When people think “Mechanical”, what often
comes to mind first is machined metal,
gears and hammers, grinding and pounding
to achieve an objective. But soft, tensileonly components are also mechanical parts
of rope and anchor systems, as any
engineer doing the calculations recognises.
The improvements of rope-piton-link
systems in the mid-20th century cannot be
underestimated in what new risks climbers
were willing to take on the vertical.
In the first half of the 20th century,
knowledge of new European climbing
techniques spread around the world, filtering
into the North American big wall landscapes
—the Bugaboos, Rockies, Tetons, Wind
Rivers, Adirondacks, and the Sierras. Pure
aid techniques, pioneered in the Dolomites,
were ever-refined starting with the first big
wall ascents in Yosemite in the 1930s;
simultaneously, North American climbers
tested the limits of free-climbing and falling
with piton and rope protection systems.
Volume 2 of this series will cover North
American developments and will cover the
early climbing experiences of Konrad Kain,
who was the arguably the first to bring the
European techniques to North American
climbing, so we will be re-visiting many of
the climbs and techniques covered in this
volume.

Information Sharing

At the time, shared knowledge of climbing
tools and techniques filtered slowly from
Europe, and English language books such
as Clinton Dent’s Mountaineering
(Badminton Library, 1892), Claude Wilson’s
Mountaineering (1893, price two shillings),
and George Abraham’s The Complete
Mountaineer (1908) were light on “artificial”

techniques such as safety anchors. Even
well into the 1920s, the only pitons depicted
in English language literature were the very
heavy eye-bolt round spikes similar to those
used for trail building, and impractical for
lightweight mountaineering. That would
change dramatically in the early 1930s in the
United States and Canada, but in the
meantime, the improvisation continued.
Although there are occasional references to
pitons in North America as iron pins, spikes,
stanchions, or eyebolts in climbing contexts
(or, for example, as a way to lower wagons
down cliﬀs as the Mormons had done to get
to Bluﬀ on the Hole-in-the-rock expedition in
1879), as it was in England, Canada, and
New Zealand at the time, if pitons were used
in the late 19th/early 20th century for early
rock climbing, few were reporting or
admitting it. Rock climbing had been
advancing steadily, but climbing vertical
rock was an adjunct distinct from
mountaineering, as most mountains had
alternate paths to the summit that did not
require gymnastic steep climbing skills. In
the tradition of The Night Climbers of
Cambridge, by 1900, British climbers were
solo free climbing at a high onsight
standard, on buildings but also on the varied
rock of the British Isles.
In terms of bold gymnastic ability on rock,
the standard of free climbing with carefully
thought out mechanical protection, the level
of technical rock climbing in the
Elbsandsteingebirge was beyond anything
done in the major ranges for many decades,
often incorporating complex acro-yoga type
teamwork maneuvers. The history of the
region pre-dates any other competitive
sports arena in climbing, with pioneer Oscar
Schuster’s adventures documented in his
diaries (Tagebüchern).
We will finish Volume 1 with notes of an
American hero, Oliver Perry Smith, who
pushed new standards of gymnastic climbs
in the early 1900s in Europe.
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famous free-climbing areas, early 1900s
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Oliver Perry-Smith
One of the first Americans to fully embrace
rock anchoring climbing technology—
pitons and bolts—to advance climbing
standards, was Oliver Perry-Smith, born in
1884. Born to a wealthy family in
Philadelphia, Perry-Smith’s father, a
renowned chess champion and poet, was
killed in 1899 in Cuba as a captain in the
Spanish American War; his mother soon
remarried and moved with her new partner
to Dresden. Perry-Smith had shown
adventurous spirit scrambling up and down
cliﬀs near Bar Harbor, Maine (now Arcadia
National Park) where he spent summers
growing up but discovered a whole new
world of climbing when he moved to
Dresden in 1902 as an 18-year old youth,
acquiring an early-model Bugatti sports cars
and climbing throughout Europe. From
1903-1914, he climbed some of the hardest
rock climbs in the world in the
Elbsandsteingebirge near Dresden, then
known as Saxon Switzerland, initially as
training routes for the western Alps and then
as an end to themselves. Rudolph
Fehrmann, a local leading practitioner of
visionary direct lines, mentored Perry-Smith,

and their partnership found many great
adventures involving bold free climbing and
solos, but also placing protection on lead.
J, Thornington reports: “Perry-Smith was
eager to ascend the Torwächter, and, when
it seemed that a competitor might snatch
this prize, began to curse and wanted to
leave at once. But first they had the
blacksmith make safety and rope-oﬀ rings.
Arriving at the overhang, Perry-Smith drove
in the safety ring and roped to his
companions. The final wall was covered by
thin lichen, still wet from rain, but soon they
were on the summit, listening to cheers from
friends on a nearby tower.” (AAJ, 1964).
These sandstone bolts are described as
10mm in diameter, 150mm long, and placed
in 14mm holes “with wood or lead pieces to
make it fit solidly.” These rings took up to
two hours to install, sometimes in precarious
and exposed positions.
Perry-Smith also climbed many of the newer
routes on the steep rock of the Eastern Alps,
including new routes on the south wall of
Campanile Basso and Vajolet Towers in
1908, where lightweight steel anchors were
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From first ascent to classic in 5 years.

Rudolph Fehrmann and Oliver Perry Smith climbed the
route marked as “1014” in 1909. The original 1890
Innerkofler/Heversen route is to the left (“1015”).
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becoming more widely used, referencing the
use of pitons (and sometimes the lack of) on
these ascents. He also climbed many of the
diﬃcult alpine routes in the Western Alps,
including the first ascent of the northeast
wall of the Weißhorn with G. Winthrop Young
and Joseph Knubel (guide), and a solo
traverse of the Matterhorn on his third time
up the famous Swiss peak.
Few English periodicals reported on Oliver
Perry Smith’s feats at the time despite a
prolific decade, including at least 35 first
ascents (a near-complete list of his
sandstone climbs here). Hard and bold free
climbing was rarely reported in international
mountaineering journals at the time, and
even in Europe, the first article on the Saxon
rock climbing only appears in the 1908
DuÖAV, the same year Fehrmann produced
one of the first guidebooks to the area. The
only climb of Perry-Smith’s outside of the
Dresden area noted for many years was the
first ascent of Cima Piccola/Kleine Zinne in
the Sexterner Dolomites, which Fehrmann
had mostly led, despite the fact that routes
such as Perry-Smith’s first lead of the south
wall of Campanile Basso in 1908 were on
par with the hardest free climbs of the era.
Perry-Smith also became a champion skier
during his time in Europe and was a member
of several alpine and ski clubs. In 1911 he
married Agnes Adolph, the daughter of a

well-known sportsman and hotel owner, and
had their first son, Oliver III. In 1914, prior to
the outbreak of WWI, he returned with his
family to America and settled into a new life.
It does not appear that Perry-Smith did
much climbing once he returned to the USA,
though later he became friends with Fritz
Weissner after his immigration to USA;
Perry-Smith’s son reported his father had
climbed a route on Wall Face in the
Adirondacks with Weissner many years later.
Indeed, it took many decades before the
American climbing community learned of the
bold climbing and the expert use of new
tools and techniques that Oliver Perry-Smith
had achieved during his time in Europe.

Rudolph Fehrmann's article describes his
friendship and climbs with Oliver Perry-Smith.

Chess match of Oliver Perry Smith sr.
An early Bugatti, probably of similar design
as the one Oliver Perry-Smith had while in
Europe.
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Segue to Volume 2
Interest in steep rock walls that required
improved rock anchoring technology to
developed slowly in the Americas. The major
clubs were largely focused on the biggest
peaks, and technical rock climbs were still
only considered an exercise. Indeed, some
of the best overall guides to North American
climbing in this era were published in the
German-Austrian Alpine Journals by
travelers and mountaineers who were more
familiar with the limits of the possible on
steep rock. DuÖAV articles in 1900 by Jean
Habel (“In the North American Alps”), and a
1910 article by Robert Liefmann (“In the
Mountains of the United States of America”)
provided fine fodder for German language
speakers, including details on transportation
and lodging around the country. Liefmann
spent eight months on a “study-tour”
comprehensively describing the United
States and Canadian climbing
developments, noting which major peaks
had been climbed, and those still
unclimbed.

brought new techniques to America, in the
period starting in 1916 and into the 1930s,
many of the next steps in technical rock
climbs in North America were evolved by
native German readers (as most of the
literature on the new tools and techniques
was either in German or Italian), including
Conrad Kain, Joe and Paul Stettner, Fritz
Weissner among others. But this is not to
say there were no intrepid Americans and
Canadians who also traveled to Europe,
learned of the new tools and techniques,
established new standards on the North
American rock, and eventually pushed the
sport even further than what had been
achieved in Europe; their stories will be
covered next.
This volume covers the developments in
tools and techniques Europe, and the global
context of the many global big wall climbing
breakthroughs and innovations of the 20th
century.

And indeed, many of the first
technical climbers to come to
North America were Germanlanguage immigrants from
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, and
Germany, sometimes escaping war,
rising fascism, and economic
depression. Trains provided new
access to mountain climbers in
North America. And, as in the case
of the Canadian Pacific Railway
promoting alpine resorts along the
railroad, firms hired European
guides as early as 1897 to oﬀer
guiding services in the North
American mountains (as well as
invited guest speakers such as
Whymper). The guides were often
known locally as “Swiss Guides”,
even though they were not always
from Switzerland. It was primarily
those who had climbed technical
routes in the Eastern Alps who
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Authors Note: When climbing with Xaver Bongard, we often joked and exaggerated
nationalistic themes in climbing. Xaver hated with a passion if anyone ever deemed a climb of
his, the first “Swiss ascent”; we named a climb in Zion the “Swiss-American” as a way to poke
fun of nationalism in the climbing world. Xaver had a diﬀerent way of thinking; he told me
avoided the mandatory Swiss conscription into the Army by pretending to be crazy, and
during long periods of being locked up and psycho-analysed in lieu of military training, he
sometimes felt he was actually going crazy (perhaps he really was crazy in the same sense the
king and queen in Paulo Coelho’s story, the Well of Madness, were considered crazy— but he
refused to drink from the well). His alternate reality was made crystal clear to me as he
methodically sang his way up a thin nailing and hooking A5 pitch oﬀ the snow ledge halfway
up Great Trango Tower in 1992, where the risk of smashing onto a ledge was real, inversely
proportional to the chances of survival subsequent to a debilitating fall. Xaver had one of the
gentlest souls of anyone I have ever known, his major trait was his positive and inclusive view
of the world, and he taught me a lot about inclusive thinking too. Prior, I climbed my first big El
Cap nailing route (Zodiac) swinging leads with Lydia Bradey in 1981, and though I was
definitely aware of international rivalries, I do not recall ever thinking of big wall climbing as the
primary domain of men; in fact, quite often the opposite having known during my active
climbing years Bev Johnson, Sibylle Hechtel, Mari Gingery, Lidija Painkiher, Sue Bonovich,
Sue Harrington, Ellie Hawkins, Lisa Gnade, Beth Wald, Kitty Kalhoun, Steph Davis, and Lynn
Hill. But it becomes clear it has been portrayed as such at times throughout history.
Nationalism and sexism have similar roots, and it’s apparent that both have existed in the
reporting of climbing, sometimes simultaneously, over the decades when examined with a
modern lens.

Left: Karl Berger on a steep route—possibly in the Rax Alps? Right: Torre Berger
in the Dolomites (Sella Group), first climbed in 1900. Karl Berger from Innsbruck
was one of the leading spire specialists in the first decade of the 20th century (he
did not name it Torre Berger).
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Appendix 1
A look at histories written in
the 1930s.

Alpine Club covering the latest news of
alpinism and skiing.
Rudatis was obsessed with climbs of “the
sixth grade” which as the time was the top
of the grading scale originally devised by
Willo Welzenbach, but evolving40, as all
grade systems do, to define the long
(600m+) technical mixed free and aid rock
routes that were booming at the time, such
as the impressive and visionary SollederLettenbauer route on Civetta, declared by
Rudatis in his text as the definitive first
“Grade VI.” Rudatis’s definition of the sixth
grade is quite specific—four criteria are
specified, tailored to the exact potential of
new routes that were becoming accessible
with new tools and techniques developed
prior to WWI.

The Sport of Climbing, by Domenico
Rudatis. A nine-article series on the early
history of the Dolomites published in Lo
Sport Fascista, 1930-1.
An early climbing history called “The Sport
of Climbing” was published in Lo Sport
Fascista, “an episodic collaboration, from
Winkler’s first exploits to the latest Italian
exploits” (Luigi Piccioni, 2014). In the ‘nine
dense episodes’ published between 1930
and 1931, the 99-page series details the
progression of climbing diﬃculty. The author
Domenico Rudatis (b. 1898 Venice, d. 1994
New York City) was an accomplished
climber and also a frequent contributor to
the early issues of Lo Scarpone, a bimonthly newspaper published by the Italian

Another text by Rudatis focused on “Grade
VI” climbs

it would be interesting to examine various grading definitions over the years. In my time, the Welzenbach Grade I
to Grade VI system had evolved to represent the time required for big walls, with Grade IV being a long all-day route
like the East Buttress of El Capitan, Grade V requiring a single bivy, and all the multi-day big walls in Yosemite noted
as Grade VI’s (which ranged from easy routes like the Nose to the hardest nailups like the Sea of Dreams). Big wall
Grade VII’s appear in the literature starting in the 1990s, with myself a reluctant verifier of the grade, clarifying that
Grade VII climbs, if they had to be defined, dated back to the 1970s: see this note on bigwalls.net, written in the
1990s.
40
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The Rudatis history provides
historical information about the
progression of diﬃcult climbs in
the early era of big wall
climbing. Much of the lore of
Angelo Dibona, Hans Dülfer,
Paul Preuss, and others
originate from Rudatis’s history.
A case has been made on
Rudatis’ lack of inclusion of the
women pioneers; in the text,
climbing is depicted as a
patriotic struggle and an
“intrinsic renewal of men, of
mentality, atmosphere, will,
soul” with “naked virtues of
athletic value, audacity and will”
who make conquests of virgin
peaks in dangerous mountain
environments41.
CAI Rivista: History books that use the Pooli spelling are likely
HISTORY “DNA”—
using Rudatis’ outline of early history as their source. It is now
--the missing “v”
One of the key “DNA” markers possible to gain a broader view of the earliest years of
technical climbing by delving deeper into the original source
of reference to the Rudatis
journals.
histories is his spelling of the
guide/carrier Nino Povoli/Pooli
the Italian Alpine Journals, only the Povoli
(1862-1935). In the original source journals,
spelling occurs in the pre-WWI period.
the first attempt of Campanile Basso team
was Carlo Garbari with Antonio Tavernaro
In a 1927 article on Campanile Basso by
and Nino Povoli. Prior to the first ascent,
Vittorio Fabbro in the Italian journals, we see
Povoli famously tried to climb direct up the
for the first time the spelling of Nino’s name
final face (according to Piaz, at gunpoint by
without the “v”, as Pooli. Rudatis picks this
Garbari), and later returned to climb the face
up in a 1929 article, then sets the name in
with Riccardo Trenti (see Basso chapter). In
stone, so to speak, in the 1930-31 Fascist
the German Alpine Journals, (1898, 1906,
Sport articles and thereafter the Pooli
1908), Nino is only referred to as Povoli (the
spelling takes over. In dozens of “History of
Pooli spelling does not appear). Likewise in
Mountaineering” books, even very recent
ones, the Fabbro/Rudatis spelling for Povoli
Rudatis uses the terms “conquer” and “conquest” over 100 times in the article. The origin of the terms conquer
and conquest in mountaineering are interesting, having been used prior to document the explorations and
colonisations of new lands. Whymper uses ‘conquer’ a few times in Scrambles Amongst the Alps In the years
1860-69. It is used to document the climbs of the highest peaks such as Denali (then Mount McKinley) and the
initial exploration of the North and South Poles, but the terms really kick up in the climbing literature in the 1930s,
then in titles like High Conquest: The Story of Mountaineering, by James Ramsey Ullman, 8 vo., 334 pp.,
illustrations and maps. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1941. Dozens if not hundreds of books on Everest
have been written with conquest and conquer in their titles, and the recent National Geographic Society’s subtitle
for their 2020 book of Mountaineers is “Mountaineers: Great tales of bravery and conquest (Hardback)”.
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as Pooli persists. Perhaps the earlier
journals were incorrect, though in some
1920s-1930s journals both names persist;
regardless, the Pooli spelling indicates
followings of Rudatis’ history, with his focus
on the numerical progression in the pre-WWI
years (and lack of coverage on women
pioneers)—so perhaps it is time to have
another look at the pre-WWI years with
access to primary searchable journals and
the availability of old and forgotten books.
Rudatis’s concepts of climbing
Rudatis’ concept of “di natura omogenea”
applies to both the climb and the climbers in
the first two criteria. ‘Omegenea’ translates
to a “uniform whole, harmonious in its
constituent elements”, and is reminiscent of
the ideology of Cesare Evola, an Italian
philosopher and mountaineer popular with
young Italian fascists at the time. Rudatis is
most proud of Italian climbs and climbers,
but is equitable in respect to the
accomplishments of hardmen of other
nationalities. In defining the sixth grade,
Rudatis provides examples of climbs and
climber “schools” in the Kaisergegbirge
(München/Munich school), Gesäse (Vien/
Vienna school), and “especially our
Dolomites!”
Tools are precisely specified: “The means of
mutual insurance, which are all and alone
artificial means allowed in climbing are
exclusively: ropes, nails, carabiners and
hammer.” Rudatis further distinguishes from
techniques used in the Western Alps (where
pitons were used more sparingly): “The
superb Dolomite walls are not in fact they
have never seen the use of fixed ropes,
poles, ladders of rope and various

instruments like the other regions of the
Alps.” For the proper use of pitons, the
acrobatic free and aid climbing standards
established by Dülfer before WWI provides
the concept of fair use; Rudatis reminds:
“that driving nails in certain circumstances is
a hard work and fully worth as much as the
overcoming of rock diﬃculty without artificial
aids.”42.
After establishing the rules and definitions of
a “pure and natural” climb in his first few
chapters, Rudatis summarises: “The
principle remains definitively fixed: ropes,
nails, carabiners and hammer are the only
artificial means allowed in climbing, and
their use is conditional on an assessment of
the diﬃculties based on the purity of the
style.” And with his definition of ‘purity’,
Rudatis then systematically analyses the
numerical progression of graded climbs in
the Eastern Alps.
For each “era”, baseline routes from each
decade are described, then used
comparatively, beginning with Winkler’s solo
on the Vajolet Towers in 1887 (“the sport of
climbing was born with Winkler”), followed
by Piaz’s 5.8 lieback on Punta Emma in
1900, and Dibona’s 1911 route on the north
wall of Laiderer, and so on, with subsequent
routes in each era compared in terms of
diﬃculty and deemed significant, or not.
Though tales of these climbs had been
reported in journals, the Rudatis series is
one of the first to put them in big-picture
context, and many histories even to the
modern day have followed the same
historical progression outlined in the Rudatis
series as their timeline of early climbing
accomplishments in the Eastern Alps, as

Rudatis also appears to advocate rock modification, probably because it was often a fine line between removing
loose rock and sculpting holds on many first ascents: “The same criterion should be extended to the eventual use
of the hammer for to give some grip or some support, I use that in practice; however, it only happens exceptionally.
Thus we also have the principle: Handles or supports engraved or otherwise modified with a hammer must be
considered as natural, in the judgment of the diﬃculty. This, of course, even if this hammer work requires
considerable eﬀort. This principle had never been posed until now, but it is just as logical and necessary as the
other established by Dülfer regarding nails.”
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well as clarifying the new mechanical
climbing techniques and their inventors43
Overview of Rudatis’s history
In his review of pre-1900 pioneers, Rudatis
lists: “Among the pioneers we cannot fail to
mention: v. Barth, Weilenmann, Payer,
Grohmann, Ball, Tuckett, Tyndall, Whymper,
Freshfield, Sella, Giordano and others, soon
followed by a large group of brave as, to
name a few more, Mummery, Schulz,
Merzbacher, Purtscheller, Vaccarone,
Coolidge, de Falkner.” The great guides are
heralded: Christian Almer of Grindelwald
1826-1898, Melchior Anderegg of Meiringen
1827-1914 (first swiss guide), Jean-Antoine
Carrel of Valtournenche 1829-1890, Pierre
Gaspard of St. Christophe 1834-1915,
Alexander Burgener of Saas 1844-1910
Johann Grill from Ramsau 1835-1917, Santo
Siorpaes of Cortina d'Ampezzo 1832-1900,
Michel Innerkofler of Sesto 1846-1900,
Daniel Innthaler of Nasswald 1847-1923,
Guido Lammer, Émile Rey of Courmayeur,
Jean-Joseph Maquignaz of Valtournenche,
Johann Stabeler from the Zillertal, François
Devouassoud, Alois Pinggera and Peter
Dangl (princes), Michele Bettega, Bortolo
Zagonel, Giuseppe Zecchini and Antonio
Tavernaro of the Pale di S. Martino, Luigi
Bernard of Siusi, Agostino Verzi of Cortina
d'Ampezzo, Luigi Rizzi from Val di Fassa,
and Antonio Dimai, the “king of the
Dolomites."
Many pre-WWI heroes of the Dolomites are
included: Swiss Johann Jakob Weilenmann,
Bavarian Hermann von Barth, French
Étienne Giraud, Ludwig Purtscheller,
Hermann Delago, Georg Leuchs, Robert

Hans Schmitt, Karl Berger and Otto
Ampferer, Johann Saunter, Ludwig NormanNeruda, Alfred von Radio-Radiis, Eduard
Pichl, Hans Barth, Hanns Pfannl, Hans
Helversen, Franz Nieberl (‘Pope of the
Kaisergegirge’), Tita Piaz, Georg Sixt, Sepp
and Veit Innerkofler, Max and Guido Mayer,
Luigi Scotoni, Gabriel Haupt and Karl
Lömpel, Otto Herzog, Hans Fiechtl, Alfred
Deye, Willi von Redwitz, Rudolf Fehrmann,
and even our American hero, Oliver PerrySmith, for his free-climbing testpiece on
Campanile Basso in 1908.
Rudatis states, “We do not intend to make
the history of climbing here, not even in
close summary; instead we will mention,
much more briefly and usefully, only the
milestones of progression.” Climbing
milestones are very much presented as the
domain of men, and very few women
climbers are mentioned. A Miss Grete and
Miss Fitzgerald appear in the context of
accompanying others on an ascent, and
three leading women of the era are
referenced in the context of being led by
guides: Jeanne Immink, Rolanda and Ilona
Eötvös, who all had very strong and
expansive climbing records, quoted below:
“The following year, 1891, the guide Antonio
Dimai, leading the famous Dutch climber
Jeanne Immink, made the second ascent to
Punta delle Cinque Dita by the Schmitt
chimney.”
“Two routes excel in 1905, rising to this
superior level. One is the ascent of the south
face of Teston del Pomagagnon by the
guides Antonio Dimai and Agostino Verzi of

including my own in the original Mechanical Advantage article (1999) as well as Doug Scott’s Big Wall Climbing.
At the time I wrote Mechanical Advantage for Ascent with Al Steck and Steve Roper as rigorous editors, I made use
of the most comprehensive climbing libraries in the USA at the time, along with rudimentary translations of primary
foreign language journals. I uncovered a few bits of new info, even though Roper commented overall, “You’ve done
a yeoman job, but you bit oﬀ a big one.” (his view improved slightly later, see note from Roper with bibliography of
sources used in the original article at bottom of this page). Now, with access to digital versions of the original
journals online, combined with the ability to procure obscure texts that only otherwise exist in a few libraries, a
broader view of history can be examined.
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Cortina d'Ampezzo leading the famous
climbers Rolanda and Ilona von Eötvös.”

OUTLINE OF RUDATIS1930s VERSION OF
HISTORY (rough draft):

Beatrice Tomasson and the TomassonBettega-Zagonel route on the South Wall of
Marmolada are also described, but mainly to
make the case that the route was not a
milestone on the path to the sixth grade.
Today it becomes clear that original route on
the south wall of Marmolada in 1901 was
the first “It goes, boys” (Lynn Hill) climbing
moment of the century, and the ascent was
well-recognized in its time as a significant
breakthrough in long vertical rock routes,
referenced frequently in books and articles
before WWI as a classic testpiece. Guido
Rey devoted a whole chapter to the climb in
his 1913 “Alpinismo Acrobatico.” In the
history of big walls; imagining and climbing
the south wall of Marmolada—the longest
and one of the most diﬃcult of the time—set
the new standard for the century, so it is
hard to imagine how it ever lost its spot in
the climber’s “Guinness Book” of historical
superlatives, which seems to have
happened after the 1930s, until the article by
Hermann Reisach in the Alpine Journal in
2001 (Beatrice Tomasson).44

Route Timeline per Rudatis
• 1884 Croda da Lago: Guide Michele
Innerkofler and Roland Von Eötvös
• 1886 Cima della Madonna: Georg
Winkler and Alois Zott
• 1887 Vajolet: Georg Winkler
• 1890 Cima Piccola: Hans Helversen
• 1891 Punta dell Cinque Dita (2nd):
Antonio Dimai and Jeanne Immink
• 1892 Rosetta in Pale di S. Martino:
Antonio Tavernaro, Bortolo Zagonel,
Antonio Crescini.
• 1893 Cimon della Pala (‘Matterhorn of
Dolomites’): Antonio Dimai with Leon
Treptow.
• 1895 Vajolet: Hermann Delago
• 1896 North wall of Hochtor in Gesäuse:
Heinrich Pfannl and Thomas
Maischberger
• 1897 West wall of Laurino: Luigi and
Simone Rizzi with Emil Munk
• 1898 Marmolada west ridge (later
‘armed with metal ladders’): Luigi Rizi
w/ Hans Seyﬀert and Eugen Dittmann
• 1899 Basso di Brenta: Karl Berger and
Otto Ampferer
• 1899(): traverse of three southern
Vajolet towers: Eduard Pichl and Hans
Barth
• 1899(): NW della Civetta: Dimai with
Swinnerton Phillimor and Arthur Guy
Anders Raynor.
• 1899/1900 NE Punta Emma: Tita Piaz
• (Vajolet: Stabeler)
• 1901 Totenkirchl Pfann chimney
• 1901 North wall of Admonter
Reichenstein Heinrich Pfannl and
Thomas Maischberger.
• 1901-1904 Kaisergebirge: Hans Pfann,
Franz Neiberl, Georg Leuchs

Despite the lack of coverage of women
pioneers, what is true is that the material
Rudatis covered became a major reference
in the following decades, as it does
document well many of the key
developments in the Eastern Alps
1900-1930 period, where big wall climbing
tools and techniques developed. So let’s
look at how the progression was presented
in the 1930s (and perhaps consider other
important and comparable routes that could
be added).

original Rudatis articles here.

It is also curious that Rudatis does not mention Mary Varale, who was a contemporary at the time with an
extensive record of ascents. Mary was married to the sports journalist Vittorio Varale, who helped edit the articles;
her climbs seem to be on par with many others that are referenced by Rudatis.
44
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• 1902 Campanile di Val Montanaia:
Viktor Wolf von Glanvell and Günther
von Saar
• 1903 Torre de Pissadù in Sella group:
Leo Heiss from Monaco, ‘emient solo
climber’
• 1904 Basso ‘Pooli’
• 1905 Teston del Pomagagnon South
Wall: Anonio Dimai Agostino Verzi with
Roland and Ilona von Eötvös. —>
Campanile Dimai
• 1905 SW wall of Cimone, Georg
Leuchs ‘Altarpiece’
• 1906 Campanile Toro: Piaz and
Bernard Trier
• 1907 Torre Leo in the Cadini di
Misurina: Angelo Dibona and Johann
von Pauer
• 1907 East wall Cima Piccola di
Lavaredo: Otto Langl, F Horn
• 1908 Roda di Vael west wall: Dibona
and Verzi with Alfred Broon and
Hanson Kelly Corning
• 1908 Basso SW: Rudolf Fehrman and
Oliver Perry-Smith (variant by Luigi
Scotini)
• 1908 Totenkirchl West Wall: Tita Piaz,
Josef Klammer, Rudolf Schietzold,
Franz Schoﬀenegger.
• 1909 Cima Piccola di Lavaredo N face
western chimney: Fehrman and Oliver
Perry-Smith
• 1910 Feldkopf Zsigmondyspitze NE
face; Hans Fiechtl Hans Hotter. most
diﬃcult granite climb of its time.
• 1910 Piccola Civetta: Gabriel Haupt
and Karl Lömpel
• 1911 Punta della Cinque Dita “Diagonal
Crack”: Haupt and Kurt Kiene
• 1911 Basso Preuss
• 1911 Lalider North wall: Dibona, Mayer,
Luigi Rizzi
• 1912 Lalider: Otto Herzog and Georg
Sixt
East wall Fleischbank (400m): hans Dülfer
and Werner Schaarschmid (attempted
previously by Fiechtl, Sixt, Herzog, Adolf

Deye), then repeated 7 times in 1912 by
Sixt, Deye, Pfann, and others.
• Schüsselkarspitze south wall, in the
Wetterstein: Herzog and Fiechtl
• 1913 Direct west wall Totenkirchl:
Dülfer and Villi von Redwitz
• Cima Grande west wall: Dülfer and
Walter von Bernuth
• Cima di Mezzo of Predigtstuhl
•
Jumps to 1919-1920
• 1919 EAST FACE Predigtstuhl (900m)
EAST FACE Predigtstuhl (climbed 16
times in next two years)
• 1921 West face of North summit
Predigtstuhl: Paul Diem Karl Schüle
• 1921 HaHe-Verschneidung on
Dreizinkenspitze (Karwendel): Gustav
Haber and Herzog
• 1921 Cima Ovest of the
Praxmarerkarspitze
• (controversy with repeat ascent with
pitons lost and rescue)
• 1923 direct Predigstuhl: Franz
Weinberger and Fiechtl
• 1923 Hochwanner in Wetterstein
(700m): Ludwig Bauer, Georg Gruber
• 1923; Mandelkogen north edge (1913:
Preuss RIP): Karl Schreiner, E. Hein
from Graz
• 1924: Pelmo north wall: Roland Rossi
and Felix Simon
• 1925: SE Wall Fleischbank: Roland
Rossi and Fritz Weissner (extensive use
of nails)
• Aug.1925 La Furchetta—tried by
Dibona-Mayer-Rizzi and Dülfer-Trenker
(to Pulpit Dülfer), then death of J. Verrà,
then another attempt. Then Solleder
and Weissner
• Aug.7,1925 Civetta Nw wall: Solleder
and Gustav Lettenbauer (15 hours)
•
(TKO: also prior—Dibona also on Croz
d’Altissimo upper part of the corner. rope
traverse. Piaz represented but mostly for his
free climbing skill, his technical
breakthroughs are not especially noted).
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Appendix 2. Sammlung Joachim
Schindler, Dresden
Evidence of carabiners in the
Elbsandsteingebirge from Joachim Schindler
(Dresden sandstone noted as the “low
mountains”).
Joachim writes:
On some aspects - such as the date for the
introduction of carabiners - there are very
diﬀerent versions of the information. For all
technical equipment such as rings, hooks,
carabiners, climbing ropes, rope slings, etc.,
there are various statements and claims.
There is a date when these tools were
generally known, but there were already
individual users and experiments.
Perhaps another important statement: For a
long time, Alpine historians paid little
attention to what was happening in the low
mountain ranges or viewed them with low
value with regard to climbing technology. For

example, the first climbing guide for Saxon
Switzerland was published in 1908 - in other
climbing areas many years later. With the
climbing guide by Dr. Rudolf Fehrmann, ALL
routes were classified in diﬃculty levels I to
VII as early as 1923. Three years later,
Welzenbach suggested a diﬃculty scale
from I to VI!!!
- Around 1910 "Rambo" Herzog is said to
have introduced the snap hook. My photos
show climbers with rope slings and
carabiners in Saxon Switzerland as early as
1892/93!!! I have more examples, but I'm still
working on them myself.
Best regards from Dresden
Achim
Images are from the Joachim Schindler
collection provided to verify carabiners in
the Elbsandsteingebirge as early as 1892:

Left: Turner with rope sling and carabiner. 1892. Center: Otto Lugenheim ties himself to the
ring on the Schrammtorwächter, 1908/ Right: Rudolf Kaden at the ring on Schrammtorwächter,
1934. Dresden climbers equipped with a single carabiner for attaching oneself to an anchor
temporarily to belay or thread the rope for free climbing.
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Above: Carabiners designed for the mining industry as depicted in the 1908 Mining
Technology yearbook, probably some of the first strong snap-links adapted for climbing.

1914 carabiners used in the Sächsischen Schweiz.
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Appendix 3: German-Italian Climbing Dictionary (CAI)
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another interesting early map of the Alps
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Appendix 4: More maps

1910 Guide to the Dolomites map, SH Hamer.

pages from a 1910 guide to the Dolomites.
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Appendix 5: Original Mechanical Advantage and sources (Ascent, 1999)
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